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1. 
INTRODUCTION 
Sinoo Iowa's native grasses were first turned under to produce 
orops, various forces have conditioned and shaped the cropping systems 
of the state. Some of these foroes« such as soil and topography, have 
displayed a steady and persistent influence through the years while 
others, such as prices, methods of production, weather, insect pests, 
and diseases, have "been more variable in their influence on the cropping 
systems. 
The annual reports of the Iowa State Agriciiltural Society provide 
basio information on the formative stages of cropping patterns in the 
state. Following are some of the developments and changes in Iowa's 
cropping systems as given in these annual reports. 
The sorghum or amber cane acreage was reported as increasing rapidly 
in 1858. In 1862 it was grown as a staple in every coun-ty, and at that 
time the total output of the state urns reported as being equal to 76-|-
per cent of the state demand. However, by 1888 tlie hopes that had been 
harbored toward making Iowa self-sufficient in sugar output seemed 
destined to fail. The reasons given then for this development were 
(l) the competition from beet and tropical canes was becoming too keen 
and (2) sorghum or eaber cane requires the most favorable conditions for 
favorable growth and needs to be worked up within the time span of a 
few days after ripening. In 1892 the reports note that sorghum was no 
longer important in -tli© state's agricultural production and that its 
abandonment throughout the atats •was obvious, Cuba, other outside lands, 
and Louisiana were indicated to have the ooiuparative advantage. 
Hungarian grass has a shorter history than sorghum in Iowa crop 
production. In 1858 it ms spoken of as being introduced generally in 
every county and as being very v/ell accepted by the farmers. But four 
or five yeeirs after its introduction, it fell into disuse. The reasons 
given wore (l) it was a dangerous feed for horses, (2) it exhausted the 
soil, and (S) it was troublesome when followed by hoed crops. 
Tobacco was also introduced into the state, but it apparently had 
a brief stay. In 1860, 312,919 pounds was reported to have been produced. 
Three years later it was estimated that the acreage planted in tobacco 
had expanded five times over that of 1860, but despite this increase in 
acreage, the total production in 1865 was estimated at only 300,000 
pounds, less than in I860* Poor seed, droiight, cmd early frosts were 
given as reasons for the poor crop, 
Ytheat production has followed an up and dov/n course in lov/a's 
cropping history. Because of wet -uraather and rust, the cultivation of 
fall v^ eat vms reported as practically abandoned in all parts of the 
state as early as 1861 and 1862. In 1881 it was lamented that northern 
Iowa "... had ceased to be the unfailing bolt of land that should supply 
the markets of the world with wheat.It was pointed out that farmers 
l^owa State Agricultural Socie-ty, Annual report. Vol, 28. 1881. 
pp. 61-62. 
war® turning thoir worn-out fields to grass for dairy and to c om for 
fattening hogs. Reasons given for the decline in wheat v/ere the Hessian 
fly and other insects, storras, and poor seed. Ten years later, however, 
the acreage devoted to vanter wheat was reported to be expanding; this 
ma indicated as parbioularly noticeable in the southern part of the 
state tiiiere a few years before it had practically been abandoned because 
of insect pests, droughts, floods, and fertility depletion. Under these 
conditions, farmers turned thoir attentions to the production of grasses 
and com, "iVith this change in cropping, the grasses were credited with, 
restoring some of the ox'iginal fertility, and wheat acreage was therefore 
noted as being on the increase in 1891# Ne-rortheloss, the 1892 reports 
indicated that the Ytoeat acreage for the state had decreased over two 
million acres since the census of 1880. 
Barley and rye ware reported to be decreasing in acreage as early as 
1880. The production of thase two crops was described as relatively un-
oartain, particularly that of barley because of blight. Further, it was 
presumed tliat increased attention to dairy and other livestock producrbion 
had shifted some of the barley and rye area into grass. 
Flax production began at an early date and for several decades its 
expansion was phenomenal. Production was reported to have increased from 
around 6,000 bushels in 1859 to almost 3,000,000 bushels in 1891. In the 
reports it was viewed as a pioneer or new-land crop, and it was pointed 
out that the center of flax production had gradually shifted from Virginia 
in 1840 to the Dakota territories in 1887. 
4. 
Oats ms a part of the early cropping systems in lorn, and tame 
grasses -were reported to be expanding very rapidly around 1880. The 
impetus for this increase in tame grasses 'was described as due to (l) an 
expansion of dairying, (2) uncertainty in the rheat crop, (s) the prices 
of hay and timothy seed, (4) the wide diffusion of better breeds of cattle 
and horses, and (5) an increase in sheep. 
In 1863 com -was already recognised as an outstanding crop in Iowa. 
The annual report for that year relates that, "This crop is and has been 
the great steple of our State. To it -m are principally indebted for 
•I 
that astonishing increase in wealth which has characterised us," 
In the development of cropping systona in Iowa, of the small grains, 
oats has come to occupy the largest acreage. In con^ jarison to oats in 
acreage sovn, barley, rye, wheat, and flax each have come to occupy minor 
2 
positions for the state as a whole. Corn continues as the principal 
interbilled crop, and soybeans have become increasingly important, 
particularly in tho north central section of the state. 
Figures 1 through 8 indicate some of the changes in cropping systems 
from 1920 to 1943-1947. Figures 1 through 4 show corn and soybean acres as 
a per cent of land in farms. As can be noted, the areas of heaviest pro­
duction have been consistently in the central, north central, and westem 
parts of the state. In 1930 the area of heaviest concentration was in 
l^owa State Agricultural Socie-ty. Annual report. Vol. 10, 1863. p, 5. 
H^urd, E,B, Cropping systems in Iowa past and present. Iowa Agr, 
Exp. Sta, Bui. 268, April 1930. 
southvwstoTO Iowa, whore from 44 to 52 par oent of the land in farms was 
occupied by com and soybeans. By 1940 a considerable reduction in com 
and Boybeein acreage had ooourred here. Com and soybean aoroage reduc­
tion can be noted for the state as a whole, but it generally was not 
as large as in southwestern Iowa, In eitlier case this reduction, no doubt, 
reflects the influence of the AAA program, During the period of 1943-
1947 these southwestern counties did not increase their com and soybean 
acreage up to the level of 1930, Ihis may reflect the relatively ex­
tensive adoption of conservation measures and pre.otioes in this area, 
A conipariBon cf Figures 1 through 4 shows that the area of heaviest 
production has shifted from west to north and central. This can probably 
be attributed to the increase in soybean production in the north central 
area; the expansion of soybean production in the area has probably re­
sulted in a reduction in small grains more than it has in com. 
Figures 5 through 8 show saall grains as a per cent of land in farms 
frcsn 1920 to 194S-1947. For each year or period represented, heavier 
production is noted in mbving from southeast to northxvest. Also, a 
con^ iarison of the figures shows that small grain acres as a per oent of 
land in flarms has been decreasing for the period. By 1943-1947 none of 
the counties had 50 per oent or more of land in small grains, and counties 
with 20 to 29*9 per cent had become inoreasixigly fewer in number. 
Figures 1 through 8 then give some notion of how cropping systems 
in lona have changed over time and t^ at pattern exists today* As has 
been stated, soil and topography have been influential forces in shaping 
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oropping patterns, and they will continue to b© so. But considerably 
loss predictable in their offeots are the variables of prices, prod\iotion 
methods and toohniques, weather, and agricultural policy programs. In 
detemining the most profitable orop coiribination or combinations on a 
given farm, a knov/ledge and undorstanding of these forooa are necessary. 
Accordingly, the following chapters are devoted to an ecanomic study of 
orop rotations. 
X5, 
aiATElffilNT OF THE PROBLEM 
Ifeture and Extent of the Apparent Situation and 
the Ciroumatanoea that Ginre Rise to It 
Annually, aocietyi through government agencies, allooates a sub­
stantial amount of resources for (l) research studies on how various 
crop rotations, manure end fertilizer treatments, and mechanical prac­
tices affect soil loss and soil productivity and (2) implementation 
end direction of prograros^  that will facilitate a relatively higher 
level of soil productivity than has been attained to date. Basically 
instrumental in obtaining the objective of a hi^ er level of soil pro­
ductivity are the measures of adjustments in cropping systeins, a more 
Yfidespread adoption of mechanical practices for soil erosion control, 
and an extended use of lime and fertilizer* 
During the thiirbeen-year period, 1936 to 194S, the Production lfe.rkat-
ing Administration distributed as Agricultural ConserTation Payments an 
average of almost 350 million dollars annually to partioipating farmers. 
Prior to 1944 a portion of this may perhaps more correctly be looked 
upon as income subsidies (commodi'ty payments), but from 1944 through 1948, 
the distribution was entirely for assistance for conservation practices-
except a commodity payment of $23,455,000 for flax in 1945. Ftom 1944 to 
1948, inclusive, the RverRge annual amount distributed under the A.C.P, 
program isas $236,790,000. In addition, the total annual appropriations to 
the Soil Conservation Service averaged $28,043,000 from 1938 to 1948, 
inclusive. (Sources of datai Data on A.O.P, are computed from Statistical 
Summaries of Practices, Agricultural Consermtion Progi«m, U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, Agriculture Conseirvation Programs Branch, Vfeshington, D»C., 
December, 1948, and October, 1949. Data on appropriations for Soil 
Conservation Service are obtained from Imports of Director of Finance, 
Office of Budget and Finance, 1936-1948, tl.S, Department of Agriculture. 
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In spite of the orbonai'TO use of reaouroos for the purpoaea just 
indicated, sheet and gully erosion of our soils ooiitinues to be sooially 
reocgnized as excessive on inaiiy farms and in many areas throughout the 
states• 
To the extent that we do not know vrhat the optimum oombination of 
orops and practices is for a given soil type and situatioK, and to the 
esirtent that famers fail to seleot the oombination of orops and praotioes 
that vfill at least maximize total grain output on our farms, we fail to 
realize the most economic use of given resources for food and fiber 
production} as a oonaequence, society does not obtain optimum use of its 
resources* 
Past research on the problem of the economios of crop rotations is 
conspicuous by its divergent inferences and analytical conclusions, 
particularly in regard to the forage enterprise. As a result, and 
especially in view of the current emphasis on attaining a higher degree 
of soil conservation through an expansion of the forage enterprise, these 
conflicting observations and conclusions contribute doubt, confusicjn, 
and uncertainty to the problem of decision making in the individual farm 
business in its attempt to maximize profits; those who formulate social 
policy are faced with the same peirplexing situation in attem|>ting to 
maximize the social product from a given stook of resources. 
In view of the substantial amount of resources annually allocated 
by society for research and program in^ lemontation and direction as 
preriously referred to, and in view of the conflicting observations and 
conclusions and their effects on f)amer and policy-maker decisions as 
17. 
Indioated above, the research worker in production, eoonomioa is faced 
T/ith the tasks (l) of framing a oonoeptual solution to the problem from 
our existing knowledge of phyeioal transfcnnation funotions and from 
tools of eoonomio analysis and (2) of femulating hypotheaas that can 
be -vierified empirioally. 
Application to be Jfed© of the EoBults 
The results -will be applied speoifioally to the upland fanning area 
of the Ida-Ifcnona soils in Iowa but, generally, the principles developed 
and set foirbh will be applicable elseiriiere. Ida-I&nona soils are 
loessial soils of the Missouri Biver Valley and 
• •• were broken out of the original prairie vegetation from 
60 to 80 years ago. In this relatively short period of time 
as much as 50 per cent of the original fertile topaoil has 
been lost by sheet erosion. Sheet erosion has done the most 
damage to farm land but gully erosion, particularly in the 
steeper area adjacent to the bluffs, ranks a close second. 
Gully development in these soils is almost phenomenal. 
Gullies cut back several hundred feet a year in places and 
roake it necessary to relocate roads, bridges, fences, and 
farm buildings. The largo gullies are most spectacular 
because of size and difficulty of controli but the small 
gullies and depressions that are developing in practically 
every cultivated field cause far greater loss of soil pro-
duotivi-ty.^  
B^rowning, G.M., Norton, R.A., HcCall, A.G, and Bell, P.G. In­
vestigation in erosion control and tha reclamation of eroded land at 
the Mo. Valley Loess Conservation Exp. Sta., Clarinda, la., 1931-42, 
Iowa Agr, Exp. Sta. ond Soil Cons. Sarv., U.S. Dept. of Agr., Washington, 
D.C. Tech. Bui. 959. October 1948. p« 2. 
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The Eoonoraio Ends of the Individual and Socieiqr 
The study of the problem will be pursued with a viow toward these 
objeotivoa t 
(l) to guide individual fanners in the best use of their 
resources and in a manner oorapatiblo with the welfare of 
society and (2) to provide fundamental analysis of the 
efficiency of farm resource combinations which can serve as 
a basis for bottering the public adciiniotration of resources 
\«here agricultural poliqy or institutions which condition 
production efficiency are ooncemod.^  
Limitations and Presuppositions Under Vfliich the Study Will be Pursued 
Severe limitations to the making of this study arise from a lack of 
controlled experimental data on (l) tlie singular effect of various crop 
combinations on crop yields, (2) the effect of contouring alone on crop 
yields for various crop rotations, and (3) the combined effect of con­
touring and terracing on crop yields for various crop oombinationB. In 
most experimental data to date, numerous variables—rotations, soil type 
treatment, etc.,—confound the data to auoh an extent that in most oaaes 
it is impossible to determine the effects of any one of the above var­
iables alone on crop yields. IJevertheless, the etudj' is being pursued 
with the limited experimental data that can be used for this stuclf and 
the crop yield estimates "tiiat have been made available by staff monibers 
of the Department of AgroncuQr, Soils Subsection, Iowa State College, and 
the Division of Soil Survey, IT,S, Department of Agricultiir®, The 8tu(fy 
H^eady, Earl 0, Models in farm production economics research. Jour 
Farm Econ, Vol. SO. IJay 1948. p. 205» 
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is being mad© despite these limitations on the assumption that individual 
and scoial losses in terms of inoome and welfare, respectively, will be 
less if the study is made now than if we were to wait 10 to 12 years, 
or more, for experimental data. The individual farmer and the polioy-
maker oamot delay making their decisions until such data is obtained, 
and the research v/orker is obligated to furnish what guidance h© can 
with the resources he has available. 
Summary Statement of Problem 
1. TOxat is the econonQr or profitability of alternative crop rota­
tions alone and in combination v;ith different erosion control practices 
as a means of attaining different levels of soil conservation or soil pro­
ductivity on the upland farraing areas of Ida-Monona soils in lovra,? 
2 .  "VJhat is the relative stability of returns over time i'rom different 
crops and soil management systems? 
3. To "vAiat extent is maximization of profits for the individual 
farmer compatible with maximization of social welfare? 
20. 
BEVIEW OF LITBRATUBE 
In, the "Stateraient of the Problem" it was noted that past research 
on the ijroblem of eoonomiofi of orop rotations is dharaoterlzed by oon-
flioting observations and oonolusions. Following is a review and exam­
ination of sorae of the most oommon criteria established by past research 
for detemining the most profitable orop oombinations and practices. 
Gross Returns per Acre per Crop 
One method of analysis in use is that of selecting those crops having 
the relatively highest gross returns per acre. Ihe following excerpt from 
a research bulletin will serve as an illustration. 
On the family farms, the largest gross income, 5895, was 
realized on tobacco-type farms. The next largest gross 
income, $863, came from combination cotton-and-tobacco type 
farms with a high tobacco-to-cotton ratio. The gross income 
Twas only |517 on cotton-type farms with low oottoa yields, 
and §618 on cotton farms -with high cotton yields. 
Although this criterion may have some merit from the standpoint of 
measuring volume of business, it is obviously inadequate for detemining 
the most profitable crop conibinations and practices. Hiis is true for the 
E^lrod, J.C, and Steanson, Oscar. Farming conditions in Toombs County, 
Georgia. Georgia Exp. Sta. and Bur# of Agr, Boon., U,s, Dept. of Agr», 
Washington, D.C. Bui. 202. July 1939. p. 42. Although net income comparisons 
by means of budgetary analysis were made for various types of fsurms, the 
above quotation appears in the summary of the "bulletin. 
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following reaeonsJ (l) even if it were used as a method of amlysis for 
deciding cn what crop to grow from various alternatives in a system of 
one-orop farming, it would be inadequate because toie farmer's priiaary 
interest is that cf maximizing net returns; fiurther, wherever livestook 
enterprises are organized into a system of one-orop ftirming, the farmer, 
if he is to maximise profits, must be conoemed with ma::ijnizing net 
income to the farm as a whole and not to ar^  one enterprise; this in5)lie8 
the equating of the marginal net revenues for all enterprises, (2) in 
situations ishere there is a choice betvjeen tvfo or more congjotitive crops 
(crops that are strictly competitive for the farmer's resources and that 
play the same role—cash, or feed) in the rotation or combination, a 
comparison on the basis of gross returns per acre errs in failing to 
consider the various amounts of expenses that are related to the crops 
con^ jared, (s) lastly, gross returns per acre errs because it fails to 
take account of the compleinentary effects of crops gro\vn in combination# 
Various crops are agronomioally interdependent, i.e., there is an inter­
dependence of the per»aore yield of one crop upon the yield of another. 
Because of this relationship it is meaningless to conqoare tv;o or more 
crops on the basis of relative returns per acre. For example, a rel­
atively larger return from corn tlian from clover or alfalfa in the rota­
tion would have little meaning if the com yield vrero dependent upon the 
growing of clover or alfalfa in tlie rotation. Similarly, in -ttie com 
belt rotation, -Uie oata crop enterprise is often complementary as a nurse 
crop to legume or grass seedings. Even if crops had no agronomic inter­
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dependence, factors such as seasonal labor distribution and utilisation, 
livestock feed requirements, and economic power and machinery use would 
necessitate a consideration of a oombination of crops rather than the 
relative returns from each crop if net f&rm income ie to be at an op-
timitim* 
Not only have different crops and different crop combinations been 
compared on tha basis of gross value but also various orop combinations 
have been compared in association with various soil treatments. Follow­
ing are typical comparisons from one of our Midwest research bulletins: 
Table 16, Aledo Field* Comparison of Soil Treatment Systems^  
l&nure Systems» 1910-1923, com, oats, clover, wheatj 
1924-1934, oom, corn, oats, wheatj 1935-1942, com, 
com, oats, clover-alfalfa 
(Average annual aoro-yields) 
Long-time yields, 1910-1942, and index of gross values 
All crops 
Treatmsnt Com Com Oats Viheat Hay Value gross index 
systems 1st year 2nd year 1910-1942 1939-1942 
0 59.9 62.8 55.5 27.5 2.15 §24,76 100 130 
H 77.1 78.3 63.2 32,5 2.78 30.10 122 165 
Mi 79.5 32.3 66.7 34,7 3.29 32,35 131 179 
!-!LrP 79,5 82.3 67,1 35,8 3.30 32,57 132 179 
As has already been indicated, from the standpoint of maximizing 
not income to the farm, these comparisons may be misleading" Not only 
are the above comparisons made on the basis of gross returns but it is 
Waiter, P.C., lAng, A.L,, Badger, C,J,, taller, L,B,, Famham, C.H,, 
Johnson, P.E,, Marriott, L,F,, and Nelson, M»H, Ejects of soil treatment 
on soil produotivily - a summary of long-time field experiments. Univ. of 
111. -ftgr. Exp» Sta, Bui, 516, December 1945. p, 147. 
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inpoaslble to tell v^ ether the yield difforenoes are due to the variation 
in orop rotations or to the variation in soil treatment# Blirthor, there 
is no indication as to whether or not the yield differences are statistic­
ally significant. Of wuoh more importance to the farmer riouild have been 
experimental physical yield data for different treatments imder oon-
ditime -where the orop rotation and other controllable variables "were held 
constant, and where the levels of the different treatments vrere varied. 
lYith such data the fanner would know the approximate yield respcnses that 
v/cald be i'orbhooralng from various levels of treatment and by applying 
currently expected prices and costs could arrive at the optimum level of 
trea-tment* 
Hot Cash Ratums per Acre per Crop 
Another cri-fcerion used in selecting the crops to be groim is that of 
re-fcums to various crops above their -mriablo cash costs. The following 
excerpts and table from a researoli bulletin serve as an example, He-
ferring to cotton, -this statement appears, and the return over 
variable cash costs per acre is high oon^ red mth that of c&er crops 
currently raised."^  Quoting further, "With usual yields the normal jnaricet 
2 
value of an acre of cotton is nearly double that of an acre of com." 
C^onnor, M.C,, Hendrix, W.E,, Sayre,G,R., and Pullilove, ViT.T, B'am 
adjustment opportunities in Greene Coxm-by, Georgia. Georgia Exp. Sta. 
and Bur. of Agr, Econ,, tl.S, Dept. of -Agri, ^ shington, D.C, Bui, 221, 
October 1942. p. 16. 
I^bid., p, 16. 
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The ©nsuiag table, in abatraoted form, indioates the oor^ arisons that 
were made* 
Table 4. Return above variable oaah ooats from specified 
crops per aore and per hour of man labor, Greene 
County, Georgia^  
Cotton Corn l^iheat Oats Cow peas 
alone for seed 
Grayland aeotion (average 
of 54 aoraa of drop laiaJ 
per farm) 
Eetum above variable 
cash costs 18,40 9.30 5,20 7,30 5.40 
Maxi. labor per aore 
(hours) 103.4 53.6 24.0 19.8 39.8 
Return per hour of 
man labor $ .18 .17 .22 .37 *14 
On the basis of these comparisons, a Greene County fanner might 
conclude that -with the resources he has available, he should grow as 
many acres of cotton as possible if he is to increaso his in«»ne. It 
•would appear that for every acre of com that can be shifted to cotton, 
cash farm income yrould be increased by $9.10. 
This standard for determining the most profitable crop combination 
is misleading because it fails to consider basic enterprise relationships. 
If a famer's operations for a particular crop, cotton ia this case, are 
already optimized in terms of resources available at the times required for 
the crop, further expansion of the crop may reduce the net cash returns to 
I^bid,, p« 17. 
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this orop, and lianoe reduce the net income to the farm# On the other 
hand, if a farmer, in addition to producing ootton, produced other crops 
that would "be supplemental in the use of his resources, the net income to 
the farm as a whole might be enhanced considerably. 
flirther, and similar to the measure of gross returns per acre per crop, 
it is erroneous because it overlooks possible corapleinentary relationships 
between crops. In this instance, for example, an expansion of the acreage 
and output of cow peas or other leguainous crop nay over time actually 
increase the total ootton output although fewer acres for ootton would be 
available as the aci^ age and output of cow peas or other leguminous crop 
vrere expanded. This would be true as long as the percentage increase in 
the aore-yield of ootton was greater than the percentage decrease in ootton 
aorea* To the extent that such complementarity exists between crops, and 
to the extent that such complementary effects fail to be realized, profits 
to the individxial farmer will not be naxiialzed. 
Net Cash Returns per Hour of labor per Crop 
Net cash returns per hour of labor is another method of analysis for 
determining the most profitable crop ooxnbination. Its use may be found in 
conjunction with another standard for crop selection, namely, net cash 
returns per acre, which was the method used in the abstracted table from 
the Greene County, Georgia study referred to in the previous section. Hie 
con^ risons, repeated from that table, were as followsi 
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Cotton Corn Viihaat 
alone 
Oats Cow peas 
for seed 
Grayland sootion 
(average of 54 acres of 
crop land per farm) 
Return above variable 
cash costs § 18.40 9.30 5.20 7,50 5.40 
I&.n labor per acre (hours) 103.4 53.6 24.0 19,8 39.8 
Return per hour of 
man labor $ .18 .17 .22 .37 » 14 
Net oash retujms per hour is inadequate because it ifpiores basic 
enterprise relationships—con^ jetitive, supplementary, and con^ jlemairfcary. 
In the Greene County, Georgia study referred to, oats should be ex­
panded on the basis of net cash returns per hour of man labor, wiiereas 
on the basis of net oash returns per acre, cotton should be e:q)anded. 
Yihich of the criteria is the f&nner going to use as a guide? If crops 
are competitive for labor throughout the year, and if labor is the 
limiting resource and if no more can be hired, he -would choose oats as 
it returns most per hour of labor. On the other Imnd, if in this same 
situation, land wore the limiting resoiirce and if no more could be rented, 
he vfould choose cotton as it returns most per acre of land. This situation 
•would not be very realistic -when applied to a choice between oats and 
cotton in ffreene Coun^ ty, Georgia, beca^ ise cotton and oats are not strictly 
competitive for labor throughout the yearj it is only at certain times 
•within each crop season that they are competitive, •vfhioh is the real 
situation with respect to moot crops everyv^ ere. In Greene County,Gr©orgia, 
oats at haziest •jrould probably be competitive for labor at the time of 
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ootton oultivation. If, as a result of thia oiroumBtanoe, and if Greene 
County farmers expanded their oat acreage at the expense of ootton 
acreage heoauae they figured that the added return per each hour of labor 
shifted from oottoo. to oats would he greater than the loss in "returns 
per acre", they would end up vrith a reduction in net farm income if 
lahor oould not be fully utilised at other times of the year. Baus, 
although enterprises may compete for resources at certain times within 
the crop season they may supplement ea<A other in the use of resources 
at other times. If, as in the Greene County, Georgia study, oats require 
19,8 hours of man labor per acre per year and ootton 103,4, and oats 
•were expanded at the expense of ootton because of the relatively higher 
returns per hour of man labor, 5,2 acres of oats would have to be added 
for eveiy acre of ootton shifted in order to utilise the labor idiat was 
used on cotton. If a farmer had 27 acres of cotton and all ootton acres 
were shifted to oats, it would require 140 acres of oats to utiliae the 
labor formerly devoted to cotton. With an average of 54 acres of crop 
land available per farm in the Grayland Section of Greene County, Georgia, 
that much crop land would not be available. Even if it were, farm income 
might not be enhanced and would very likely be reduced because labor 
would not be fully employed whec not used by oats. 
Finally, net cash returns per hour of labor fails to take into con­
sideration the con5)leraentarii:y that exists between various crops. This 
is illustrated from the farm record data for central Illinois itens as 
follows* 
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Cora Oata Soybeans Alfalfa Clover 
(combined) hay hay 
Net returns per aore^  , $44.64 7,62 26.69 15,04 1.44 
Return per hour of labor $ 4.76 2,22 4,76 1»05 .50 
On the basis of the above ooraparisons, com and soybeans lai^ t easily 
be considered by a farmer as the most profitable crops to produoe because 
both give higher returns per hour of labor and per acre of land than the 
other crops. However, because of the oornplemsntary effects of alfalfa or 
olover in the rotation on corn and soybean yields, farm income might 
actually be reduced were com and/or soybeans substituted for alfalfa 
and/or olover in the rotation. Similarly, since oats serve as a nurse 
crop to legume seedings^  net farm income might be reduced vreire com and/or 
soybeans to talce the place of oats, 
Net Returns per Acre All Costs Deducted 
Net returns per acre all oosts deducted as a method of analysis is 
held by some to provide more nearly the ansTwr to what is the most profit-
abla crop combination than the preceding criteria do. But it also has 
definite limitatiwis -which may lead to faulty conclusions. To illustrate, 
the following data from a midwest research bulletin ars set forthi 
%ilcox, R.H, Crop costs in Illinois in 1943. Univ. of 111. Fam 
Econ, Sept^ ber 1944. p. 146. 
l^ack, Clawson, M., Sayre, C.R., and Wilcox, W.W. Farm manage­
ment. Ihe Maflnillan Coiopany. New '^ ork, 1947^  
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Table 2* Cost of produoiiig grain crops on. 10 to 16 . 
CJhaB^ iaign and Piatt County farma, 1921-1926 
Corn Winter wheat Oats Soybeans 
Net profit or 
loss par aore $ 5.55 $2.50 $-4*16 $-3.10 
Table 3. Cost of producing hay crops on 16 to 18 Knox 
and Warren County farms, 1923«1925^  
Clovor Timothy Mixed Soybean Alfalfa 
Fet profit or 
loss per acre $1«91 3-.56 4^.01 $-10.71 $16.11 
One difficulty of the net returns per acre all costs deducted 
criterion is that of decidin{5 on what rate to charge for labor. It is 
commonly assumed that all labor used in crop production is of the same 
value per unit. !lhis assumption ivould lead to erroneous conclusions. 
For instance, it might be questioned -rfiether any charge should be made 
for operator and family labor because such labor is present on the farm 
as a fixed coat vihether it is used or not. If a diarge niiere rnade for such 
labor, the rate should at leeist vary with different seasons of the year 
since the altemative uses for labor vary at different seasons of the 
year, which would affect the seasonal value of labor. For example, at 
peak periods of demand for labor, operator and family labor might be 
C^ase, H.C.M., VTilcox, B.H., and Bergt Organizing the combelt 
farm for profitable production. Univ. of 111, Agr. Exp. Sta. Bui# 329. 
Jime 1929. p* 265* 
®Ibid., p. 268. 
charged at hired labor rfttos as this vrould tend to reflect their real 
value, Yihereae at slaok seasons of the year ^ en the alternative uses for 
labor are not as ^ lany and pressing, the real value of operator and family-
labor night be considered to be something less than the hired labor rate. 
Considering the opportunity costs for tha use of labor at -mrious seasons 
of the yoar, a famer's labor mi^ t be worth §0.50 per hour in iJaroh or 
April when he is preparing seed bed for oats or seeding oats, SO.85 per 
hour in July when he is oorabiniag oats, oulti-vating com and putting up 
hay, and §0«S5 per hour in NoTrember -when picking oom, vThen -the same 
•value per unit of labor is charged throughout the yoar, those crops that 
require most of their labor during relatively slack periods usually 
appear to have low retuma per acre. This is usually the fate of the 
oats en-terprise in the oom belt, and that ia one of the reasons iriiy 
oa-ts show a negative return in -the table above# On the other hand, those 
orops whose major labor requirements fall ivithin the peak demand periods 
for labor -would tend to show relatively too high returns when an average 
flat rate throughout the year is charged for labor. 
It was mentioned earlier -that it might be questionable -pfaether any 
charge should be made for operator and family labor since it was present 
as a fixed cost on -the farm whether it -was used or not. The follcwing 
calculations^  may help to illustrate this point and the influence on the 
conclusions attainedi 
C^ollier, George Comttion errors in evaluating farm practices, 
Jour, Farm Boon. Vol. 23. No-vamber 1941# pp» 878-879. 
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For one crop 
Gross value of produot par aore |40 
Hired labor per aore $ 3 
Other expense items 10 
Labor of farmer and family 20 
Total expense 33 
Net returns per aore 7 
If no ohai^ e were made for the labor of the fanner and his family* 
the crop would indicate a oontribution to farm income of $27 per aore 
instead of $7, 
For two orops compared on the same basis 
Crop 1 Croip 2 
Gross value per acre $ 40 25 
Hired labor $3 $0 
Other expense items 10 5 
Iftbor of farmer and family 30 5 
Total expense 33 10 
Net returns per aore 7 15 
In this oase* on the basis of net returns per aore crop nujifljor 3 
would be chosen over crop number 1. However, if no charge is made for the 
farmer's and his family's labor, crop 2 would contribute only $20 per 
aore to farm income, TAereas crop 1 would contribute $27 per acre* On a 
given amount of land, if a charge for operator and ftunily labor were 
omitted, crop 2 would actually reduce farm income by approximately one-
fourth, vdiile on the basis of not retunis per aore with a charge for 
operator and family labor, crop 2 would be expected to more than double 
the returns over and above crop 1, Also, if a choice of crop 2 over crop 1 
would mean that three-fourths of the operator's and his family's labor 
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would go unutilized during the crop produotion. soaaon, the net returns 
per aore ooraparison oould hardly be valid unless acreage oould be in­
creased by four tinea to result in equal and fdll utilisation of operator 
and family labor for the trro orops compared. 
The same reasoning as applied to labor above might also be applied to 
charges for power, machinery, aj3d equipment. For instance, if a f&.m»r 
adda or expanda a crop enterprise that givea him a fuller utilization of 
his pOTser, naohinery, and equijciont, and labor too, during alaok periods, 
an average rata per hour might be charged for items such as fuel, oil, 
and lubricants, but a lower rate might logically be charged for depreciation 
or perhaps no chaise for depreciation should be made at all since deprecia­
tion T/ould be present as a fixed coat -Biiether or not a particular crop 
enterprise ware added or e^ anded. Also, there vrould be no logic in 
making any additional dhaiTges for housing and interest on investment. 
Alao, if comparisons are to be made on the beusia of true net returns, 
adjustments would have to be made for differences In soil exhaustion 
brought about by different crops in the rotation, for differences in values 
of by-products frcoi various crops, and for the complementary effects that 
seme crops may have on others. 
The difficulty and failure in making adjustments for coii5)lementary 
effects of some crops on others leads to highly erroneous income compar­
isons for orops. In the net profit or loss per aore conqjariaons for 
various crope as set forth in the abatraeted table from Illinois Bulletin 
329, this section, part of the returns to oom and oats should be allocated 
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to the legumes beoauae of the oomplementary effaote of legumes on ooz*n 
and oat yields, and part of the returns to legumes should be allooated to 
oats because oats serve as nurse orop to legume seedings* Entirely differ­
ent ooaolusions might be arrived at wsre adjustments taade for differences 
in the drain on soil productivity, in the value of crop residue, and in 
the oonqjlements for various crops. 
Finally, the data on which these comparisons are made are historical 
throughout. Con^ arisons are made on the basis of past techniques and past 
price-cost relationships which may or may not have 6m,y validity for future 
comparisons. 
Highest Aero Yield of the %irL Crop 
Sometimes high acre jrields of the main orop are emphasized in the 
literature. In the com belt, for example, the emphasis would be placed 
on high per acre com yields. To illustrate, one research bulletin in 
stressing the importance of high crop yields to high net farm incomes, 
makes the statement, "ihe acre-yield of corn on grain fams where com 
occupies from a third to a half of the tillable land is probably the most 
.tl iii5)ortant item affecting the net form income. 
If farmers were to use the highest acre yield of main orop (oom in 
the com belt) as a guide to the most profitable orop combination and level 
of output, chances are that they vrould be misled because this norm or 
standard igziores the costs of obtaining tho8« hi^  per acre yields of the 
M^osher, M,L. and Case, fleirta practices and their effects on 
farm earnings. Univ. of 111, Agr. Exp. Cta. Bui* 444* August 1938* p. 480* 
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main crop. For example, a farmer in the oom belt might presumably obtain 
some very high oom. yields per aore by applying a heavy rate of fertiliser 
and by having legumes on his orop land three years out of five, Ihis 
might not bo the most profitable output oombination Tirtien the oosts of 
the fertilizer and the oosts of having his orop land in legumes three 
years out of every five ai'e considered. The crop rotation or oombination 
that would tend to give the highest total production of the main orop 
T^ ould ocjae closer to guiding the farmer toward the most profitable orop 
oombination. As has been pointed out, a com belt famer, for example, 
might obtain scsae very high per aore oom yields by maintaining a high 
ratio of legumes to com, but the oosts of obtaining these high per aore 
com yields might also be high as a result of the relatively fewer acres 
that are available for oom. By expanding legume acreage and output a 
point will be reached indiere the percentage increase in the acre yield of 
oom will be less than the percentage decrease in oom acreagej farther 
and farther expansion of legume acreage and output beyond this point 
will result in smaller and snaller total outputs of com,* Viihether or 
not this is profitable would depend on the relative prices of legumes and 
corn and the oosts of producing each* 
Highest Crop Yield Index 
So far all methods of analysis for deterainlng the most profitable 
selection of crops have been based on a oomparison of individual crops. 
Although suoh specialized studies of various enterprises or segments of 
the flarm business may yield valuable information in regard to existing 
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relationBhips among different parts of the farm organiaation, they are, 
M has been pointed out, apt to lead to faulty oonolusiona in measuring 
the effects that the selection of different crops have on the organization 
and oporation of the farm as a whole and on farm income. This pointa to 
the need for a criterion that usee the crop oombination or cropping system 
as the least common denominator for determining the effect that crops have 
on farm income. The highest crop yield index might be considered such a 
criterion, but for several reasons, which will be pointed out below, it 
too has been inadequate and misleading in helping the individual farmer 
determine what is the most profitable output oombination for crops. To 
obtain the crop yield index for a particular farm, a composite yield figure 
for all crops on the farm is computed and expressed as a per cent of the 
average crop yield for all farms in the group beiiig studied • One research 
bulletin described the method used in cor^ juting the orop yield index as 
follows, "The queintity of each field orop produced on. the farm was divided 
by the average yield of that orop per acre on all farms, and the quotients 
obtained from these divisions were added and their ston divided by the crop 
area of the farm,"^  Several illustrations from research bulletins are set 
forth below since it is a method of analysis that has extensive usage in 
the literature. 
P^ond, G.A. and Haniioy, VJ.P, Bactors causing variations in earnings 
among dai^  farmers in southeastern Minnesota. Univ. of flinn. Agr. Exp, 
Sta,, and Criokman, C,ff., Bur. of Agr. Econ,, U.S. Dept. of Agr. Bui. 314. 
Becember 1934* p. 81. 
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Crop yield index and size of farm* and labor inoo&te« 1933-38^  
Crop yield index labor inooine 
Small faras (about 130 aores) 
Less than 90 § 373 
90 to 109 633 
110 or more 846 
lArge ftims (about 260 aoroa) 
Less than 90 0 510 
00 to 109 1048 
110 or more 1514 
Factors related to organiaation and earnings on fif-ty-seven 
Illinois farras, 1925-1934^  
Itom 19 most 19 nediiaa 19 least 
profitable profitable profitable 
fartns farms farms 
I&bor and management viage $ 1243 261 #-419 
Com* bushels per aore 49.5 47,3 45,8 
Oats, bushels per aore 38.0 38,4 35,6 
V^ eatf bushels per aore 22.9 29.7 21,9 
Crop yield index 103,1 100.9 96.7 
r^i^ t, K.T. Dollars and sense in faming, (jajstraot) Mioh. Agr. 
Exp. Sta. Speoial Bui. 334. Hay 1943. p. 24* 
p 
Mosher« ^ .L. and Oase, n.C.M. Fam praaticaa aod. their effects on 
farm earnings, (Adaptation) TTniv, of IH» Exp, Sta. Bui. 444. August 
1938. p. 546, Of the factors that tsero considered primarily responsible 
for the differences in inoosnes, crop yields -urere considered as the first 
order of importanoe, Iliere is no indication of whether or not the yield 
differenoes in the above three groups are statistioally significant. 
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1 
Eelaticai of crop yields to labor oamings on fama (ifllnnaaota, 1928-»32) 
Crop yield index Operator's labor earnings 
Ijbss than 90 $ 1506 
90 to 109 1620 
110 or more 2067 
2 
Relation of orop index to returns and various other factors 
Crop index labor income 
Less than 82 $ -267 
82 to 97 -214 
98 to 113 - 72 
114 or more 4 
Factors Affecting Costs and Returns in Producing Milk—Grop Yields 
"Crop index -was more closely associated with labor incomes than with 
returns on the daiiy enterprise. In each area -Uie groups of farms with 
the lowest crop yields had the lowest average labor incomesj and there 
was a tendency in each area for labor incomes to increase with orop yields. 
One difficulty with the data outlined above is that they imply increas 
ing returns a and rarely is it pointed out that there are ooonomic limita­
tions to the level of output that can be obtained per unit of resource used 
P^ond, G.A. and Banney, W,P. Factors causing voriations in earnings 
among daiiy famers in southeastern. Minnesota. (Adaptation) Univ. of Minn. 
Agr. Exp. Sta., and Crickman, C.W., Bur. of Agr, Econ., U.S. Dept. of 
Agr. Bui. 514. December 1934. p. 53. 
2 Uibson, V^ .L., Jr. An economic study of forming in Appomattox County, 
Virginia. (Adaptation) Virginia Agr. Exp. Sta. Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute. Bui. 311. October 1937. p. 29. 
'sierly, Ivan R. Factors affecting costs and returns in producing milk 
orop yields. Farm Boon. N.Y. State College of Agr. Cornell Univ. No. 141. 
Junei 1944. p. 3607, 
Yet, on the basis of numerous input-output studies in agricultural pro­
duction, production functions have been established that point to dimin­
ishing returns over a vd.de range of data and that as a consequence, at 
some point marginal costs will exceed marginal rstums and thus lovrer 
total profits, Aa stated, existing physical input-output data suggeat 
that the tiunsfomation function for a specific resource (fertiliserj 
legumes as an input to grain output in crop rotatioas) applied to land is, 
over the Tiddest range, as represented by curve A in Figure 9, However, the 
above data from the literature suggest curve B. Tlhat curve B may really 
signify is that (l) fanners who have the higher crop yields employ rel­
atively large amounts of resources and that a portion of these returns 
are attributed to crop yields, (2) that the more efficient famei® are 
on the more productive land and that some of the returns to management 
practices other than those associated with crops are imputed to crop 
yields, and (3) that low, average, and high crop yield indexes reflect 
fams with low, average, and high soil productivity,^  respectively, which 
gives rise to a separate production function for each land class os is 
indicated in Figure 10, curves A, B, and C below. Points a, b, and c 
represent the low, medium, and hi^  average crop yield indexes that are 
obtained by sorting the fame into three groups. The line connecting 
points a, b, and c is similar to curve B in Figure 9. As can be seen 
I^n some of the literature cited in this section, soil producrtivity 
classes based on the appraised value of farms have been used, but since 
iJie appraised value of land reflects not only soil productivity but 
b\;ilding8, location, and social amenities, such classification is apt to 
err in regard to soil productivity. 
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Figure 10. Tireinsforination functions for a 
specific resource applied to land 
classes of different productiTity, 
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in Figure 10^  this lino do®B not represent a separate production fUnotion, 
but it oonneots points on three different fmotions. Curve abo infers 
that fajsners uriio have low orop yield indexes should expemd input from OD 
to OE and their orop yields, and henoe their profits, will rise from OP 
to OH, Actually, they would receive OG, which would be considerably less 
than OH, Were these farmers to attempt to obtain Off output (profits) the 
input that would be required would in all likelihood bo so large that 
profits would be less than OF. 
Thus, these data relating orop indexes to iuoome aare inadequate and 
misleading as a guide to the individual fanner because they fail to tell 
him (l) how far in terns of resource input or product output it is profit­
able to go, (2) Tiiiiat means he should employ in getting there, and (s) what 
kinds and amounts of inputs are required to obtain these high yields and 
profits» Also, since these data stress the relationship between output 
and profits, they direct attention away from a more important relationship, 
namely, that of input (costs) to output (profits). 
All Peed Nutrients Have the Same Value per Pound 
Another assumption, which is implicit in many erroneous oon» 
elusions is that all feed nutrients have the same value per 
pound irrespective of the form or proportion in whioh they 
oocur. And yet average farm prices for feeds vary from ^ 2.00 
per 100 pounds of digestible nutrients in high*protein con* 
centrates to i$l»25 per hundred pounds of digestible nutrients 
in the fom of grain, ll.OO in the form of hay, to.50 in the 
form of stmw, and $0«33 in the foxm of pasture* 
C^ollier, George W« Common errors in evaluating farm practices. Jour. 
Farm Econ. Vol. 23* November 1941. p. 881. 
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This wide variation, in the prices of different feed nutrients may be 
explained in tema of (l) differences in the 00n5)0siti0n (proportions 
of proteins, oarbohydrates, fats, fiber, vitamins) of different feeds, 
(2) differences in oonoentration, i*e*« the ratio of fiber to total 
digestible nutrients in each, and (s) the differenoes in production 
location relative to place of utilization# 
Forage is an Unprofitable Crop Because it Sells 
at a Lower Price per Feed Unit than Grain 
In the preceding sectian of this chapter, it inas indicated that farm 
prices for different feeds in terns of digestible nutrients vary widelyt 
Although these price differences nay tend to reflect the value differ­
ences of nutrients from various feeds, they may also be misleading because 
on the basis of these prioe differenoes it might be implied that forage, 
hay and pasture, is an unprofitable crop because it sells at a lower prioe 
per feed unit than grain. To the extent that this is in^ jlied, erroneous 
conclusions would result because within the complementary range (the 
range over which expanding forage acreage and output results in larger 
and larger total outputs of grain despite the fact that fewer acres 
can be devoted to grain) the selling price of forage is irrelevant. It 
is only within the oon^ jetitive range (the range over which expanding 
forage acreage and output results in smaller and smaller total outputs of 
grain) that prioe differenoes between forages and grain have economic im-
portanoe. Accordingly, as a measure for detexiaining the most profitable 
crop combination "forage is eui unprofitable crop because it sells at a 
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lower price per feed unit than grain" may lead to favilty oonoluoionB 
Binoe it overlooks a possible oomplemontary range between forage and 
garain ou-bput and implies only a corapetitiva range, 
Conoluding Reniarks 
If €Uiy one of the above measures for detortnining ths most profitable 
orop combination io put into praotioo and is in error, an inefficient 
allooation of resources for the individual farm or for society will 
result, ilirthormore, they are apt to be faulty since none of them 
consider both (l) the marginal rates of substitution between forage and 
grain in terms of output and (2) -fee price ratio bet\veen forage and grain. 
MALYTICAL SETTING 
Introduction 
In the folloiving chapter an attempt will "be made to establish a 
theoretical solution, to the problem as the problem -was stated in Chapter 
two. Present knoTr/ledge of physical production functions and the tools of 
eoonomicB furnish the toohnioal and eoonomio instruments that vdll "b© used 
in shaping the analytical models that are to be used in the solution of 
the problem. 
To facilitate the economic analysis of crop enterprise conibinations, 
O 
grain and forage will be regarded as the end products to be marketed. 
The principal sources of literature for the basic theory in this 
chapter are: Heady,Earl 0* The economics of rotations with farm and pro­
duction policy ap.jlications. Jour. Farm Eoon« Vol. 30. Noveriber 1948. 
pp. 645«^ 64} lo\'«a State College. Production eoonomics 641 and 642 class 
notes. Dept. of Soon, and Soc. Ames, Iowa. 1947«48. Stigler, George J. 
The theory of price. The Ifeomillan Co., Hew York. 1946j Allen,R.GD * 
J&thematical analysis for economists. Uaomillan and Co., London. 1947. 
'"There will be instances, hovrever, in this chapter v/here the analysis 
will proceed beyond this demarcated scope and consider livestock and live-
stock products as the end market products. Although such consideration may 
result in broader applicability to farm production, it also complicates 
the solution to the problem by making necessary the following considerations, 
whioh are beyond the practical scope for empirical verification in this 
thesis a Cl) relative prices of grain-produced and forage-produced livestock 
and livestock products, (2) marginal rates of substitution of gmin-produced 
and forage-produced livestock and livestock products from a given outlay of 
resources, and (s) the marginal rates of substitution of grain and forage 
as feed inputs in the production of given -types and quantities of livestock 
and livestock products. 
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With this deliroitation, two oonsiderations that are important to the 
solution of the problem arei (l) the relative prices of grain and forage 
crops and (2) the marginal rates of substitution of grain and forage as 
products from a given outlay of resources. 
Basic Tool of j\nalysifi 
Since the problem is primarily one of choice of alternative outputs, 
grain and forage, from a given outlay of resources, the appropriate 
analytical tool is an iso-sresource curve. The assun^ jtions then underlying 
tliis iso-resource curve aroj (l) that the firm produces tvro goods, Y (grain) 
and X (forage), (2) that these products are produced under given technical 
conditions, and (s) that these products are produced with a fixed supply 
of resources. The assumptions thus imply that the total cost of produc­
tion is given, and, aecoi^ Jingly, in tems of equilibrium or maximization 
of profits, the concern is entirely one of varying the amounts Y (grain) 
and X (forage) that can be produced. It is further implied that if y of Y 
is produced, then the fixed resources employed by the firm can be shifted 
to produce the maximum amount of X as is compatible with the production of 
y of Y. 
The iso-resouroe curve with its underlying assumptions is a maximal 
concept, and the curve marks the outermost boundary of the production 
possibilities. Any point within and on the boundary of the curve represents 
a production of Y and of X possible with given resource inputs. By the 
same token, any point lying outside the curve's boundary represents a 
production of Y and of X that is unobtainable irrespective of possible 
adjustments in the given resources* 
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Before relating the tool or model directly to orop enterprise 
ooiribinationa of grain and forage, some Tsasio production or enterprise 
relationships are next presented as a step to that relationship. 
FVindamental Production or Enterprise Relationships 
Various production or enterprise relationships are possible in pro­
ducing two or more alternative products from a gi-ven outlay of resources. 
One example« unrelated to agriculture, is -where products mat be 
produced in fixed proportions. Ihis is a oase of joint products whose 
proportional output cannot he varied. The decomposition of Mvater by 
electrolysis may serve as an illustration -wftiore the elements of hydrogen 
and oxygen are produced in fixed proportions from distilled water. Since 
the proportional output cannot be varied, the iso-resouroe curve, in the 
true sense of a curve, becomes a fiction and must be expressed in teiros 
of a single point as indicated in Figure 11, Aocordingty, the marginal 
rate of substitution of Y for X, or conversely, as product outputs, is zero. 
Figure 12 represents an extreme example in agriculture. It is the 
instance where the production or enterprise relationship is competitive. 
From given resources (costs), if more of X is produced, leas of Y must be 
produced, and vice versa, ilai^  possible output combinations exist} all 
Y can be produced and none of X, or vice versa, or any combination of X 
and Y can be produced between the aforementioned extremes—all Y or all X. 
It is also the case where X and Y as product outputs substitute for 
each other at constant marginal rates. For example, suocessive tmit 
increases in the output of Y require constant decreases in the output of 
X throughout, and vice versa. 
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Output X 
Figure 11. Productiooa. relationship of fixed proportions 
•with no product substitution. 
Output X 
Figure 12. CompetitiTe prod\iotion relationship with 
products su'bstituting at a oonstant 
margioal rate. 
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Iho ourve (line) in Figure 12 ie then the hasic tool of amlyaio, 
the iso-ro8ource ourve tliat has previously been explained. It indioates 
the various output oomhinations of X and Y that are poasiblo from a given 
outlay of reaouroes (costs). PVirther, the slope of the ourve is indioa-
tive of the quantity of X as product output that substitutes for a given 
quantity of Y as product output without ary ohange in total oosts, i>e*« 
the slope of the ourve represents the marginal rate of substitution of X 
for y (Y for X) as product outputs with total oosts remining the same 
for all output oornbinations, 
Figure 15 illustrates the situation v/here the production or enterprise 
relationship is oompetitiv© as in the preceding illustrationi tlxus again 
with given inputs of resources, an inoreaae in the output of Y is possible 
only TJith a decrease in the output of X, or conversely# 
Different, however, from the previous example, is the rate at which 
X arid Y substitute for each other as product outputs, instead of having 
constant marginal rates of substitution. Figure IS indioates that X and Y 
substitute for each other at diminishing marginal rates. For instance, 
as the production of X is increased by successive, given, increments, the 
production of Y deozvases at an increasing rate, and vice versa* Aocord-
iiigly, the iso-resouroe curve is concave to the origin. 
Figure l4c desoribes the situation idiere the production or enterprise 
relationship is coinplemontary# The range depicted by the ourve indicates 
that from given inputs of resources as the output of one product or enter­
prise increases, tlie output of the other also increases. Ih the present 
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Figure 13* Cossetiti-ve produotioa relationahip -vdth 
products substituting at a diminishing 
marginal rate. 
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Output X 
Figure 14. ' Complementary production relationship -with 
products substituting at a diminishing 
marginal rate. 
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Output X 
Figure 15. Supplementary produotlon relationship with 
no produot substitution. 
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situation, h07»ver, as the produotion of X is iaoreased, the production of 
y inoreasas at a decreasing rate, and therefore is coraplomentary with 
Y at a diminishing narginal rate. 
A final produotion or enterprise relationship is indicated in Figure 
18, In this instance vjith a gi-ven outlay of resources, the output of X (Y) 
increases without affecting the cjutput of Y (X), This denotes a supple­
mentary relationship, i»e., the output of X is supplementary to increases 
in y output in the use of giyen specializad resources for which the seasonal 
denand does not coincide. In a similar "Tsin, the output of Y is supple-
nentar;^ to increases in X output. 
These output combinations are possible: 3Y and IX or any combination 
between 5Y and IX, or lY and 3X, or any combination between lY and 3X, 
As in tho first example discussed, the marginal rate of substitution 
of X and Y as product outputs is zero. 
Profit Maximization or Optimum Allocation o f Resources 
between ProductionB or Each of the Basic Relationships 
In order to hold the problem to one of enterprise combinations, it is 
assumed at this point that in all instances gross income is greater than 
total givenoosts. Attention can thus be focused on the central problem of 
the most profitable output combination of X and Y without bringing in the 
additional problems of vfcether it is profitable to produce any of either 
X or Y or of both X and Y, 
Example 1 
This is tho situation of joint products Tii^aoso proportional outputs 
oannot be varied. Since this is the oiroumstsmce, this single output 
ooraibination is of necessity the most profitable. Regardless of price 
relationships the entrepreneur v/ould ahmys produce X and Y in the fixed 
proportion's in •\vhich they are forthoomixig. As indicated earlier, this 
exajiiple of joint products in fixed proportions does not occur in agri­
culture and therefore is unimportant to the problem area under discussion# 
Example 2 
Here the production or enterprise relationship is conpetiti-Te and X 
and Y as product outputs substitute for each other at constant marginal 
X'ates. This is an extreme example in agriculture, and there are very 
few occasions -where t^ vo enterprises can be combined in a manner which is 
purely competitive and at the same time substitute as product outputs at 
constant marginal rates. For the tvro enterprises to be purely competitive, 
(l) they would have to use the same kind and quantity of resources, (2) the 
use for those resources would have to coincide, and (s) the use-role that 
those two enterprises play in the farm organization would have to be 
identical# Even assuming that two enterprises could be conbined to inset 
all those conditions of pure competitiveness, the second condition for 
a pure competitive relationship (the use for these resources would have to 
coincide, i.e., the same timing of operations would be required) would 
make difficult constant marginal rates of substitution throughout for two 
enterprises as product outputs. As applied to crops, this is time because 
of their biological nature. Producing all of X crop and none of Y might 
mean that some of X crop would be sown or planted, cultivated, and 
harvested beyond the optimoom dates for that crop, and vice versa. This 
would result in a lass than optinum total production for X (or for Y), 
Oa the other hand, if some of X -were produced and some of Y, each might 
h© seeded or planted, oultivated, and harvested at the optimum time, with 
the result that a greater total production of X and Y ooiribined would be 
forthcoming.^  
Corn and soybeans, or oats and barley in com belt crop rotations 
meet the conditions for purely competitive^  relationships and constant 
marginal rates of substitution perhaps in some instances, but not in all. 
Two different varieties of oats, Benton and Clinton, for example, if they 
can be regarded as two distinct enterprises, would be purely competitive 
and within the same climatological environment would substitute in all 
instances at constant marginal rates throughout as products because of 
the similarity in their biological natures* 
To facilitate the analysis, hovrevor, let it be assumed that two crops, 
oats and barley, are purely'- competitive and have constant marginal rates of 
substitution as products throughout. VJhat is the most profitable output 
combination of oats and barley? It will depend on the relative yields and 
the relative prices of the two crops. Assuming that the yield of oats is 
A^ll com on 100 acres of land might mean a yield of 50 bu» per acre 
only, because the number of acres prohibits optimum timing of operations, 
whereas 75 acres of com and 25 acres of oata on 100 acres of land might 
mean average yields of 60 bu« for each crop, respectively, or 4500 bu« of 
com and 1500 bu. of oats, or about 5250 bu. of com equivalent—the in­
creasing yield relationship being due to the number of acres of each crop 
permitting optimum timing of operations, 
Aa product outputs they would be competitive; if the output of one was 
increased the output of the other would have to be decreased. 
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60 bushals per unit of resource and that of barloy is 50, the yield ratio K 
of oats to barley is 1,2:1, If tho prioe ratio is then inversely propor­
tional to the yield ratio, an indotenn.inate profit equilibrium will result} 
any oonibination of oats and barloy, or all of one and none of the other, 
will be equally profitable. On the other hand, if the prioe ratio of 
barley to oats is greater than 1.2»1, the given resources will be used 
entirely in tho production of barley and none in oats, Likswise, if the 
prioe ratio of barloy to oats is less than l»2il, tho given resources 
will be used in tho production of oats and none in barley. The fore-
Coing profit possibilities hold true because 1.2 bushels of oats sub­
stitute for one of barley throughout—an exariple of constant marginal 
rates of substitution,^  
Example 3 
This is tlie sitiiatioia viiere the production or enterprise relationship 
is competitivQ and where, as products, X and Y substitute for each other 
at diminishing marginal rates. It represents a situation widely applicable 
both in industry and in agriculture. In industry and agriculture it is 
illustrative of joint products whose proportional output can, be varied. 
It encompasses also innumerable ooE5>etitive products that are not joint 
products but are products forthcoming from different production processes 
within the firm. This example is particularly applicable to the problem 
of the economics of crop enterprise combinations, especially when forage 
S^ynibolioally, for two products X and Y, i,e., the mai^ inal rate 
of substitution is a constant; therefore the ^  ^ most profitable output 
combination will vary only as the price ratio® — varies, 
py 
is oombined with grain enterprises. In faot, as will be seen at a 
later point, it is the only eoonomioally aignifioont oase where forage 
ia Qotiibined with grains in varying proportionB in crop enterprise oom-
binations, 
Y'Jhat is the most profitable combination of enterprises in this sit­
uation? The answer lies in the ratio of prices and the marginal rates of 
substitution. Yftth given prices for X and for Y outputs, total revenue 
(and net income since costs are equal for all output combinations) can 
be maximized at only one output combination. This profit equilibrium is 
obtained where the ratio of the prices of the two products, X and Y, is 
inversely proportional to the ratio of substitution of the two products, 
x\.s8ume in Figure 16 that the marginal rate of substitution of X for Y 
(the number of units of X gained for each unit of Y given up) at points 
A, B, and C is 3, E, and 1, respectively. 
The rate of substitution of Y for X at points A, B, and C is li3, li2 
and 111, respectively. If the price of Y is and the price of X is 3l, 
it is profitable to substitute X for Y at point A since only '|2 are sacri­
ficed for a gain of With the same price relationship, further sub­
stitution of X output for that of Y would increase net income until the 
profit equilibrium at point B is reached iidiere 2^ ia sacrificed for a 
gain of $2. If substitution of X output for Y output were carried on to 
point C, ^ 2 would be given up 6ind only $1 gained, and a profit loss would 
occur. But if the price of X and Y were each §1, the profit equilibrium 
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Figure 16. CompetitiTre production relationship with 
products substituting at a diminishing 
marginal rate. 
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would occur at point C, Accordingly, a necessary condition to profit 
maximization in this situation ia that the price ratio of the prcduota 
must be inversely proportional to the ratio of substitution of the 
producta.^  The most profitable allocation of the given resources between 
and Y io largely a matter of applying the principle of opportunity 
costs, i.e., equating the marginal returns for X and Y, 
Example 4 
Diis is the situation viiere two products or enterprises are comple­
mentary. The range depicted by the iso-resouroe curve indicates that 
as the output of one product or enterprise increases, the output of the 
other also increases, Vilhat is the most profitable output combination in 
this situation? For the competitive business firm as in agriculture, 
there is no equilibrium combination of products or enterprises. Total 
revenue and net incorae (since costs are constant) will continue to in­
crease as the output of either product or entexT>ri8e is expanded beoause 
the output of the other also increases or expands. Price relationships 
are irirelevant in this ai*ea, and it is profitable to expand the output of 
both products or enterprises, even if one of the products commands no 
price in the market. 
In any industry, the oases of purely complementary relationships 
(mutual complementarity) are few, and the range over which complementarity 
exists is not as vd-de as that of tlie coinpetitive relationship be'feween 
F^or example, profit equilibrium when X is marginally substituted for 
Y is reached when  ^= Price of X , i.e., AY» PY - AX . PX 
^ Prioe oif r 
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produots or enterprises. Nevertheless, it is a case of priniary importanoa 
in agriculture and merits special consideration in the eoonomios of crop 
oofflbinations, particularly where forage and grain enterprises are com­
bined, Its implications will be developed at a later point. 
Example 5 
This is the situation where, vdth a given outlay of resources, the 
output of X increases without affecting the output of Y, or vice versa. 
Vjhat is the most profitable output combination in this example? Since 
it is assumed tliat total revenue is greater than total costs, under no 
ciroumatanoes would profits be maximized were X output below the limit of 
supplementarity to increases in Y output, nor if Y output were below the 
limit of supplementarity to X output. Hiis is true for if X and Y vrere 
combined in proportions at points within the utmost extent of supple­
mentarity some specialized resources would not be fully utilized^  total 
output v/ould be less than optimum with the given inputs of resouroos, and 
profits would not be at a maximum. 
This example may be considered irrelevant to crop enterprise output 
combinations because although most crop enterprises are supplementary ivf-th 
each other in the use of some portions of resources such as labor, powr, 
machinery, and equipment, they are alwajns competitive for land. If the 
output of X crop is sacrificed for an expansion of Y output vriLth given 
resources, land formerly devoted to X orop will now be devoted to Y, 
and the output of X crop will be decreased because the supplementary use 
of certain resources with Y will have no yield-increasing effects on X 
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that can offset the reduction in land used in the production of X, This 
exampleJ howeverj is relevant to livestock enterprise ooiribinations. 
An Application of the Models Presented to Crop Conibinations v/ith 
Special Emphasis on Forage-Grain Enterprise Combinations 
Introduction 
VJith the use of our existing knowledge of crop production relation­
ships and with the use of criteria for maximizing profits, the models 
presented in the previous section can now be applied specifically to orop 
combinations and crop rotations^  that include the forage enterprise. 
To make the analysis manageable, it •will proceed in tems of com 
belt crop rotations and combinations. However, the principles brought 
forth will generally be applicable elseivhere. 
Grain-forage orop combinations in a single production period 
of one orop year 
Within a single production period of one crop year and v;ith the use 
of a given amount of resources (costs), grain and forage would always be 
competitive in terms of output. If more grain is produced, less forage 
distinction is made between crop rotations and orop combinations, 
A orop rotation is here defined as a system of cropping wherein approx­
imately similar acreages of each selected orop are grown each year and 
•wJiere eaoh orop is regularly shifted from field to field so that eaoh 
portion of a given crop acreage is devoted at least onoe to eaoh of the 
selected crops during the rotation cycle, A orop combination need not 
noceasarily be a orop rotation. 
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must be produced, or vice -versa. This oorapetitivo relationship exieta 
because the compleraentary or yield-inoreasing effects^  of forage on 
grains are not realized within a single orop year. Also, in iiie mjority 
of instances on expansion of forage acreage and output within a single 
orop period would msan that oats, as a nurse orop for forage seeding#, 
would be substituted for corn and other grains, -which would tend to 
result in a lov;er total grain output aooompanied by a very small forage 
output• 
Also within a single produotion period of one orop year, grain and 
forage as product outputs would substitute for each other at diminishing 
marginal rates. This would be true because of the difficulty that would 
be incurred in shifting specialized resouroes from the production of all 
grain to all forage (assuming that no small grain was used as a nurse 
crop) or to various output combinations between these extremes within one 
orop year. Too, insofar as optimum yields as related to timing of oper­
ations fail to be realized as either the produotion of all grain or all 
forage is approached, (assuming again that no grain crop ms used as 
nurse crop to forage seedings) grain and forage would substitute for 
each other at diminishing marginal rates as product outputs. 
Accordingly, Figures 17 and 18 are the analytical models that repre­
sent the relationships between grain and forage produotion in a single 
T^he yield-increasing effects of forage (especially the leguminous) 
on grains take place as a result of (l) increased fertility because of 
nitrogen added, (2) in^ jroved soil structure aa a result of organic matter 
added, (s) diminution in soil erosion, and (4) a more effective control 
of insect pests and diseases. 
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Forage output (lbs.) 
Figure 17. Production relationship betweon grain 
and forage for a single crop year. 
No nurse crop for forage seeding* 
Forage output (lbs*) 
Figure 18. Production relationship between grain 
. and forage for a single crop year. 
Grain used as nurse crop to forage seeding. 
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orop yearJ Figure 17 ,  if no grain crop is used as a nurse orop to forage 
seedings, which makes possible all forage output, or all grain output 
or any oonibination in between these two extremes j and Figure 18, if a 
grain orop is used as a nurse orop to forage seedings, Tirfiich permits all 
grain output, or some grain and some forage, but not all forage, unless 
the grain was out as hay. 
Point A on the iso-resouroe curve in Figure 18 might be assumed to 
represent all oom prodixotion whereas point B might be assumed to indicate 
a shift from all oom to all oats or other small grain as a nurse orop» 
In this situation there would always be some grain output and in Figure 18 
never less than OY of grain or the quantity forthcoming vrhen all of the 
land is devoted to small grain that nurses a forage seeding. In either of 
the above situations grain*' and forage are competitive and substitute at 
diminishing marginal rates as product outputs. Neither situation alters 
the profit maximization criteria for these combined enterprise relation­
ships (competitiveness and diminishing marginal rates of substitution). 
Only the output combinations that are possible vary in comparing Figure 17 
and Figure 18. 
Grain output on the vertical axis refers to all grains, and forage 
output on the horizontal axis refers to all tame hays and grasses. It may, 
of course, be that the prices per pound of various grain crops, likewise of 
vurious forage crops, may differ some. For example, if the price per pound 
is lower for oats than for oom, and if then oom is substituted for oats 
in the cropping system, grain output would represent the combined tonnage 
of com and oats, and the price per pound or ton of grain would average 
higher as oom is substituted for oats. In any case, the optimum grain 
combination would be detemined by equating the grain prioe ratios with 
the grain substitution ratios. Since making this distinction does not 
alter the method of solution in the grain-forage combination problem, the 
disoussion of price relationships will refer to all grain on the one hand 
and all forage on the other. 
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The most profitable output oombination of grain and forage is deter­
mined by the ratio of their prloea and their mas^ ginal rates of aubstitu-
tion as product outputs. With given prices for grain and forage outputs, 
total revenue (and net inoome sinoe costs are the same for all outputs) 
oan be maximized at only one output oonbitiation. Optimum profits are 
realized iidaere the ratio of prices for grain and forage is inversely pro­
portional to the ratio of grain-forage substitution in terms of output. 
The higher the ratio of grain to hay prices, or the higher the marginal 
rate of substitution erf grain for hay in terms of output, the larger Trtll 
b© the grain acreage and output. If either (l) the ratio of grain to 
hay prices or (E) the marginal rate of substitution of grain for hay is 
high enough, all grain will be produced. If the inverse of these relation­
ships exists, all forage would be produced in Figure 17 and OY of grain 
,and OX of forage in Figure 18« 
Grain-forage crop combinations during several production 
periods or crop years 
Viewed from the present, time period t^ , and looking ahead to produc­
tion periods of different leng-bhs, e.g., to two crop periods or tg, or to 
tg, or to t^ , considerably more grain-forage output oombinations are 
possible than in t^ . This is true despite the assumptions of given resource 
T^he time period considered here is sufficiently long for some of the 
yield-increasing effects of forages to be reflected in grain yields but not 
long enough to reflect the full yield-Increasing responses in grain from 
forages. 
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inputs and gi-ren. teohniquea for all output ooiribinations, since the 
yield-inoreasing effects of forages on grain in the rotation are reflected 
gradxmlly aver time, giving rise to a different iao-resouroe curve in 
each production period. The differences in the isc-resource curves E2* 
Rj, and in Figure 19 illustrate the effect that forages have on total 
gmin output in different production periods, tg* and t^ , respectively,^  
For those rotations including forage, grain yields and output in­
crease gradually from to t4 as the rotation (proles for the different 
grain-forage combinations have been completed once or are near completion. 
Toward the horiaontal axis, forage substitutes for grain at lower rates 
For example, Rg illustrates the average total grain-forage output 
combinations possible from grovmig various grain-forage combinations in 
plus Rg* Different points along Rg represent the average total output 
from having grovm all com in tj_ + tg, CCOM in tj^  + "tg, COM in tj^  + tg, 
et9«« until 100 per cent forage is produced and no grain# Since "a given 
supply of resources" is one of the underlying assumptions of the iso-resource 
curve, "average total output" is used over time because this holds the 
acre-years of land service constant. To illustrate, let us assume that 
the annual yields of 6000, 5000, 4500, and 4000 bushels represent the total 
output of com from a "continuous com system on 100 acres of land ever 
a 4-yoar period. If "total output" instead of average total output -were 
used for time periods of various lengths, the outputs in different time 
periods would bet in t^ , 6000| tg, 11,000| tg, 15,500, and in 19,500, 
Eut the output in t4 would represent that of 400 acre-years of land aeirvioe 
instead of 100. Acre-years of land service can be held constant by using 
"average total output" over time, as follows: 
ti - 5225^ 1 tg r J t, « | and t4 - 3.9,500^  
A l < s g  ^  5  
In a sense, this violates the iso-resource curve as a maxSml concept, 
but a relatively larger infringement would occur were the acre-years of 
land service (Tshich would vary from year to year depending upon weather 
conditions) not held constant* 
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XiXt 
Forage output (lbs.) 
Figure 19, The effect of tine periods of different 
lengths on production relationships 
betweezi grain and forage. 
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in than in tg,^  Thio ooours beoauae the portion of the iso-rosouroe 
ourvos olosest to the horizontal axis represent forage-grain oombinations 
?rith relatively high proportions of forage, soma of vrfiioh in t^  would 
hBL-Td been in forage aeveral years in suooe8sion» and the older stands 
would tend to produce leas than optlmim yields because of ^ vinter killing, 
depletions of soil moisture, and plant diseases. 
Since grain and forage are oon^ etitive throughout and substitute for 
eaoh other at diminishing marginal rates as produot outputs, the enters 
prise relationships are still the same as in the single production period 
of one crop year, Aooordingly, the same oritericoi for profit maximization 
continues to hold, i.e., the most profitable output ooribination of forage 
and grain would be located viiere the ratio of their prices is inversely 
proportional to the marginal rate of substitution as product outputs. 
Some in^ ortant ic^ lioations arise -with respeot to the decision made 
in t(j in regard to the grain-forage output desired in t^ . If the decision 
is made in tg to combine grain and forage in a COM rotation (2/3 grain and 
l/s forage), and if by following that rotation, OY^  of grain and OKj of 
forage will be forthcoming in tg, and OYg of grain and QXg of forage in 
then, although a larger total grain and forage output would be obtained 
in t^ , it would come at a sacrifice in the flexibility with which forttge 
and grain could be combined during the time periods t^  ^to t^ « i^s loss 
L^ikewise, at or close to the vertical axis where cropping systems are 
composed of all or nearly all grain, grain may substitute for forage at 
lower marginal rates in t^  than in tg. This oould occur as a result of 
lower per acre yields due to loss of soil structure, plant nutrients, and 
soil over time. 
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of flexibility oould be oostly if the grain-forage prioe ratio varied 
oonsiderably during this interim. Offsetting thie to some extent, 
however, may be the lower margiiial rates of substitution of grain for 
forage and forage for grain on iso-resouroe curve than Rg# which has 
the effect that with a given change in the relative prices a greater 
shift in the forage-grain oombination -would be required for Rg than for 
in order to equate the marginal rates of substitution and the prioe 
ratios and thereby maximize profits. The need for retaining resources 
on a flexible basis (less specialized) would not be as great on iso-
resouroe ourve as on R2. 
Grain-forage orop oonibinations in the long run^  
Preliminary to this discussion of the long-run period, it may be of 
interest to continue the illustration, initiated in Figure 19, of the 
previous section, of the transition in the iso-resource ourve as the 
time spsin is successively lengthened to reflect finally what is here 
considered tJie long run. 
Points lying along the iso-resource curve H5 in Figure 20 -would 
represent the average total output of grain and forage that would be 
obtained over a period of five crop years. For example, points close to 
-bho vertical axis would indicate the average outputs for grain and forage 
L^ong run is here considered a period sufficiently long for the full 
yield-increasing effects of forages to be reflected in grain yields. 
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Forage output (ITob.) 
Figure 20. The effect of time periods of different 
lengths on production relationships 
"between grain and forage* 
Forage output (lbs.) 
Figure 21* Long-run production relationships 
lietiroen grain and forage* 
ocmbinatione -Uwit enibodlad moatly grain and vary little forage and that 
had been oonsistently follovMd during five production periods or orop 
years. Similarly, points close to the horizontal axis would indicate 
the average outputs for grain and forage oombinationa that oombined mostly 
forage and very little grain and that had been regularly followed for 
five production periods. 
Likewise, points along iao-resouroe curve Rq would srepresent average 
forage-grain outputs for a period of six orop years and for iso-resouroe 
curve Hy average outputs for a period of seven orop years. 
As the time span is lengthened from ts (tj + tg + t3 + "'^ 4  ^% s %) 
to include tg and t7, those gjrain-forage ooiabinations that embody all 
grain or a very high percentage of grain reflect declines in average 
yields and total output,^  These arise as a result of a decreasing fertil­
ity level of the soil, a reduction in soil aggregation because of loss of 
organic inatter, increaae in soil erosion, and damages from insect pests 
and plant diseases. At the other extreme, for grain-forage combinations 
that have high percentages of forage relative to grain, there are de­
creases in the per acre yield and total output of forage as the time span 
is lengthened to include tg and ty. These decreases come about as a 
result of forages having been donn several years in succession} conse­
quently, stands are thinner because winter killing takes place, native 
grasses and weeds emerge and compete for growth, soil moistuzv may become 
S^uch declines may not occur on flat and higihly fertile soils, in whi(^  
case the long-run iso-resource curve would resemble those in the previous 
section. 
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depleted, and increased difficulty with inaeot peats and plant diseases 
is encountered. 
With this preliminary discussion as baoIc6>^ ®iad, grain-forage oom~ 
binations in the long run can now be considered. Iso-resouroe curve R7 
from Figure 20 has been duplicated In Figure 21 to serve as the long-
run iso-resouroe ounre*^  This curve indicates that -within a given range, 
from point A to as forage acreage and output is increased, grain output 
is also increased despite a reduction in the acreage of grain. As inferred 
in previous discussion, this takes place as a result of (l) the increased 
fertility (nitrogen) added by foj^ -ges, (s) improved soil structure from 
organic matter added by forages, (3) diminution in soil erosion, and 
(4) a moire effective control of plant diseases and insect pests. Ihe 
positive slope of the curve then represents the con^ lementary range 
between grain and forage. This range Tfill continue as long as the per­
centage increase in the acre-yield of grain is greater than the percentage 
decrease in grain acres, i.e., as long as the former divided by the latter 
is greater than one. Eicperiraental rotation data intimte that tho degree 
of compleraantarity between grain and forage crops takes place at dimin­
ishing marginal rates, i.e., successive incireaaes in forage acreage (con­
tinuous com, Ofa forage I CCOM, 25^ } COM, 3S^ | etc,) and output result in 
sucoeasively smaller increments in grain ou't^ ut; this is due to successive-
T^his curve then reflects the maximum average yield-increasing effects 
of forages on grain. It is a combination of the two models expressed in 
Figure 15 and Figure 14. 
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ly sinaller effeotive inoromonts of nitrogen, organio matter, and erosion 
control. 
At point G in Figure 21 the oonpetitive range begins. To the right 
of this point, the percentage increase in the acre yield of grain is less 
than the percentage decrease in grain acreage, resulting in sinaller total 
outputs of grain. At some point within the oompetitiv® range, the per 
acre yield of grain reaches a Tnaximum,and if moving from this point in 
the direction of higher forage less grain oorabinations does not result in 
a reduction of the per acre yield of forage, the two will tend to sub­
stitute for each other in teims of output at a constant marginal rate. 
However, experiitiental rotation data suggest that at some point v/ithin 
the competitive range, forage substitutes for grain at diminishing 
marginal rates due to diminishing increments in per acre hay yields as 
more land is given to hay. Aa indicated earlier, a given land area 
devoted to hay for several years in succession will ©rentrially produce 
diminishing per acre yields because the stands gradually thin out because 
winter killing takes place, native grasses and weeds emerge to coo^ ete 
for growth, soil moisture may gradually be depletedj,, and insect pests 
and plant diseases become increasingly difficult to control. 
Yfliat is the most profitable acreage or output oombination of grain 
and forage? A con^ jetitive business unit with equal costs for any output 
oombination cannot maximize net returns in the ccmplementary range of the 
iso-resource curve. An increase in forage acreage and output is always 
profitable within this range as it is associated with a corresponding 
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laorease in total grain output from oonstant costs i £>7en at zero price 
for foraga, an increase in forage acreage and output is still profitable. 
The relative prices of grain and forage are unimportant within the oon^ le-
mentary range to the con^ jetitive firm in agrioultare that must sell all 
its output at the market price. 
"Within the oon^ etitivo range (to the right of point C on iso-resovarce 
curve# Figure 21) the relative prices of forage and grain inonediately 
become important. As previously indicated, where the ratio of the prices 
of grain and forage is inversely proportional to the ratio of substitution 
of the two commodities as product outputs is the most profitable combina­
tion cf grain and forage. 
Is o-revenue 
Previous analysis has already indicated the extent to which relative 
prices of grain and forage are in^ jortant in detemining the most profitable 
output combination of grain and forage. Also, up to this point, the iso-
resource curve is the only economic tool or model that has been utilized 
in solvijig the profit maximization problem, Ealisting the aid now of an 
additional economic tool, the iso-revenue curve, and using it in conjunction 
with the iso-resource curve adds greater clarity and refinement to profit 
equilibrium analysis as applied to grain-forage output combinations under 
different price relationships for grain and forage as product outputs. 
In Figure 22, GF is an iso-revenue curve and so are 3-j^ Fj, GgFg, and 
GgFj. Bach iso-revenue line may be thought to consist of a series of 
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points, and the aeries of points on a given iso-revonue line -would 
represent the Trarious oombinations of grain and forage that oan be sold 
to bring equal or similar revenues. To illustrate, any point on iao-
revenue curve GF represents a ooiabination of grain and forage that oan 
be marketed to return the same revenue as ar^  other oonibination of 
and forage represented by a different point on i8o«»revenue curve GFj OY 
will bring the same revenue as OX and OyOjj (or any other oombination of 
grain and forage between OX and OY) will return the same revenue as OY" 
or CK, Sinoe a oojnpetitive firm is assumed in Figure 22, the iso-revenue 
curves ajre linear or straight lines,^  
The higher the iso-zwrenue ouxnre, the larger the total revenue. For 
example, iso-revenue curve G2F2 represents a larger total revenue than 
iso«-revenue curve GrF, However, the price relationships between forage 
and grain are the same in both instances. This is true because the slope 
of an iso-revenue curve signifies a particular grain-forage price ratio, 
find in this case the slopes of the two iso-revonue lines are identical# 
The higher the price of grain relative to forage, the loss will be the slope 
of the iso-revenue line sinoe with the same quantity of forage it will 
take jrelatively less grain to bring in a given revenue. For instance, 
iso-revenue curve GgFg indicates a hi^ er grain-to-forage price ratio 
than does GgFg, since the former has less slope. 
In combining the use of the iso-revenue and iso-resource cuznres in 
profit equilibrium analysis, tangency of the two curves is a necessary 
F^or a competitive firm, the quantity or size of output has no effect 
on market price. 
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Forfige output (lbs.) 
Figure 22, Profit equilibria for grain-forage 
production under different grain-
forage price relationships* 
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condition for profit maximization or for dotemining the moat profitable 
output ooniination of forage and grain. This condition is nsoessary 
because (l) any iso-revenue curve higher than any point on the iso-
resouroe curve -would represent an income that could not be obtained rrith 
given resource inputs, (2) any iso-revenue curve loirar than any point of 
tangoncy vrLth the iso-resouroe curve (intersecting the iso-resouroe 
cxirve) would represent an income lower than that which could bo obtained 
with the given resource inputs, and (3) tangenoy of the two curves repro-
1 
sents the only point \*fiiere the price and substitution ratios are equated. 
According to this profit maximization criteria then, profits could 
never be maximized by any grain-forage output combination represented by 
an iso^ revenue curve "tiiat intersects iSie iso-resouroe curve within the 
congjlementary rangej within this range, each expansion in forage acreage 
and output is associated with an increase in gmin output, and the result 
would be successively higher iso-revenue curves, reflecting sucoessively 
higher total revenues, irrespective of the relative prices between grain 
and forage* 
In a situation where forage oommanded no prica, the iso-revenue curve 
would become a horizontal line such as that represented by This 
follows since any amount of forage between zero and indPinity can be 
T^hey can't be equal at any other point because there is no other 
point vdiere the rates of change in the iso-revenue and in the iso-resouroe 
curves can be equal to their slopes. It is at this point where the 
marginal revenue for grain is equal to the marginal revenue for forage* 
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combined Ydth the amount of grain neoesBary to produoe equal revenues for 
any one grain price. With the price ratio as given by the iao-revenue 
curve, where this ounre then "becomes tangent to the iso-reaouroe 
curve represents the moat profitable grain-forage output coirbination. 
Any iso-reveuue curve lower than vrould intersect the iso-resource 
curve and would therefore refleot an income lower than that which could 
"be obtained with the given resources. Likewise, aaay iso-revenue outnre 
higher than would represent an inoome that could not be attained 
with the given factor inputs, Rarther, sinoe tangenoy is a necessary 
condition to equating the price and substitution ratios, which, in turn, 
is essential to profit equilibri\m» the most profitable output oo7id)ination 
of grain and forage in a situation •vfiiere forage oonanands no price can 
only occur -H^ aer© total grain output is at a maxiraum. Accordingly, in the 
complementary range, forage output vrilL be expanded regardless of its 
price. lYithin the competitivB range of the iso-resource ourve and with 
a price of forage higher than eero, grain-forage prioe relationships 
become significant iranediately, together with the grain-forage sub­
stitution ratio in tems of output, in determining the most profitable 
output combination of grain and forage, Iso-revenue ourve G3P3 illustrates 
this situation. The slope of this ourve (line) indicates -Uiat the price 
of grain is high relative to the prioe of forage axid, therefore, the 
iQaxlmum incorne and most profitable output ooiutoination, denoted by 
tangenoy of the two curves, occurs near the point of highest total grain 
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output. If -tiie prioe of foraga wore high relative to grain, hi^ er 
than that indicated by iao-revenue curve 1®®® forage with the same 
quantity of grain would be required to bring in equal revenues, and the 
point of tangenoy or most profitable output ooiribination will ooour nearer 
to maximum forage output than is indicated by tangenoy point for GgFg. 
In a situation vdiere grain oommanded no prioe but forage did, all 
forage would be produced and no grain. In this oase, the iso-revonuo 
curve would become a vertical line and tangent to the iso-resouroe ourvo 
at the point representing all forage. 
Is Poland ourvea and pi'ofit equilibrium 
In this section static analysis will be continued, but the conditions 
under vfliioh previous amlyais has pirocoeded will be relaxed by substitut­
ing an iso-land curve for the iso-rosouroe curve. Ihis substitution will 
permit a variation in all expenses other than land. Thus, the iso-land 
curve will denote the various grain and forage combinations that are 
possible from a fixed amount of land; all oosts, except land costs, which 
will bo equal for all crop rotations, will vary. The time period considered 
will be the length of time necessary for the ftill effects of forages in the 
rotation to be reflected in grain yields. 
A range of experimental rotation data would produce an iso-land ourvo 
as Illustrated in Figure E3.^  Each different rotation experiment would 
I^t is possible, however, that an iso-land curve for some flat and fertile 
soils would bo lacking the oon5)lamontary range for the time period oonsidered, 
in niftiich case grain and forage as product outputs would bo competitive not 
only in the short run of one crop year but also in tho long-run period as 
hero defined. 
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 ^ Forage output (iba.) 
Figure 23.' Long-run p roduction relationships between 
grain and forage on a given amount of lend. 
Isolate a point on the ounre such as A or B, or C, etc. The gonearal 
nature of the iao-laad ouiwe ia the same as the iso-reBouro© ounres in 
Ficures 21 and 22| it first has a oomplementary range and then a com­
petitive one} the reasons for these tviro ranges have already been given 
in oonneotion with the iso-resouroe ourves previously diaoussed. 
In regard to profit equilibrium, finding the point of gross max-
imization, or the most profitable output oonibinatioa on the basis of gross 
returns for a oompetitive firm woulcl, of course, be similar for an iso-
land curve and an iso-resouroe curve. ITith given prices, i^ erever the 
iao-revenue curve "beooraes tangent to the iso<"land curve -will be the 
point of gross profit maximization. 
Net profit maximisation, however, may be different for an iso-land 
curve than for an iso-resouroe curve. It will be the same for the land­
lord who furnishes only the land resource, and it will also "bo the same 
if all resources except land are free and if the costs per acM for forage 
and for grain are equal»^  If these conditions exist, the profit equilib­
rium point will never occur in the complementary range. Nor will it occur 
in this range if (l) costs per acre for forage are less thaji for grain, 
in which instance a land use shift from grain to forage will lower total 
cost of production and increase •tiie total output and revenue for both 
forage and grain while moving throu^  and out of the complementary range, 
or (2) if the net returns for hay are tero or above, even though the acre 
I^n the first two instances the iso-land cunre really 'beoomes an iso-
resouroe curve. 
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coats for hay may "b© greater than for grain, in which instano© a land 
use shift from grain, to forage will increase the output auid net revenue 
of each (grain and forage) while moving through and out of the conple-
raentaiy range. In short, the price relationship between grain and forage 
is irrelevant to the competitive firm in maximizing net retumfl as long 
as the price of hay is sufficient to cover the cost of producing it. 
Further, it is doubtful if a consideration of the costs of forage pro­
duction -would ever make the profit equilibrium point fall in the comple­
mentary range since production costs for forage could always be reduced 
to fencing costs and seeding coots by rentiaag the forage out as pasture, 
Ihe i^ nt would not have to be veiy high to cover these costs. 
In the competitive range of the iso-land curve, the cost differences 
as Tsell as the price and substitution ratios of grain and forage must bo 
considei-ed in maximizing net returns. Yfhere the ratio of net prices, grose 
prices minus costs per unit, is proportional (inversely) to the marginal 
rate of Bub8tit^ t^ion of grain and forage as product outputs \vill indicate 
the grain-forage combination that will maximize net returns. 
Crop rotation recommendationa for the individual farmer 
The preceding analysis of majcimiaing returns to the competitive 
business firm in agriculture indicates that the following salient points 
need to be considered if the individual farmer is to obtain an efficient 
allocation and use of his resources: 
1, The complementary role, as well as -ttie competitive, of the crop 
enterprise, forage, must be recognieied in measuring its contribution 
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to "tiie inoosw of the buslaess unit. 
2* The marginal rates of grain-fojrage substitution in terms of product 
outputs must be oonsidered, not only as these vary among rotations 
on the same soil, but also as these vary among soils, 
3, Grain-forage price ratios enter into profit equilibrium analysis 
in the following manner t 
a. In the oonqplementary mnge, the price relationship between 
grain and forage is for all praotioal purposes irrelevant, eind 
b. Grain-forage price relationships beoome important only in the 
competitive range. 
To the extent that any farm reoomaiendations ignore any one or all 
of these iB5>ortant points in suggesting to the individual famer his most 
profitable output oombination of forage and grain, an inefficient allo­
cation and use of the farmer's resources will take place. Most fana 
recommendations, as indicated in the chapter, "Review of Literature", have 
been in error beoause of a failure to consider one or mo3re of these points 
in their profit equilibrium analysis. 
Social •welfare considerations 
Up to this point the analysis has proceeded in terms of returns to 
the individual finn in agriculture. Consideration will now bo directed 
tomrd the optimum social welfare grain-forage ooiijbination, which is here 
regarded as that which maximizes the social product from, a given stock 
of resources* 
In the first instanoe, from the standpoint of rosouroo effioionoy, 
the Booial product oould never be laaxiinized by any grain-forage com­
bination within the ooraplementairy range of the iso-resouroe curve. 
This would be true -whether (l) all grain and forage were used in direct 
human consumption or used as feed inputs for the more ultimate con­
sumption goods in the form of livestock products, or (2) only the grain 
were used directly in human consnn^ tion or indirectly in the production 
of livestock products and the forage were destroyed, or (3) if only the 
forage were used directly or indirectly in consumption and the grain 
were thrown away. This is true since as long as an expansion in forage 
acreage and output is accompanied by an increase in total grain output, 
there will be a greater total output of both grain and forage to use 
either directly or indirectly in consumption. 
Only a small percentage of com, oats, and forage from com belt 
crop rotation output is used directly in human consumption. I&inly, com, 
oats, and forage are used as feed inputs in the more distant consumption 
goods, livestock products. Therefore, the following analysis will con-
sider only the optimum social walfar© crop rotation aa measured in terms 
of maximizing livestock products output from a given stock of resources. 
It has already been indicated that livestock production oould never 
be maximized from smy grain-forage combination within the ooii5>lemeatary 
range of the iso«»resouroe curve# Accordingly, in the following analysis 
wherever the iso»rosource curve for forage and grain as product outputs 
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is reforrsd to, only the oompetitiTe range mil be considered. 
In the beginning of this chapter it -was noted that in order to 
facilitate the economic analysis of crop enterprise coiabinationa, grain 
and forage would be iregarded as end products and that as such, two 
considerations wsre vital to the solution of the problem, namely, (l) the 
relative prices of grain and forage crops and (2) the marginal rates of 
substitution of grain, and forage as product outputs. It •was also ob­
served that if livestock and livestock products •were to be regarded as 
end products the following additional considerations ^ vould be neoessaryt 
(l) the relative prices of grain-produoed and forage-produced livestock 
and livestock products, (2) -Khe marginal rates of substitution of grain-
produced and forage-produoed livestock and livestock products from a given 
outlay of resourcos, and (s) the marginal rates of substi-bution of grain 
and forage as feed inputs in the production of given types and quantities 
of livestock and livestock products. All these considerations will now 
enter into the analysis that follows, and since social -welfare is treated, 
an additional consideration •will be added, namely, the marginal rates 
of substitution of one livestock product for another In consumption# 
On iiie basis of •fchese considerations, what grain-forage output 
combination will result in the maximization of livestock products from 
a given stock of resources ? Optimum •welfare in these terms would be 
effected when the marginal rates of substitution of grain-produced live­
stock products and forage-produced livestock products in production are 
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inversely proportional, and in ooiunanption dirsotly proportional, to 
the prioe ratio for graia-produoed and forage-produoed livestock produota, 
and vdien the price retio for grain and foi«ge ae product outputs -will 
"bring forth that oombination of grain and forage which vrill eataljlish 
these relationships* 
In order to develop the analytical models for this oonoept, some 
additional tools of analysis will have to be introduced* One of these 
is the indifference curve indicated in Figure 24. 
I is an indifference curve of a consumer, or of all consumers assum­
ing no differences in tastes, for grain-produced and forage-produoed 
livBStock. Any combination of grain-produced and forage-produced live­
stock products designated by any point on the curve is equally accept­
able to the consumer or consumers# The shape and slope of this curve 
assumes that consumer tastes and preferences remain constant, that the 
prices of other commodities also remain constant, and that grain-produced 
and forage-produoed livestock products substitute for each other at 
diminishing marginal rates* Ddoiinishing marginal rates of substitution 
in oonsxanption are assumed on the basis that for each successive unit 
of forage-produced livestock product given up it would take increasingly 
larger quantities of grain-produced livestock product to yield equal 
amounts of consumer satisfaction, and vice versa, if units of grain-produced 
livestock products were sacrificed for foarage-produoed livestock product. 
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Figure 24. Indiffsranoe ounrs for two olasses of 
li'TOStoolc produots* 
A sooosid tool of analysis that must be added is an outlay (cost) 
lirie as indicated by PL in Figure 25« Any point on th® outlay line 
represents the opportunity to buy various oorabinations of grain-produced 
and forage-produood livestock products for a given outlay of money* For 
example, M quantity of money can purchase either (l) all grain-produced 
livestock products, or (2) all forage-produced livestock products, or 
(5) any combination between all grain-produced and all forage-produced 
livestock products. The slope of the outlay line indicates the ratio 
of prices between the two types of livestock products| if the price of 
grain-produced livestock products increases relative to the price of 
forage-produood livestock products, more of the latter and less of the 
former v/ould bo purchased and the slope of the line would be less (flatter 
than that indicated in Figure 25. As a result, the outlay line would 
become tangent to the indifference curve at a point that would represent 
larger purchases of forage-produced livestock products and less of grain-
produced livestock products. Vfliere the outlay line is tangent to the 
indifference curve, i.e., where the price ratio of grain-produced and 
forage-produced li-rostook products is inversely proportional to the 
marginal rate of substitution of these tvjo products in consumption would 
indicate the maximum consumer satisfaction derived from buying the two 
products at the relative prices indicated 1:^  the outlay line. 
A third analytical tool to be used is the iso-resource curve R repre­
sented in Figure 26. 5kmiliari-ty v/ith this has already been attained in 
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Figure 25• in outlay (ooat) line and iiidiffer«noe 
ounra, Tangenoy of the two indicates 
optimmn oonauiMr satisfaction* 
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ooiineotion -with its uee in grain-forage production. The nature of the 
curve in its use at this point may b© indicated as follows J (l) the 
curve represents the various combinationa of the two kinds of produote 
that can be produced from a given stock of resources with given tech­
niques and (2) the slope of the curve indicates that the two kinds of 
products are assumed to substitute as product outputs at diminishing 
marginal rates. This is assunied to be true since the firm in agriculture 
is usually set up to produce some of both grain-produced and forage-
produced livestock products. As a consequence, some resources are 
specialized in their use of producing one kind of livestock product and 
some are specialized in their use of producing other kinds. Accordingly, 
Tjhen relative prices change so as to favor one Icind more than another, 
these specialized resources are not easily shifted, which results in a 
decrease in the rates of output obtained as the expansion in one kind 
of production takes place at the expense of othew. Also, increased 
difficulty in controlling livestock diseases nay cause two kinds of 
livestock products to substitute for each other at diminishing mrginal 
rates, since if one livestock enterprise is continually expanded at the 
expense of others, it may be difficult to maintain sanitation standards. 
A final analytical tool to be added is the iso-product cuarve IP 
illustrated in Figure 27, The curve suggests the various combinations of 
grain and forage that can be used in producing a given output (equal 
oul^ uts) of a given livestock product. With the use of grain and forage 
in the production of a given amount and kind of livestock product. 
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various combinations of tvro kinds of 
livestock products that oaji be produced 
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Figure 27* An iso-produot ourre indioating the 
various combinations of grain and forage 
that can be used in producing a given 
output of a given livestock product. 
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proBont knowledge of this producti<»i relationship indicatos that i«o-
product curve IP suggests the nature of this transfornRtion, i.e., 
grain and forage are oonqpetitivo as feed inputs in the production of 
a given amount and kind of livestock product j -vvhen more of one is used, 
a smaller amount of the other is required and (2) forage and grain sub­
stitute for each other at diminishing marginal rates, for each suooessive 
dooromant in grain, incraasingly larger quantities of fotrag© are required 
to aroplace the grain, and conversely. 
With the use of the additional tools outlined atove together vdth some 
of those previously used, analytical models can now be set up to illustrate 
the optimum welfare grain-forage output conbination as already defined. 
Figure 28 illustrates the optimum combination of grain-produced livestock 
products (for simplification termed "pork" hereafter) and forage-produced 
livestock products (hereafter termed "beef" for sin^ lification) preferred 
by consumers in the aggregate at the price relationship suggested by the 
outlay line. Given these relationships, consumers prefer, say, eight units 
of pork and ten of beef as indicated by point A, where the marginal rates 
of substitution cf perk and beef in production are inversely proportional, 
and in consumption directly proportional to the price ratio for pork and 
beef.^  With the consumer having established his optimum choices of poric 
and beef, what is now the optimwrn combination of grain and forage for 
C^onditions for equilibrium can be stated as follows* equilibrium occurs 
when 
AXi , -EXg  ^
AXg PX;^ Alg 
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Figure 28* The optiisum oombinaticn of beef and pork 
in produotion and in oonaumption with 
given prioe relationships* 
producing these given quantities of beef and pork? Oie optinium grain-
forage combination would be designated by the point v;hero the marginal 
rata of substitution of grain and foirage as product outputs fi^ Dm given 
resources is equated with the marginal rate of substitution of grain and 
forage as feed inputs for pork and beef. This is illustrated with the 
use of an iso«*re8ouroe curve IH and an iso—product curve IP in Figure 29« 
If mors than QX of forage Tsas produced and loss than OY of grain» sasaller 
and smaller quantities of forage would be obtained for each successive 
decresLse in grain output. At the same time, larger and larger quantities 
of forage would be required to substitute for each successive decrease 
in gi^ n as feed inputs in the production of the given quantity of live­
stock product. In view of the nature of these relationships, the social 
product could not be maximised if more than CK of forage and less than 
OY of grain were produced. Similar results would occur if more than OY 
of grain and less than OX of fonge were produced, sinoe grain as an output 
v/ould be forthcoming in increasingly smaller quantities as it was being 
substituted for forage output. At the same time, lazier and larger 
quantities of grain would be required to substitute for successive decre­
ments in forage as feed inputs in producing the given quantity of 
livestock product. 
Thus the optimum social rotation is designated by the equation of the 
marginal rate of substitution of grain and forage as product outputs Trith 
marginal rate of substitution of grain and forage as ftictor inputs in 
producing livestock products, "A perfisot pricing and agricultural system 
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would result in wcaotly thia equilibrium (for that portion of reaouroea 
required to produce the livestock products 'desired* by oonsumera),"^  
Some Obstacles to Farmer Maximization of Profits from 
Crop Combinations and Cropping Praotioes in a ISanner 
that is Compatible wii^  the llaximlzation of Social Welfare 
Prices that fail to reflect consumer preferences 
Conditions may affect the pricing system in such a way that relative 
prices do not reflect consumer preferences. To illustrate, let it be 
assumed that because of support prices on gmin, grain prices are held at 
artificially hi^  levels relative to those of forage. In terms of consumer 
preferences, this -will result in a nisallooation of resources in that too 
much grain and too little forage, grain-produced and forage-produoed prod­
ucts -would be forthcoming. 
Figure 30, similar to Figure 29 in the preceding section but with an 
additional iso-product curve IPg. and with the additicxn of two price lines, 
PL^  and PLg* inay serve as an illustration. Price line PL^  represents the 
grain-forage price relationship in the absence of artificially suppoiiied 
grain prices. This price relationship vrill also bring forth the quantiiy 
of livestock product demanded and needed by consumers assuming that this 
is Tfliat iso-product curve IPj^  reflects. Tangency of the iso-resource curve, 
iso-product curve, tmd the prioe line PL]^  indicates equilibrium in both 
%eady. Earl 0, The economics of rotations -with farm and production 
policy applications. Jour. Farm Eoon. Vol, SO. November 1948. p» 662. 
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Forage output 
Figure 30. Ihe effect of different grain-forage price ratios 
on the relative proportions of grain and forage 
produced and on livostock production. 
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produotion and oonsumption# vrith grain-foraga price relationships as 
represented by the optintim output combination of grain and forage 
is OY^  and QXg, respectively, which -will produce the quantity of livestock 
product IP^  that consumars dernand and need# 
Letting price line IPg reflect the grain-forage price relationship 
that results from artificially hij;^  grain prices, the optinum output com-
•binatioii of grain and forage would then he OYg of grain and OX^  of forage. 
But with these proportions of grain and forage, -ttie quantity of livestock 
product that consumers demand and need could not be produced. It 
would be scBie smaller quantity, represented in Figure 50 by iso-product 
cui^e IPg. 
Public agricultural production programs 
The national farm program under the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 
1938 was designed to conserve soil resources and to balance agri­
cultural and industrial income, so that not only shall there be enough 
fann products, but also enough purchasing power in the hands of farmers 
so that they may enj(^  the same standard of living as the other groups in 
ttl 
our population," Accordingly, one of the important phases of the program 
was that of acreage allotments for soil depleting crops, •srtiioh were speci­
fied as com, cotton, wheat, tobacco, and rice. In oixler to obtain a higher 
T^olley, H.H, To conserve £&.rm income and soil iresouroea. Soil Con­
servation, Official Organ of Soil Cons, Serv,, U.S. Dept. of Agr,, Wash,, 
D.C, Vol. 4, July 1938. p, 11. 
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level of soil oonservatim, the Act permitted fazmers to substitute 
forage orops for soil depleting orops in their oropping systems. 
In those situations isiiere the agricultural firm's production plans 
were on a short-time basis so that iiie product ion relationships between 
forage and grain were restricted entirely to ono of oon^ jetition, the Act 
no doubt improved the social orop rotation. Ihie would be true since 
pomiitting the substitution of foragos for grain in orop rotations would 
reflect some of tho oompleraentary effects of forages on grain output with 
the result that the total combined output of grain and forage would be 
increased, la another sense, the Act resulted in gross inefficiency 
both from the standpoints of maximi2ing the social product and faimer 
profits. To the extent that a flat over-all reduction in soil depleting 
crops ms applied to all farms regardless of soil "typos and percentages 
of intertilled orops, the Aot served to bring some farmers only part way 
up the complementary range between forage and grain, and as has been 
pointed out already, the social product can never be maximized within 
the con^ lemsntary range betvreen forage and grain; other farmers were 
taken too far into the coaq)etitiv9 range so that th^  were operating 
beyond the optimum combination of grain and forage with the given price 
relationships. 
Similar results can be expected from current acreage allotments on 
soil depleting orops to the extent that these are based on flat over-all 
reductions• 
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Cuatoms and traditions that qvolvB. ia leasing arrangements 
1, landlord vienrs production relationship "between grain and forage 
as ooinpetiti*TO only, 
Insoftir as the leindlord views the production relationship between 
grain and forage as competitive only, grain-forage output v/ill not be 
maximized. If a reduction in grain acreage and an increase in forage 
acreage is viewed entirely and always as resulting in less total grain to 
share with the tenant, the conqjlementary effects of forages cannot be 
reflected in grain yields. Viewing grain and forage solely as competitive 
in toxins of output tends to be time only in the short run, i.e., for a 
year or two. In the long run, as has been pointed out, grain and forage 
tend to bo coniplementary in terms of output over a gi-ren rouge, after 
which they become competitive. Accordingly, in the long inm, it -would 
be profitable for the landlord to lot the tenant produce forage rent-free 
up to the point vjhere further expansion in forage acreage and output will 
no longer increase total grain output.^  As long as increases in forage 
acreage and output serve to increase total grain output, there will be 
more grain to share with the tenemt. 
2. landlord does not permit the tenant to sell any forage off 
the farm. 
li'?hero in leases it is stipulated that no forage can b© sold off the 
A^s long as the additional returns from the landlord's share of the 
grain are greater than his portion of the added costs for legume seed this 
•would bo true, and it would be true in all oases idiere the landlord furnish­
es only the land and buildings. 
ftirm, oonditiona may premil that would result in an inoffioi«nt use 
of the tenant's rosouroes. For example, if as is indicated by ttie price 
line PL in Figure 31, the price of forage is high relati-ve to the price 
of grain, then in order to rnaacimize profits, OY^  of grain should be pro­
duced and QXg of forage. If, with this same price relationship, 
returns are to b© obtained, say, in producing beef, OYg of grain and 
QXj^  of forage should be fed, and accordingly, X]^ X2 of forage should bo 
sold and YjYg of grain purchased, Howflrver, if tho landlord doea not 
allow the sale of forage produced on the fam, the tenant, if he 
continues to produce beef, would have to produce it with OY-j^  of grain 
(assuming he can buy the landlord's share) and OX2 of forage. This would 
place him on the lower iao-produot curve IPg instead of IPj^ , in which 
instance the tenant would be producing less beef with the same outlay 
of resources, Besultingly, the tenant would obtain less than the economic 
optimum use of his resources. 
5, Custcmary cash rental charges for forage may prevent optimum 
output of forage. 
If the price ratio of grain to forage is as indicated by price 
line PL, Figure 32, the tenant, under a crop-share-cash lease, would 
maximiae returns from crops by producing OXg of forage and OYj^  of grain. 
On the basis of iso-product cujrve IP^ , this would also be the most 
profitable feed combination to use in producing beef. The lemdlord, how­
ever, may reason that for him the most profitable output combination is 
of forage and OYg of grain because he believes that the added rent 
obtained for forage b^ ond CJXi is insufficient to compensate for the 
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Forage output 
Figure SI* Possible effects of lease arrangements on 
the oonibination of gTBin and forage used in 
produoing beef and on the quantity of beef 
output* 
Forage output 
Figure 32* Possible effects of lease arrangements on 
qaantities and kinds of liTestock production* 
returns giTren up in grain and for the added cost of legume seed. He 
•would be interested in a crop rotation that would produoe more than 
of forage if he were in a position to increase the cash rent per aore 
for forage. But sinoe "the rental charge resulting from this increase 
•would be above the customary or oonmiuai'ty rate, his decision is for a 
rotation that will result in the production of OXj of forage and OYg of 
grain. Assuraing that the tenant must accept the landlord's decision, the 
tenant, if he continues to produoe beef, will have to produce a smaller 
total output of beef, as represented by the lo-wor iso-produot ounre IPg, 
with the same outlay of resources as would be jreqiiired to produce the 
larger output ropjresented by iso-produot cfurve This -will result in 
less than optimum use of his resources. Rather •than to continue produc­
ing beef, the tenant will more likely shift his resources in^ Tested in 
beef into li-vBstook en-berpidses •where the substituticn ratio of forage 
for grain is low, i.e., if relatiTTB prices are favorable, as represented 
by iso»produot curve IP3; such enterprises might be hogs, grain-fed cattle 
or lambs, Eesources would thus be transferred into short-time livestock 
production, possibly at losses both to the producer and socie-by. 
4. Shifting of costs wi-fchin the firm mas'- result in less than 
optimum output of grain and forage. 
Sinoe imder a orop-shajre-oash lease the tenemt ordinarily receives 
no direct return from most building improvements, he may, if he makes such 
impro^ vements, attempt to shift some of these costs to the tensnt. One 
possible way would be to Increase the cash rent on hay and rotation pasture. 
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If this were done, the tenant's costs of produoing forages vrould be 
increased relative to the ooste of produoing grains, and the tenant, if 
he could, might find it more profitable to reduce the forage acreage and 
increase the grain acreage. If this were done, and to the extent that 
the change in tho grain-forage output ratio shifbed produotion over into 
tho compleiaentary range in grain-forage produotion, production "would not 
be maximized. In any event, it -would tend to distort produotion in the 
direction of short-terra output at a possible loss to society and to the 
tenant. 
Similar shifting of costs and changes in produotion may occur -whei^  
technological changes, hybrid seed com, for exaii^ ile, favor grain enbex^  
prises rathor than forage, unless adjustments are mado in rental payments 
for the enterprises involved. 
Uncertainty 
Up to this point the discussion has largely been in terms of static 
analysis. Biis section deals with the dynamics of crop produotion because 
the firm usually has other objectives aside from that of maximizing net 
returnsj one of these "other" objectives is that of reducing uncertainty. 
In -bhe following analysis, uncertainty, aa distinguished from risk, is 
interpreted to encompass those analytical areas Tsherein the parameters— 
the mode, the mean, the median, the standard deviation, the variance, and 
the probabili-ly distribution—cannot be or have not been empirically estab­
lished. Risk, on the other hand, applies to those areas -nhere the param­
eters can be or have been established eatpirioally or mathemtioally, and 
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sinoe from a large number of oases, the probability distribution can 
be established objeotivaly, the firm oan insure against risk and thereby 
incorporate it as a Icnown oost. 
What types of uncertainty face the fim in agriculture in the crop 
production process? 
First, and perhaps foremost in terms of magnitude because of the 
competitive nature of agriculture, is that of price uncertainty—uncertain­
ty as related to both product and factor prices# Price unoertain"ty gives 
rise to a whole series of questions to vjhich answers are needed in the crop 
production process. For example, in crop production "where is the greater 
uncertainty -nhen product prices are oorapared with factor prices? VJhat 
levels of prices, product and factor, will exist in the year ahead and 
over a longer time span? Tihat relative crop prices can be expected next 
year, the year after, and for a period of several years? Will the price 
of one grain be high relative to another, or will all gjrains bo high 
relative to forage, or vice versa? V/hat factor prices can bo expected 
for different crops over time periods of various lengths? The uncertainty 
indicated so far with respect to product and factor prices makss extremely 
difficult the problems of determining (l) the optimum combination of grain 
and forage and (2) the optimum intensity of crop production. Figure 53 
illustrates the first problem vfliere price lines PLg# and PLj may be 
possibilities with different probabilities attached. Figure 34 illustrates 
the second problem vAiere possible marginal revenue lines MRj# 3^» 
and possible marginal cost ourvos MC2, and MC3 have different prob­
abilities attached to them* 
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Figure SS« Possible grain-forage prloe relationships 
irith. different prohahilities of ooGurring as 
a problem in detemining the optimum output 
oombination of grain and forage. 
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Figure S4* Possible marginal revenue lines and marginal 
cost ourves each with a different probabilii^  
of oooctrring aa a problem in detemining the 
optimum intensity of production* 
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Additional qusstionB in regard to prioe uncertainty arise, such as 
indiat will be the exbeut of variability in product and faotor prices for 
different orops and how will this affeot the magnitude of variability in 
net returns over tine? Because of a possible difference in price varia­
bility for different crops, for example, will an increase in the acreage 
of one grain and a decrease in another result in more or leas income var­
iability? Or because of a possible difference in price variability for 
grain and forage v/hat effect will a chamge in grain-forage output ratios 
have on variability in net income? 
Finally, what is apt to be the nature of the probability distributions 
for product and faotor prices, i.e., will thoy be positively or negatively 
skewed^  
second type of uncertainty that faces the firm in crop production 
is technical uncertainty. Such uncertainty exists inhere the output from 
a given input cannot be predicted with certain-ty. This type of uncertain­
ty gives rise to the problem of which production function will exist for 
the year ahead as is illustrated in Figure 35. Because weather is important 
in determining crop yields, and since unoertain-ty exists with respect to 
weather, it is not known with certain-ty what output will be obtained from 
a given variable input such as fertilizer, seed, cultivations, and other 
tillage practices. 
Likewise for the year ahead but from a slightly different viewpoint, 
what grain-forage output can be expected from a given resource input? Will 
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Figaro 55. Possible input-oatput relationships 
eaoh with a different probability of 
ooourring as a problem bx production* 
weather be sufficiently favorable so as to yield an output that will 
result in a full and economic use of reeources as is illustrated by 
OYgOXg in Figure 36, or will it "be unfavorable so as to yield only OY^ OXj? 
For the year ahead there is thus the question of rfaat oppoartunity curve 
will exist as further illustrated in Figures 37 and 58, 'Will it be curve A, 
B, or C as in Figure 37, or will it be curve !>, E, or F as in Figure 38? 
In Figure 37 grain and forage are indicated as equally variablo and in 
Figure 38 grain is shown as having a relatively larger variability than 
forage. Aooordingly, in -Biaiat proportion can grain, and forage be combined 
to reduce the total yield -mriabilily that results from weather to a 
minimum, so that each year output will be at a near maximum or at a 
maarimum? 
Finally, technical uncertainty raises the problem of what yield-
increasing effects can be expected over time periods of various lengths 
from mechanioal practices such as terracing, O^ er the long xnin, will it 
be as indicated by isorresouroe curve IRg or IRg in Figure 39? .And for 
•Uxe year ahead, will there be any effeorb at all? 
Facing the firm in agriculture is also technological unoerfcain-ty as it 
is related to crop production. This type of uncertainty arises from the 
probable development of new techniques or new methods in production that 
result in a more or less permanent change in the transformation function. 
A technological change my give rise to a new iso-resouroe cuirve. To 
illustrate, the following model. Figure 40 may be assumed to represent 
the change that took place in Idie iso-resouroe curve with iiie development 
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Forage output 
Crop produotion possibilities for the 
year ahead as influenoed by weather. 
Forage output 
Figure 87, Possible iso-resource ourves for the 
year ahead as influenoed by mather and 
nature of orops. 
Forage output 
Figure 58. Possible iso-resouree curves for the year 
ahead as ijafluenoed by mather and nature 
of orops. 
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Forage output 
Figure 59, Possible effeots of texr&oing on yield 
and output of grain and forage* 
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Forage output 
Figure 40. Possible effeorts of a tedbnologioal ohnnge 
(hybrid seed oom) on graizi«*forage output and 
price relationships. 
Barley output 
Figure 41. Possible effects of a teohnologioal ofaange 
{•xuem oat -varieties) m oats-barley output 
relationship. 
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of hybrid seed oom. IR^  represents the iso-resouroe curve before 
the inno-mtion of hybrid seed and IRg the iso-resouroe ourve after hybrid 
seed. Before the innovation the most profitable output of grain and 
forage would be QKg of forage and of grain. Inmediately after the 
adoption of hybrid seed, v/ith -Uie new iso-reaouroe ourve IBg and wiiai 
no change in relative prices (indicated by the ftiot that iso-reTrenue 
curve R2 haa the same slope as "the optinaan output of forage and 
grain would be OX^  and OY2, respectively. This -was perhaps true shortly 
after the sucoessful production of l^ brid seed •when only a relatively 
few fanners had adopted the innovation and as yet the added output of 
oom had had no effect on price. However, as more and more farmers 
adopted hybrid seed, the aggregative effects of the larger supply of oom 
•would be assumed to lower the price of oom, and the iso-revenue line 
-would shift in the direction represen-ted by Rg» and there trould be some 
decrease in grain output and some expansion in forage output if profits 
•were to be maximized. 
Similarly, the change in technology represented by. the now oat 
varieties -would be assumed to have caused a decrease in barley oui^ ut 
and an increase in oats output. The new oats varieties larould be assmed 
to have given rise to a new iso-reBouroe ourve for various •output coia-
binations of oats and barley, Iso-resource ourve IR^  in Figure 41 may be 
•fcedcen to represent -the ou-tput relationship between oats and barley before 
the new oats varieties, and IR2 a^ ter •their adoption. The slope of IRg 
indicates that with a given decrease in barley output a larger inorease 
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in oats output o«u^  now Tae obtained than prior to the development of the 
navt oats varieties. 
These then are typea of unoertainty out of which rawaagement decision# 
must "be made with respect to crop production. These types of uncertainty-
represent the realistically dynamic conditions under whioh the entrepreneur 
in agriculture must f\motion. In a discussion and analysis of these 
dynaaic conditions "two factors are essential, namely, time period and 
expectations or anticipations. Accordingly, in the succeeding analysis 
of how the fim in agriculture might meat uncertainty arising from the 
crop production process, -fchee© "two factors -wrill serve as the basic se-tTtiag. 
The period of production -will be -thought of as the horizon of eKpeotations. 
The period of production thus becomes a dynamic concept, A firm may have 
a relatively long production period synonymous -with the length of time 
necessary for the full effects of legumes to be reflected in grain yields. 
Perhaps the length of the production period is sjmonymous -vri-th the length 
of an expected rise in the general price level, or perhaps prices are so 
unceirtain that the horizon of expectations is limited to the length of 
time necessarjf to produce a crop, and this then -prould be the production 
period. In o-fcher -words, the production period seems to be most logically 
considered when vie-»ied in terms of a time period -wherein certain teohnioal, 
technological, and price expectations have been formulated. Viervdng the 
production period in this manner, perhaps the reaction and decision making 
of the firm in a setting of uncortain-ty oan most fruitfully be approached 
by a discussion of individual examples. 
in. 
ETOmple 1« Th® owner-operator with full or nearly-
full equity in his businesa 
The ovmer-operator in a strong capital position oan formulate his 
income expocrbations over a produotion period long enough for the full 
effects of forage in the rotation to be reflected in grain yields, Vsith 
given price expectations, at a level profitable to produce both grain 
and hay, he could proceed to plan a rotation that would include at least 
sufficient forage to give him the full benefits of the entire range of 
conjpletnsntarity between grain and forage. Thus in this situation the 
production period might be considered as of a long-run nature, Qa. the 
basis of a relatively long production period, how will an owner-operator 
in a strong capital position adjust to TOrious types of uncertainty? 
First, and this would be true in any other instance, with reference 
to price xmcertain-ty, he would want to establish (even though this could 
not be done objectively) the probability distributions, historically, 
and as ad;iusted to the outlook for the produotion period, for product 
and factor prices. Noting the relative dispersion in the probability 
distributions of product and factor prices would be in5)ortaiit in order to 
obtain some notion of I'ahat prices contribute most to income variation and 
Tiiat prices are most difficult to predict. 
Establishing modal expectations for product and factor prices as 
indicated in Figures 42 and 43 might be another neoess&ry step in deciding 
on means of adjusting to uncertainty* From the modal price es^ Jectations, 
probable marginal costs and marginal revenues could bo oonstmcted and 
intensity of production could be fomulatod on the basis of the modal values 
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in Figure 44. Sinoe in this instance the entrepreneur is assumsd to be 
in a strong capital position, he mij^ t decide to operate as if prioe 
expectations -were of a eingle-^ lued nature, i«e«« he might decide to 
operate on the basis of the modal valuefl for marginfil coats and marginal 
returns, for if the one chance in ten does ooour with respect to a lower 
product prioe and a higher factor cost, the losses incurred &re not apt 
to lead to insolvency in view of equity position. He may be -willing to 
take a loss in some years if it enables him to average higher profi-fcs 
over time. 
Establishinf price pirobabili-ly expectations might also aid in de-
tenaining the most profl-bable proportions in T^ ich to combine crops. Also, 
by noting -fche na-bure and extent of price variability related to different 
crops, soiQS idea could be obtained of how -rorious oombinations might 
offeot -the -variation in income over time. The relative importance of 
variation in income to decision msdcing with respect to crop combination® 
might depend to a considerable extent on the level of prioe expectations 
that had been formilated. If a high price le-vel irore anticipated# -the 
entrepreneur because of his strong capi-fcal position might be highly in­
different to extrem© variations in income. On -the other hand, if a low 
prioe le-v^ l trere anticipated, only a relatively small amount of income 
variation -would be desirable. 
 ^making adjus-fcments to uaoerfcainty that arises ffom crop yield 
variability, historical probabili-ly distributions for VBirious orops could 
be determined, and if the entrepreneur -with a high equity ratio antio-
ipated a relativoly lofw levol of prioos ho eould adjust to this situation 
liy atten^ jting to ooinbiao crops tliat have relatively low yield •mriahility 
in order to reduce income variability. Once having selected the crop 
oonibination, ttie omeivoperator with a favorable equity in his business 
might possibly formiilate his yiold expectation an the basis of mean yields 
since his production period is of a relatively long-irun nature and in the 
long run, mean yields are those actually realized. Other methods of adjust­
ing to crop yield variation would be a storage progiram, adoption of drouth 
resistant crop varieties if drouth is a hazard and adoption of early 
maturing varieties if wet, cold spring seasons are prevalent, or early 
frosts are hazardsj these methods nay mean some increase in costs or 
perhaps some sacrifice in yields or both, but they are possible methods 
of meeting vmoertainty that arises from crop yield variStion. VJhere 
excessive soil losses are apt to occur without terrace oonstiruotion or 
where drouth as a hazard is increased without such construction, meohan-
ioal practices or techniques of this nature would also be a method of 
reducing uncertainty that stems from yield variation. Since this is tihe 
example of an owner-operator in a strong capital position, he would not 
be ooncemed primarily with the yield increases he might expect from 
terracing or other mechanical practices for this year or for the next. 
The main concern would be the mean yield increases over time that could 
be expected from mechanical techniques. Since the results of a technique 
can be viewed in this manner, the capital investment is more apt to be 
made than trtiere the production period is for only a year or two. 
In regard to teohnologioaX unoortainty, i«e«, v^ ero an innontration 
brings about a change in the pbysioal rates of transformationt knowledge 
of whether or not the innovation is of the ohemioal or biological type 
(output increasing) or of the meohanioal type (factor changing) may be use­
ful. This is true since if the inno-vation is of 'Khe output increasing type, 
h^ hrid seed com, for example, and if the demand is relatively inelastic 
(loss than l.O), the entrepreneur could by early adoption lower his costs 
through -tiie larger output and thereby increase his net returns in the 
short run. In the long run vifhen the majority of firms have adopted 
hybrid seed com, the selling price of com would be expected to decrease, 
costs might remain the same or be greater, and net returns would be de­
creased. Thus knowledge of the pjwbable effects of innovations would be 
a means of reducing uncertainty as it arises from technological change. 
If the innovations were fiactor changing, for example, requiring more 
capital and less labor in producing a given output, a consideration of the 
possible loss in flexibility in use of resources and consequent loss in 
degree cf adaptability of the firm to changing conditions would be of 
importance in meeting uncertainty. "PJhether or not to buy new haying 
equipment, a field chopper, for example, that would result in the substi­
tution of capital for labor nay serve as an illustration (See Figure 45). 
The adopticsi of the field chopper would change the asset structure of the 
firm so that it would be less flexible and therefore less adaptable to 
changing conditions. 
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Figure 45. The effect of an innovation on the oonbination 
of oapital and labor inputs in produoiag a 
given output# 
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Example 2« The operator with a smll equity in his 
buainess or the tenant who is inaoouro 
in his tenure 
The operator with a snail equity in his business and yitio is -very 
much ooncemed over possible losses or banki^ pt^  from a price decline, or 
the tenant inrho faces insecuritj"- of tenure will have a relatively linitod 
horizon of expectations. Their production period may be for no longer 
than the time it takes to produce a crop# i»e., a year, or it may be for 
two, three, or four years. The shorter the production period with uriiich 
they are faced, the smaller will b© the range of con^ lementartty between 
grain and forage that they can affoird to consider# For a produotion period 
of a year's length none of the complementary effects of forages on grain 
will be realized—the larger -tJie hay acreage, the smaller the grain output. 
Grain-hay price relationships are, therefore, in^jortant from the Trery 
beginning of sin iso-resource or iso-land curve, and profit equilibritaa 
will fall short of maximum grain output. Graphically illustraced, the 
important grain-forage output relationship in this example is that indicated 
by the iso-resource ourv® in Figure 46, as contrasted to the one in 
Figure 47, which was the appropriate one in the preceding situation. 
In adjusting to price unoortainiy, this exar?)le in most instances 
would not be too diffesrent from the previous one. There are a few important 
differences,however, Vfith respect to the probability distributions, closer 
attention would probably be given to -v^ ether or not the distributions 
were positive^  or negatively skewed. Crop prices with negatively skewed 
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Figure 46, Output relationships for forage 
and grain for any given year# 
Forage output 
Figure 47, Output relationahipe for forage 
and grain* reaulting from a time 
span of several years. 
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distributions would possibly be gitren a minor role in -Uie rotation or 
not be adopted at all since if prioe expectations -wore based on the 
modal price and if this -nere not realized, the chances of a loner price 
occurring would be relatively large, l^ xis could be serious in this 
situation -where -fche capi-fcal position of the firm is assumed to be -weak. 
However, a fiiro in "tliis capi-fcal position might not operate on 
modal price expectations alone. It -would possibly operate on the basis 
that some prioe o-fcher -fclian the modal prioe might occur. Thus in Figure 48 
the point -sdiere the marginal cost curve MC in-fcersects the marginal rev­
enue line that represen-bs the modal price expectations appears to be the 
most profitable point of operation. But the fim in a weak capital 
position would probably not operate solely on the expectation that the 
modal value -will occur, for if the one ohanoe in -ben of a lower prioe 
does occur, a loss equal to the cross-pa-fctemed area would result, which 
could impair financial solvency. The -tenant who is insecure in tenure, 
if ho is in a relatively strong capi-fcal position, may take -the ohanoes 
of relatively larger gains and losses. 
The entrepreneur of -the firm in a -weak capital position, -vdien deter­
mining tiie proportions in which to combine crops, would tend to combine 
them in a manner that would minimiee prioe and income -vrariabili-fy. Con-
traiy to -the previous example, -tiiis would be a primary consideration 
irrespecti-ra of -fche level of prices anticipa-fced. Even if a high le-v^ l of 
price expectations had been formulated, he would be willing to accept 
only a small amount of income -Tariation from year to year because of -fche 
need for meetixig cash outlays for living and operating -the firm. 
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VJith referenoe to the uncojrtainty that evolves from crop yield var­
iation, of importance would he the ealeotion of a oombination with rel­
atively low yield variahilHy in order to reduce inoome variabili-fcy. 
However, if a particular conibination of arops that had a low yield var­
iability resulted in a long rotation -with several years of meadow, a 
shorter rotation vfith more yield variabili-ty might be considered preferable 
to the longer rotation because tiio former permits more flexibility so that 
the fim oan readily adapt to changing prioe relationships. 
In this example sinoe the production period is of short duration— 
for a year or slightly more—yield expectations for the selected crop 
combination would be based on modal expectations as contrasted to the 
mean yield expectations in the former exau^ le. On an annual basis the 
modal yield value would be more apt to occur than "Hie mean yield value, 
unless the distribution is normal, in which situation the mean and the 
mode are the same. 
Capital investment in teiraoe construction might be considei^ d as 
risk increasing.^  IRiis might be tine for a number of reasons a (l) if 
the owners-operator with small equity in his business is considered, the 
terrace construction might perhaps have to be undejrtaken with borrowed 
capital and this would lower his equity ratio still further, (2) if the 
situation of the tenant who is insecure in length of tenure is considered, 
O^n the other hand, terraces may reduce yield variability and un­
certainty by restraining water run-off and thus reduce droulda hasards. 
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he might have to take the ohanoe of investing this capital and not knowing 
whether ho would be on the farm to realise any returns from it, and (s) the 
probability distribution for yield inoreaaes from terraoing might be neg­
atively skewed, in whioh inatanoe, if the modal yield Inorease were se­
lected as a baais of operation and if this didn't ooour, the ohanoes would 
be relatively great that a lower yield inorease would ooour or no increase 
at all. 
Other adjustments to uncertainty arising from orop yield variation 
suoh as storage, drouth resisteinfc varieties, early maturing varieties, 
apply in this example as wall as in the previous one# addition, a 
measure in^ jortant to oonsider in the situation where the capital position 
is weak is that of orop inauranoe whereby some of the uncertainty oan be 
reduced to risk and inoorporated as a known cost to the firm. 
With reference to teohnologioal xmcertainties, the possible means of 
adjustment would be no different here than in the previous example. 
So far, adjustments to uncertainly'' from the standpoint of the firm only 
have been oonsidered. It might now be well to oonsider some of the 
alternatives from i3ie national standpoint iidth respect to efficiency in 
the use of resources under oonditiona of imoeirtaijity. 
Vihen the example of the omer-operator in a strong capital position 
was disoussed in relationship to unoertainty, it was indicated that he 
was in a position to formulate his price expectations over a production 
period suffioiently long for the yield-lnoreaaing effects of forages to be 
reflected in grain yields. Since his horizon of expectations is relatively 
long, his produotion. period can "be like-wise. Thus he ifl in a position to 
plan a long-run rotation that will inaxiiaize the sooial product. However, 
should he he expecting extreirae prioe -mriationa he may not look at rota­
tions from the long-run vieinpoint but from the standpoint of one year's 
time. Thus, if extreme "variations are expected in prices, Iraig-run 
rotation plans that urill maximize the sooial product might be discarded 
so as to profit from a high le-rol of prices before a break in the level 
of prices takes place. IVhat measures at the national level might be 
considered to eliminate or reduce the Tmste in resources that might 
follow from expectatioaas of excessive prioe variation? A system of 
forward prices has been suggested Tshareby the ratios between costs and 
prices are held in line with consumer preferences and with techniques. 
If a downward adjustment in crop pidoos became necessary to keep price cost 
ratios in line with each other, thejre would very likely still be some mis­
use of resouirces because of the anticipations at the end of each produc­
tion period. If a general dovraward adjustment in crop prices is antic­
ipated, the farmer producing to idie end or beyond the oomplementary 
range between grain and forage in the long run would still prefer a crop 
rotation that would result in the greatest possible grain output within 
the year. Such resource inefficiency might be eliminated were forward 
pricing used together with a national storage program and under conditions 
of a stabilized business cycle. Otherwise, n^ ere future prices have to 
be varied under a forward pricing system, the price anticipations of 
producers at the end of each produotion period might result in a sooial 
waste of xvBourceB, 
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To reduce ineffioienoy arising from toohnioal unoorfcaintios, one 
approach at the national level is crop insurance. Since a national 
program would bo based on. large areal coverage, the probability distri­
butions oould be established objectively and thus uncertainties like 
drouth and hail for the individual farmer oan be turned into a risk and 
calculated as a cost* 
A crop insurance program should not attempt to give hi^ er inoomes 
to fanners than they otherwise would get aa this •would result in a mis-
allocation of resources. 
A crop insurance program may result in an increase in total -welfare 
since there would presumably be greater total welfare from having a given 
size of income all the tine than in having a low income in some years and 
a high income in other yeara~on the assumption that with increasingly 
larger incomes, marginal utility decreases, 
la production, a crop insurance program might also be .justified to 
the extent that it would give the farmer a more efficient use of his 
resources. Having some certainty in lean years may make it possible for 
him to confeine his resources in such a manner that he oan continue to 
operate and stay in business. 
Another approach at the national level to reduce technical uncei^ in-
ty is that of storage. The principles that should underlie a national 
storage program depend upon \iAiether it is set up in terms of risk or 
uncertainty# If it is set up in terms of risk, i.e., to meet fluctuations 
in production that may give rise to an inefficient use of resources, the 
program should be guided by regular Insurance principles. The mean pro-
duotion over time and the probabili-ly distribution for production ovar 
time would bo •working guides. Also, products stored should be held olose 
to tho farm. 
If the storage progmm is set up in terms of meeting unoorfcaintijr for 
tho nation, i.e., uncertainty growing out of mr probabilities, it would 
be important to inoorporate flexibility and adaptabili-ty into the program 
even though suoh a program might oost more than one established for risk 
purposes alone, 
A third approach from tho national standpoint of meeting technical 
unoerfcain-ty is that of credit. Credit oould be granted famers to tide 
them over drouth years or lean years arising from other yield destroyiug 
natural oonditions. The credit approach might be oonsid.opod as an altoraa-
tive to insurance. 
A failure to understand tho basic enterprise relationships between 
grain and forage in terms of output iwill tend to prevent the attainment of 
the optimum crop combinations both from tho standpoints of the individual 
firm in agriculture and of society* Failing to ooniprehend how grain. Em.d 
forage may b© complementary, how they may be oo:i^ ©titive, and how they 
substitute marginally for each other as product outputs will act as a 
barrier to attaining the optimum in grain-forage combinations. Similarly, 
imperfect knoir/lodge of the marginal rates of substitution of grain and 
fors.g0 as feed inputs in producing given quantities and kinds of livestock 
products will tend to impede maximisation of farm profits and the social 
product. A lack of knowledge or information in regard to crop yield, price. 
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oost, and inoom© variations has similar results* Vftisre there is a lack 
of knovdedge or imperfect knowledge, unoertainl^  exists« -which makes the 
decision making function of the entrepreneur in agrioulture a diffioult 
and a haphasaird one. Experimental crop rotation data for a wide range 
of -mrious grain-forage oonibinations for different soil types and sit­
uations and experimental data on producing different kinds and quantities 
of livestock and livestock products from various combinations of grain 
and forage would reduce greatly the degree of uncertain-ty that faces the 
entrepreneur in agriculture and -which makes difficult -the maximisation of 
individual farm profits and the social product. Likev/iae, additional 
knov/ledge and information on -the various types of unoertain-by—price, 
technical, and •boohuolosioal~and on hov; to adjust to these uncertainties 
ivould contribute to a more efficient use of resources. 
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PHESEHTATION OF RESULTS 
Introduction 
In the preceding copter, the logic to the solution of the prohlem 
mo set forth. In the fraraework of this logic, the ampirioal findings, 
the quantitative relationships, and an interpretation of those relation­
ships "Will be presented. 
Crop Production Relationships Based c«n. Various 
Crop Rotation Experinents 
In. discussing the following aeries of cropping systems, only the 
long run^  will be considered. The reasons for this are three-fold. First, 
the crop production relationships discussed owe their existence to the 
long runj two, in the long run, the price per pound of com and the price 
2 per pound of oats are essentially equal. This equality in price per pound 
\70uld not hold true in most instances in the short run.,nor -would the pro­
duction relationships presented be those that would exist in the short run. 
T^he long run is her© interpreted as a period sufficiently long for 
the major yield-increasing effects of forages in cropping systems to be 
reflected in grain yields. 
2 
Using state prices recei-vad by lorna fte-rmers for the period from 1917 
to 1948, inclusive, the price i)er pcund of com averaged 1.334 cents and 
oats 1.356 cents—a difference of only .022 cents, fliheat has averaged 
someTsfliat higher, 1.943; thus vihere wheat is incorporated into rotations, 
this price difference "will have to be considered. 
Finally, because of the difficulty of shifH;ing speoialiBad resources in 
the short run, it is more realistic to consider efficiency or inefficiency 
of resource use from the long-run standpoint. In the long run, special­
ized resources oan be shifted to result In greater efficiency, With these 
considerations, an analysis of cropping system experimental data follows* 
In Champaign County, Illinois, the Agricultural Experiment Station of 
the University of Illinois established in 1876 an experiment field knovm 
as "The Horrovx Plots". Crop yield data are available for the cropping 
systems of continuous com, corn-oats (sweet clover) from 1888-1949, and 
for oom-oata-olover from 1901-1949. For the t\7o-^ ear rotation, the sweet 
clover has been plowed under as green manure, and from 1888-1899 the plots 
for the three-year rotation were in a five-year rotation of com-oats 
follovred with three years of meadow. The plots are set up so that only 
one crop in each rotation appears every year. Grain, hay crops, straw, 
and stover are removed annually from all plots. In 1904 each of the 
original plots was quarteredj two quaitew of each plot were continued 
without treatment and the other two have since than received a treatment 
of manure, liioestone, and phosphate. The annual acre mtes aret lime­
stone, 300 pounds; rock phosphate on the west half, 338 pounds; and bone 
phos|diate on the east half, 84 pounds. The soils are described as dark 
with moderately permeable subsoils; in characteristics, they bear re-
setdblance to the Kicollet soils in Iowa. 
Table 1 illustrates the grain-forage output relationships for these 
cropping systems for the period 1904-1949# One hundred acres of land is 
Table 1. Grain-forage output and production relationships for different cropping 
systems, Ihrrovi Plots, Champaign County, Illinois, 1904-1949• Oitput 
is based on 100 acres of land per cropping system^  
Cropping 
system® 
Total lbs. 
of grain 
(com plus 
oats)^  
Total 
lbs. of hay 
Lbs 
as 
lbs 
» of grain 
a. % of total Total TDNs 
• produced of grain® 
Total TDHB 
of hay 
Total 
TDNS 
(grain 
plus hay) 
Grain TDNs 
as a of 
total 
TDNS 
Kb treatment 
C 136,248 100 109,816 109,816 100 
COS 149,212 100 115,240 115,240 100 
COM 149,891 54,200 73 116,029 2B,130 144,159 80 
"With treatment 
C 257,712 100 207,716 207,716 100 
CDs 286,204 100 221,679 221,679 100 
COM 213,586 146,600 59 165,601 76,085 '241,686 69 
B^auor, F.C. and Famham, C»H, The litorrow plots* Univ. of 111, Agr. EriqD, Sta. Ag 948• 
1948* pp» 10—12» 
""C - com; 0 s oats J s - sweet olo-rorj M - hay» 
C^oTO, 56 lbs. per bu,} oats, 32» 
®TDiIa (total digestible nutrients) computed as follows« corn, »806| oats, .715| clover, .519^  
from Morrison, F.B, Feeds and feeding. 20th ed% The Morrison Publishing Co«, Ithaoa, Kew York» 
1940. pp» 954-993» 
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assuinsd to b© devoted to eaoh cropping system. For eaoh, crop output 
•was oomputed by mltiplying the average per acre yield by the number 
of acres that v/ould be devoted to each crop in a given cropping system 
on 100 acres of orop land. 
BeginninG with a discussion of the "no treatment" plot experiments, 
it will be noted in Table 1 that total grain output increases with eaoh 
cropping system from C to COM, Forage output is obviously complenentaiy 
with grain output, but from the data there is no my of Icnoiving vdiether 
or not forage is actually coc^ etitive with grain if a comparison were 
possible between the COM rotation and the next lower foirage rotation— 
aay, CCOM, Comparing the cropping systems, C and COs, however, the 
data indicate that sweet clover plowed vinder as green manure has the 
effect of increasing total grain output. Therefore, it v/ould pay to 
follov/ the COs rotation in all instances -whero the additional increase 
in grain output returned more than the cost of raising sweet clover. 
Coii5>aring the choices between C or COs on the one hand, and COM 
on the other, as long as the per acre cost of producing forage in the 
COM rotation can be held below the cost per acre of producing com or 
oats,^  it will be relatively more profitable to adopt the COM rotation. 
This is true since the largest total grain output is obtained from the 
COM rotation. It might very well be, however, that a rotation with a 
I^t should always be possible to hold the costs per acre of producing 
forage beloiv the costs per acre of producing com or oats since produc­
tion costs for forage can always be reduced to seed and seeding costs. 
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smaller peroeatago of hay acres (CCOM, for example) than in the rota­
tion of COM would be relatively more profitalDlo than COM, 
Supposing that all orops are processed through livestook, and the 
ohoioe ia between C and COa, which of the two Tfould maximize net 
returns? Transformation functions in livestock production indicate 
that oats and com tend to substitute for each other at diminishing 
mrginal rates as feed inputs. However, the equality in the long-run 
average prices per pound of oorn and oats vrould suggest that it is 
profitable to substitute oats for com as feed inputs up to the point 
v/here the two grains have equal per pound values as feed inputs. 
Aooordingly, the COs rotation with its larger TDN output should return 
greater profits in livestock production than continuous com. 
By virtue of the same reasoning as in the preceding situation, if 
the ohoioe were between C or COs on the one hand, and COM on tho other, 
COM would be the rotation that would net the larger returns through 
livestock production. This would be true even if the forage were not 
harvested because COM produces the lai^ est total grain output of the 
three rotations. 
In regard to the cropping systems on the plots "with treatment". 
Table 1 shows an increase in total grain output and total TDNs for COs 
over C, Since the same output relationships are evident between these 
cropping systems with treatment as without, the same conditions would 
hold true for maximising profits. Thus, the COs would be the more 
profitable as long as the additional increase in grain output returned 
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more than the oost of raising sweet clover. 
Hov/ever, in seleoting the most profitable cropping system in the 
ohoioe of C or COs on the one hand, and COM on the other, additional 
considerations are necessary. This is true as COM has a smaller total 
grain output than either C or COa and, therefore, with the throe-year 
rotation grain and forage become competitive as product outputs. If 
COM -were selected instead of C, 44,126 pounds of grain v/ould have to be 
given up in return for 146,600 pounds of forage. The forage-grain sub­
stitution ratio^  would be 3.S2il, i.e., for every pound of grain given up, 
3.32 pounds of forage would be gained. V/ith this substitution ratio, 
gross profits would be maximized by following the COM rotation as long 
as the price per pound of grain is not more than 3.32 times the price per 
pound of forage.^  The same v/ould be true on a net returns basis if the 
costs per acre of grain and forage are the same. If costs per acre of 
grain and forage differ, the COM rotation v/ould be the more profitable as 
long as the net price (gross price per unit minus oost per unit) per pound 
s 
of grain is not more than 3.32 times net price per pound of forage. 
T^ha tem, "forage-grain substitution ratios", is lused in preference 
to "marginal rates" of forage-grain substitution because substituting at 
the margin connotes infinitesimal increments or decrements in quantities 
substituted. 
'^ The grain-forage price ratio for Iowa was 1.62»1 for the period 1917-
1948. This is computed by using the state average price per pound of corn 
and oats of 1.3 cents, and by using the Crop Reporting District 5 price 
per pound of baled clovsr-timo-tiiy hay of .8 cents. (The state price for 
baled clover-timothy hay was not available), 
"^ To simplify future discussion on the relative profitability of differ­
ent cropping systems, only gross profit comparisons will be mde from this 
point on, except inhere net returns have actually been calculated. The oon-
ditions set forth here for net returns comparisons, however, are applicable 
in all other situations where only gross profit comparisons are made. 
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In ohooaing between COs and COM, 146,600 pounds of forage would be 
gained at a saorifioe of 72,618 pounds of srain. In this instance the 
forage-grain substitution ratio is 2,02:lj less forage is gained for 
ever/ pound of grain given up than in the previous comparison. Never­
theless, v^ ith the grain-forage prioe ratio of 1,G2»1, gross profits 
would bo inoreaeed by follmving COM rather than COs. 
Considering livestook as the end market product, the extent to which 
it is profitable to substitute forage for grain as feed inputs in live­
stock production becomes an important factor in determining'; the moat 
profitable cropping system. Of the three systems, COM produces the 
largest total output of TDNs, of which 31 per cent is forage. Since the 
long-run relative prices for grain and forage (l.S and ,8 cents per pound, 
respectively) are apt to reflect fairly vrell their relative -salues as 
livestook feeds, the COM rotation would very likely be the most profit­
able in livestock production. However, the ultimate answer rests upon 
the following considerations (l) -tiie relative prices between forage-
produced and grain-produced livestook, (2) the marginal rates of substi­
tution of forage-produoed and grain-produced livestock from given resoiirces, 
(3) the marginal rates of substitution of grain and forage as feed inputs, 
and (4) the marginal rates of substitution of grain and forage as outputs 
from given resources. 
future references to livestook produotion, these considerations 
Trill not be repeated, but they are, nevertheless, applicable in all sit­
uations where grain and forage are involved. 
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Of intorest in the Morrow Plots experimonts are the oomparisona 
between those oropping systema with no treatment and those with treat­
ments This comparison permits an appraisal of treatment versus different 
oropping systems in obtaining different levels of productivity. Under 
conditions of no trea-tanent, C produces 136,243 pounds of grain, and with 
treatment, this oropping system produces 257,712 pounds, a difference of 
121,464 pounds that can be attributed to treatment, Aa an alteimative, 
grain production could be increased by a choice of COs instead of C, 
This would increase total grain output by 12,964 pounds. Accordingly, 
were the choice one of increasing grain output either by C with treatment 
or by following COs instead of C without treatment, the former would 
return almost ten times as many pounds. Valued at the long-run average 
price per pound of grain (corn and oats) of 1,3 cents this amounts to 
§1,579 gross raturn from treatment of 0 as compared to $169 from COs 
rather than C without treatment. On this basis it seems likely that the 
fanner with limited capital would net higher returns from investing 
capital in lime and commeroial fertilizer than in machinery and eguipnent 
to produce oats and in sweet clover seed. 
The choice might also be one of increasing grain output either through 
oropping systems by following COM instead of C or by treatment alone of 
com. This brings in the additional consideration of forage. By applica­
tion of treatment to C, a total grain output of 257,712 pounds of grain 
is obtained, and by following COM, 149,891 pounds would be forbhcoming • 
Thus, if a COM rotation without treatment were followed instead of C mth 
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treatment, 107,821 pounds (257,712-149,891) of grain v;ould be sacrificed 
for 54,200 pounds of forage. The forage-grain substitution ratio would 
be ,50Sj1, i.e., for every pound of grain given up, .SOS pounds of forage 
T/ould be gained# Thus, on a gross return basis, if the price per pound 
of grain is not more than .503 times that of the price per pound of forage, 
it 7/ould pay to follow COM instead of C with treatment. Oror the long 
run, the price per pound of grain (com and oats) has averaged 1,62 
times that of forage (baled clover-timothy hay)per pound. On this basis, 
it appears that C with treatment would bring relatively greater returns 
than a COM rotation without treatment, i.e., in direct sale of crops. 
The Ohio Agricultural Ej:periment Station at Wocster, Ohio, has con­
ducted numerous crop rotation experiments over a period of years. Four 
series of those rotation experiments from the Fry Farm will be considered. 
The first two series are from 1921 to 1935, a period of 15 years. The 
seoond two series are from 1937 to 1943, a period of 7 years,^  
The plots are set up so that all the crops in each rotation are 
grown every year. The land in each rotation, regardless of length, 
receives the same average annual treatment. Through liming, the soil 
is held at approximate neutrality. Stable manure of good quality is 
applied at an average of 2 tons per acre per year, and all is applied to 
C^rop yield data for thesw rotation experiments were unobtainable for 
the first two series from 1935 to the present and for the seoond two series 
from 1943 to the present. These same data were not available on an annual 
basis, which made iji5)08sible a study of the changing grain-forage output 
relationships from year to year as the time period lengthened for each 
rotation experiment. 
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the first orop in the rotation, e.g., 4 tons in a two-year rotation, 
6 tone in a three-year rotation, etc. This method of applying raaxrure 
may favor the longer rotations since it is "... probable that a crop 
that has received 10 tons of manure directly in a five-year rotation 
will yield iJicre than the seune orop that has received only 4 tons in a 
two-yoar rotation, even though the average application per acre for the 
two rotations is the same."^  On the other hand, the manure used on 
the rotations is not that produced by feeding the orops from each rota­
tion. "This fact v/orks to the advantage of the poorer rotations; for 
example, in practice, the nanure produced by feeding the orops in a corn, 
wheat, timothy rotation would be lovrer in quality and less in anount than 
that from feeding the crops in a com, vAxeat, alfalfa rotation,"^  Yield 
tables in Special Circular 53 indicate that the stover, straw, and hay 
are removed annually. The experiments are located on the Vfooster and 
Canfiold silt loams which are found on rolling to gently rolling land. 
The natural drainage of these soils is fair to goodj moat of the plots are 
thoroughly tile drained. Both hold water well and respond veiy well to 
fertilizer. These soils are deficient in phosphoric acid and, therefore, 
200 pounds of 16 per oent superphosphate has been applied per acre per 
year. 
Table 2 illustrates the grain-forage output relationships for the 
first two series of cropping systems from 1921 to 1935. 
O^hio State University. Handbook of experiments in agronomy. Ohio 
Agr. Exp. Sta. Special Gii'cular 53. September 1930. p, 99» 
I^bid., p. 99* 
Table 2. Grain-forage output and produotion. relationships for different cropping systems 
on Tfooster and Canfield silt loaijis, Wooster, Ohio, 1921-1935. Output is baaed 
on 100 aores of land per cropping system^  
Cropping 
system®-
Total lbs. 
of gjrain 
(corn pins oats 
plus wheat 
Total lbs, 
of hay 
His. 
as a 
lbs. 
of grain 
% of total 
produced 
Total TDHs 
of grain® 
Total TDIIs 
of hay° 
Total TDIfe 
(grain 
plus hay) 
Grain TDlfe 
as a ^  of 
total TDSs 
c 151,200 100 121,867 121,867 100 
CCWRCl 221,330 08,000 72 179,899 45,672 225,571 80 
CWHCl 201,673 124,740 62 164,812 64,740 229,552 72 
ccsmciTT 188,848 163,200 54 153,327 78,499 231,826 66 
c 151,200 100 121,867 121,867 100 
CWs 276,400 100 225,694 225,694 100 
cm 222,840 180,800 55 181,884 90,942 272,826 67 
GOAkk 132,208 405,600 25 102,896 204,017 306,913 34 
CAM 109,760 324,000 25 88,467 162,972 251,439 35 
C^hio State University. Handbook of oxperinients in Agronomy. Ohio Agr, Exp. Sta, Speoial 
Circular 5S. September 1938. pp. 100-104. 
s oom; W r Taieatj 0 « oatsj RCl - red oloverj T s tiraothyi s - sweet clover. 
O^om, 56 lbs, per bu«i oats, 32} wheat, 60. 
®Co7nputod from source as in ^ able 1. Corn, .fiOSj oats, .7151 wheat, •t356i red clover, »519j 
red clover and timoti^ , .481; alfalfa, .503. 
Beginning with the first aeries of cropping systemB in Table 2, 
the data indicate that forage is oomplementary to grain output at least 
up to the point v/here 25 per cent of tho land is devoted to forage« The 
CC?WRC1 rotation produces 70,130 pounds more grain than does C, despite 
the faot that in tho four-^ ;ear rotation only 75 per oont of the land is 
in grain as compared to 100 per cent for continuous com. This increase 
in grain output my be attributed to the yield-inoreasing effects of red 
clover in the rotation. Thus, if it is profitable to produce grain, it 
would always pay to follorw the four-year rotation instead of C) this 
would be true J even if thejre were no market for the hay produced in the 
four-year rotation, lEhe additional grain at the long-run average price of 
1.3 cents per pound would more than pay for the cost of legume seed and 
seeding. Other costs would not have to be incurred since the hay could 
be turned under as green manure. 
Pur ther reference to lable 2 will show that when 33 per cent of 
the land is given over to the production of forage, forage and grain 
become competitive in terns of output, ClVRCl yields 19,657 pounds fewer 
of grain than does the four-year rotation of CCWRCl, But the three-year 
rotation produces 36,740 pounds more forage than the four-year. Accord­
ingly, the forage-grain substitution ratio is 1.87»1, For every pound of 
greln given up, 1,87 pounds of forage is gained. Thus in terms of gross 
profit maximization, if the price per pound of grain is not higher than 
1.87 times that of forage, it would pay to use the three-year rotation 
rather than the four-year. However, some qualifications are necessary. 
In previous situations com and oats have been the only grains involved. 
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and sinoo these tw grains have "been priced the same on a per pound basis 
over the long run, it has been possible to oonaider them as a single grain. 
In this instance, oojrn and -wheat are combined. These two grains }iave not 
been priced the same on a perpoiind basis (wheat has averaged 1,46 times 
higher), and therefore oarniot be oonsidered as a single grain. Also, it 
is not only a matter of giving up grain and in return gaining forage. 
The giving up of one l:ind of grain (com) and gaining oome of another (wheat) 
is also involved; 44,845 pounds of com are saorifioed for a gain of 25,188 
pounds of vfheat. On the basis of the wheat-oom price ratio, this gain 
in •\vheat v/ould be the equivalent of 36,774 poimds of com. Thus, in tearms 
of corn, a choice of CVifRCl instead of CCFtfECl means a sacrifice of only 
8,071 pounds for a gain of 36,740 pounds of forage. The forage-grain 
substitution ratio is then 4.55:1» Vfith the grain-forage price ratio of 
1,62}1, gross profits would be,increased by adopting the three-year rotation 
instead of the four-year. On the basis of long-run prices, the gross returns 
for CZ/RCl are |4,140 as con^ ared to ^ 3,954 for CCWRCl. 
In comparing the three-year rotation of OTRCl and the five-year rotation 
of CCirrRClTT, Table 2 shows that by selecting the latter instead of the former, 
12,825 pounds of grain would be given up in return for 38,360 pounds of 
forugo. Thus, for every pound of grain given up, 3 pounds of forage would 
be gained. But again there is a gain in one grain (com) and a loss In 
another (wheat); 25,413 pounds of com are gained at a sacrifice of 38,238 
pounds of Ti^ eat, On the basis of the •whoat-oom prioe ratio, the quantity 
of n^ oat given up would be equal to 55,827 pounds of com. In tems of 
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oorn, the net amount given up -would then be 30,414 pounds (56,827-25,413) 
tot a gain of 38,930 pounds of forage. This makes the forage-grain sub­
stitution ratio 1,28J1. Sinoe the long-run price per pound of grain has 
averaged higher than 1.28 times that Oi forage, gross profits would not 
be increased by adopting the five-year rotation instead of the three-year. 
The gross return comparisons are §4,140 for the three-year and §4,045 
for the five-year. 
The five-year rotation, hoj/ever, produces the largest output of TDNs, 
and if the grain and forage is fed through livestock it may be more 
profitable than the three-year rotation. 
In the second series of experiments on rotations in Table 2, it is 
seen that the two-year rotation of C\7s produces more total grain than 
does continuous com. Sinoe erosion is no problem on this soil, it is 
likely that the increase in total grain output ia primarily due to the 
beneficial effects of sweet clover (as green maniire) in the rotation. -As 
long as the added revenue from the increase in grain is greater than the 
cost of producing the sweet clover, it would pay to follow the two^ ear 
rotation rather than G, If it is profitable (gross returns above coste) 
to produce com, this would be true even if the net returns to wheat wore 
zero because the output of com alone ia increased by 28,000 pounds despite 
the fact that only one-half the acreage is in com in CWs sis in C, With 
the long-mn price of com at 1«33 cents per pound, the added output of 
com has a gross value of |372, Gross return comparisons for the tv;o 
rotations are: §2,011 for C and $4,269 for CWs. 
B8t\ire®n the alternative rotations of OTs and CTiA, a ohoioe of the 
latter would involve a saorifloe of 53,560 pounds of grain in return 
for 180,800 pounds of forage. The substitution ratio of foirage for 
grain is then 3«S8j1, For eaoh pound of grain saorifioed, 3«38 pounds 
of forage is obtained. On a gross return basis, the oomposite^  prioe per 
pound of corn and wheat would have to be less than 3»38 times that of 
forage per pound to oause the three-year rotation to produoo loss revenue 
than the two-year. In this situation, the long-run composite prioe of 
com and -wheat is 1.64 times that of forage; thus, in teims of gross 
revenue it would pay to select the three-year rotation over the two-year. 
The gross return ooiaparisons are -54,269 for the two-year rotation and 
$5,153 for the three-year. 
Between the rotatiojis of CWA and CQAAA, the latter yields 90,632 
pounds less grain but 224,800 pounds more forage, whioh makes the forage-
A composite price of oorn and wheat is used in equating the forage-
grain substitution ratio with the grain-forage price ratio since there 
is a loss in pounds of both com and viioat in adopting tho three-year 
rotation instead of the two-year. Com and wheat prices can be wsighted 
on the basis of tho pounds given up in eaoh case. For instance, 32,200 
pounds of oorn and 21,360 pounds of wheat are given up. Thus, the prioe 
per pound of com would carr:; a weigjvt of 1.51 and that of vjheat, 1. 
J&iltiplying the price per pound of com, 1.33 cents, by 1.51, the weighted 
price of com would be 2.01 cents. The price per pound of wheat is 1.94 
cents. Adding the two weighted prices, 2.01 and 1.94, and dividing by 
the sum of the weights, the composite price of com and wheat is 1,57 
cents. Dividing this by the price per pound of baled alfalfa hay of ,955 
cents, the grain forage price ratio is 1,64s1. 
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grain substitution ratio 2,48»!• Therefore, if the oomposita prioe^  
(oorn-oats and vilieat) of grain is not more than 2,48 times that of forage, 
the five-year rotation v^ ould gross higher returns. In this instance the 
composite price of grain has not averaged more than 1,78 times that of 
forageJ therefore, on a gross returns basis the five-year rotation should 
be the more profitable. Gross return oomparisons show $5,631 for the 
fivB-yoar rotation and §5,153 for the three-year rotation. 
In a oon^ jarison of CQAAA with CAAA, the latter produces less of both 
grain and forage, and tlius it would never be profitable to adopt it instead 
of the COAAA rotation# 
In livestoolc production, in this series of rotations, the five-year 
rotation of GOAAA produces the largest quantity of TDNs; of the total, 
only 34 per cent are grain TDNs and 66 per cent are forage TDNs, It might 
be difficult to utiliee such a high proportion of forage profitably in 
livestock production. Important in this determination would be the con­
siderations indicated previously. 
The second two series of orop rotation experiments from Ohio are 
presented in Table 3. In the first group of rotations, it will be noted 
Ihe use of a composite price is also valid in this case since there 
is a loss in both com and wheat in a choice of the five-year rotation over 
the throe-year#- Although there is an increase in oats this causes no dis­
tortion sinco the price per pound of com and oats averages the same, and 
therefore com and oats can be considered as one orop and the net loss in 
com can bo computed. The total production of com and oats in the five-
year rotation is 132,208 pounds. The com output for the three-year 
rotation is 179,200 pounds. The loss in com in adopting ttie five-year 
rotation rather than the three-year is then 46,992 pounds plus a loss of 
wheat to the extent of 75,840 pounds. This gives the price per pound of 
•vrtieat a weight of 1,61 times that of cpm, or 3,12 cents as con^ ared to 1»33, 
The weighted average or oonqposite price ie then 1,7 oents, which is 1,78 
times that of forage, *955 oents* 
Table 3, Grain-forsigo outpat and production relationships for different oropping systems 
on Wooater and Oanfield silt loams, Vfooster, Ohio, 1937-1943. Output is based 
on 100 aeros of land per oropping system.^  
Total lbs. of To-fcal lbs. lis, of grain Total TDMs Total TDNs Total TDI^ s Grain TDNs 
Cropping grain (oom of hay as a of of of hay® (grain as a ^  of 
system®- plus oats to-fcal lbs. grain® plus hay) to-tal TDISB 
plus -wheat produced 
C 217,840 100 175,579 175,579 100 
CCCWA 229,776 128,800 64 186,035 64,786 250,821 74 
CWA 215,480 203,200 51 176,143 102,210 278,353 63 
CCWAA 190,672 316,000 38 154,812 158,948 313,760 49 
CWAA 165,928 363,000 31 135,426 182,589 318,015 43 
C 217,840 100 175,579 175,579 100 
.00 221,640 100 172,104 172,104 100 
COA 194,842 210,600 48 151,267 105,932 257,199 59 
Yoder, R.E. Results of egroncmio researdi on the use of lime and fertilizers in Ohio* 
Ohio Agr, Exp, Sta. Agron, Miiasograph Ho, 96. 1945. p. 5. 
®'C - oomj - vdieat; A - alfalfaj 0 s oats, 
C^om, 56 lbs. per bu,; v/heat, 60> oats, 32. 
®C<anputed from source as in Table 1» Com, ,806j oats, .715; -wheat, «836j alfalfa, .503, 
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that forage is ooiaplemeiitary with grain, in terms of output at least 
up to the point vUxQVe 20 per oent of the land is in forage. The data 
do not shov/ v/hether this complementary relationBhip viould still persist 
•were 25 per oent, e.g», a COTA rotation of the land in forage. On the 
basis of the data in Table 3« beyond the CCCV7A rotation, as larger and 
larger peroentagea of the land are devoted to forage, forage beoomes 
oompetitive with grain output. Suocessi-ro deoroases in total grain 
output are noted as forage acreage and output is expanded. If it is 
profitable to produce grain it v/ould always pay to adopt the CCCWA 
rotation rather -Uian C, This would be true even if forage had no market 
•value,^  provided that the returns from the additional grain were larger 
than the costs of producing hay, which could always be reduced to the 
costs of seed and seeding after which the hay could be tamed under 
as gr«en manure j the added returns from grain would not have to be very 
high to cover forage costs of this nature. 
Table 3 indicates that in shifting from CCC75A to CWA, from (TiYA to CC?SM, 
and from. CCf/AA to CWAA, forage is competitive with grain in terms of output 
in every instance. Further, as Table 4 shows, leas and less forage is 
gained for every pound of grain soarificed with each successive shift to 
rotations that include more foragaj tlie forage-grain substitution ratios 
decrease as forage acreage and output is expanded. 
In comparing CCCWA with CilTA, a choice of the latter involves the 
saorifloe of 68,656 pounds of corn and a gain of 54,360 pounds of vhe&t, 
I^he gross returns from 0 are $2,897 as compared to a gross return of 
$3,226 for com and Tidieat from the CCCWA rotation. The total gross returns 
from the five-year rotation is 'H,456, 
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In toms of the vdieat-oorn prioe ratio this gain in iiirilioat would "be equiv­
alent to 79,366 pounds of com. Thus, in terms of oom, there wculd he 
no not loss, and there would be a gain in forage, Aooordingly, on a 
gross return basis, the three-year rotation should be the more profitable, 
Tho gross value of the product of the three-year rotation is ^ )5,309 as 
compared to 54,456 for CCCTA, 
In a choice between CWA and CCViTAA., selecting the latter vrould mean 
a sacrifice of 44,520 pounds of wheat for a gain of 19,712 pounds of corn. 
On the basis of the •wheat-corn price ratio, the amount of wheat given up 
v/ould be equivalent to 64,999 pounds of com. Tlierefcre, in terms of 
com, the net amount given up would be 45,237 pounds, Sinoe 112,800 
pounds of forage are gained, the forage-grain substitution ratio would 
be 2,49:1. In terms of the long-run grain-forage price ratio of l#62il, 
the five-year rotation should bring higher gross returns than CWA, The 
actual figures are 35,784 for CCVfAA as compared to J5,S09 for CWA, 
Table 4, Rates at which forage substitutes for grain as product 
outputs^  
Rotation substitutions Forage-grain substitution 
ratios 
CT£A. for COTA 5.20tl 
CC57AA for OTA 4.55«1 
CT/AA for CCWAA 1.90tl 
P^rom Table 3, 
In a ccHiiparison of CCIWAA and CWAA, a choice of the latter would 
involve a sacrifice of 24,744 pounds of grain for a gain of 47,000 pounds 
of forage. The aaorifioe in grain imrolves a loss of 43,344 pounds of 
com, but a gain of 18,600 pounds of vdieat. On the basis of the inrfieat-
oorn prioe ratio, -jfoen the viheat is oonvertod into com, tho net loss 
ia oom would be 16,188 pounds. As 47,000 pounds of fojrage are gained, 
tho forage-grain substitution ratio would be 2.90j1. Sinoe the long-
run grain forage price ratio is less than this, gross profits should be 
higher for CTfAA than for CCIVAA, Using long-run prioes, the gross returns 
from the four-yoar rotation are $6,017 as compared to s^ ,784 for the 
five-year rotation. 
The Ci'lM. rotation is also the one that produces the largest TD!! 
output. However, whethor or not this rotation would be the most profit­
able if the grain and forage were fed through livestock vrould depend 
upon the considerations as indicated in previous discussion. 
In the second group from the second series of rotation experiments 
from Ohio, in Table S a reduction in total grain output takes place by 
following a COA rotation rather than C or CO. Thus, were a farmer 
intejrested in producing grain only, he would plan a cropping system of 
C or CO, However, if forage has a market value either directly or 
indirectly as a livestock feed, COA would be the most profitable on a 
gross return basis because (l) in following a COA rotation instead of a 
CO rotation, 26,798 pounds of grain would bo givtjn up for 210,600 pounds 
of foragef accordingly, forage substitutes for grain at the rate of 
7,86:1, For eveiy pound of grain given up, 7.86 pounds of forage would 
be gained. In teiros of gross profits it would pay to substitute forage 
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for grain then as long as the price of grain ma not more than 7,86 
times tl:iat of forage. Historicalls'-, "the prioe of grain has never iDeen 
that muoh higher than forage. 
At the Agronomy Farm, Mes, Iov«si, the Department of Agronomy, 
Iowa State College, has conducted a series of crop rotatioia experiments 
from which annual yield data is available from 1915 to date. IDiis series 
involves four cropping systems t continuous com, oorn-oats, oom-com-
oats-red clover, and com-oate-red clover. The plots are set up so that 
the yield from each crop in each rotation appears every year. These crop 
rotation experiments are on Clarion-Tfelsster soils. These soils are de-
soriTjed as follows: OlarionJ dark browa silt loam or loam, 8 to 12 
inches I no appreciable clay accumulation in subsoil; calcareous till at 
25 to 45 incheaj slope range 2 to 12 per cent; subsoil of moderate 
permeability. Tfebsters black surface; neutral to slightly oalcareoua 
surface; olive gray subsoil of moderate to 8lo\v permeability; slope 
range 0 to 3 per cent.^  
According to Prof. A.J. Englehom, Department of Agronomy, Iowa State 
College, there is somo confoxinding of these two soils on the experimental 
plots that may result in giving some advantage to the four-year rotation 
over the three-year. 
R^iecken, F.F. and Smith, G.D, Principal upland soils of Iowa, 
lom Agr. Bxp, 3ta. and Bur. Plant Industry, U.S. Dept. of Agr, Yifash. 
D.C. Agron* 49. Rev, ed. June 1949. p. 15. 
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Data from thea© cropping syatema^  are presantod in Table 5* 
Fijrst, it will be noted that the two-year rotation of CO produces leas 
total grain than does continuous com. Consequoatly, since the price 
per pound of com and oats is the sans, gross profits v/ould never be 
increased by adopting the two-year rotation instead of continuous com. 
Therefore, the comparisons my as well be limited to the three cropping 
systems of C, CCOM, and COM, Hex*e it will be obsojrved that forage is 
competitive with grain in all instancesj total grain output decreases 
from C to CCOM and from CCQM to COM, If variations in soil do not con­
found the effect of different rotations on yields, this may be a concrete 
example of an hypothesis proposed in the previous chapter to the effect 
that on some flat and fertile soils there may be no oomplementaiy range 
between grain and forage in terms of output—the larger the forage 
acreage and output, the smaller the total grain output. The pewenfcage 
increases in per acre yields of grain are not offset by the percentage 
decreases in grain acres. If the data in Table 5 reflect the true output 
relationships for different cropping systems, a famer with capital 
limitations might possibly net higher returns on his capital inveatmont 
Com yields for all cropping systems are based on tlie assumption that 
hybrid seed com has been used for ttie entire period 191S-1948, The reasons 
for this Yrill be explained later, bi\t the adjustment should not greatly 
alter the relative comparisons between cropping systems made at iiiis point. 
three-year moving average of grain (com equivalent; 1 bu, of com a 
1| and 1 bu, of oats • .51) output was computed for the three cropping 
systems of C, OCQK, and COM for the entire period 1915-1948. Total grain 
output from C exceeded that from the three-year rotation througliout the 
period, and only in 1981-1923, 1928-1924, 1924-1926 and from 1946 and on did 
the grain output from CCQM exceed that of C, Thus, oon5>leMentari-ty betrroen 
grain and forage as product outputs was never definitely established. How­
ever, this series of rotaticaas does not include all the possible rotations 
through which cou^ lementariiy might be expressed. Bexhaps a rotation of 
CCCCKI, or CCCCQM, or CSBCOl/^  would show oomplementarii^ a 
S^B s aoybeana. 
Table 5, Graia-forage output and production relationships for different cropping 
systomB cn Clarion-Webster soils, Agronony Farra, Ames, Iowa, 1915-1948. 
Output is based on 100 acres of land per cropping syBtera^  
Cropping 
system®" 
Total lbs. 
of grain 
(com plus 
oats)^  
Total lbs. 
of hay 
Lbs. 
as a 
lbs. 
of grain 
% of total 
produced 
Total TDIfs 
of grain® 
Total TDNs 
of hay® 
Total TDlte 
(grain 
plus hay) 
Grain TDNs 
as a % of 
total TDNs 
C 324,056 100 180,589 180,589 100 
CO 184,060 100 143,102 143,102 100 
CCOM 212,826 89,600 70 167,425 46,502 213,927 78 
COM 166,194 96,400 63 129,138 50,032 179,170 72 
l^ovva State College. Iftipublished data. Dept. of Agron. Ames, Iowa, 1915-1948. 
®C - com; 0 - oatsj M - red clover, 
C^om, 56 lbs. per bu.j oats, 32. 
C^oinputed from, same source as in Table 1, Corn, .SOSj Oats, •715| red clover, .SIS* 
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by following a system of oontinuous oom with applioation of fertilizer 
than a rotation of CCOM since, in the first instance, his capital in-
•vestment oould be limited to po-wer, machinery, and equipment for oom 
plus fertiliser, vdiereas in the four-year rotation additional capital 
outlays would have to be made for the production of oats and hay. On 
the other hand, assuming that capital is not limited so that the nec­
essary machineiry and equipment can bo purchased for the production of 
oom, oats, and hay, it appears that the four-year rotation of CCOM 
would gross oonsidewibly higher returns than C, The reason for this 
is that relatively little grain (11,230 pounds) would have to be 
sacrificed for a gain of 89,600 pounds of forage. The substitution 
ratio of forage for garain would be 7«98rl, If then the price per pound 
of gitiin is not more than 7.98 times that of forage, gross returns 
would be increased by adopting the four-year rotation rather than 
continuous oom. Historically, the price per pound of grain in lovra 
has not averaged more than 1,62 times that of forage. 
If the three-year rotation of COM vtere adopted instead of the four-
year of CCOM, a relatively large amount of grain (46,632 pounds) would 
have to be sacrificed for a small amount of forage (6,800 pounds). If 
this reflects the tmie output relationships between these two rotations 
(which is questionable), the substitution ratio of forage for grain would 
be .14611, i.e., for every pound of grain given up, only #146 pounds^  of 
%ere the same average yields for oats and hay assumed for the three-
year rotation as the four-year, the marginal rate of substitution of 
forage for grain would be .72»1. In terms of relative prices for grain 
and hay, historically, it appears -Hmt the four-year would still gross 
higher returns than the three-year. 
forage would Toe gainsd, V/ere the price per pound of grain then not more 
than .14C times that of forage per pound (v/hich •woiild mean a lower 
aTerage prioe per pound for grain thau for forage) gross profits would 
bo inoreased "by following the three-yoar rotation instead of the four-
year. Ilistorioally, the price per pound of grain has averaged higher 
than that of forage. Nat returns oon^ arisons at a later point indicate 
that CGQM is the most profitable of the four cropping systems. 
Tho four-year rotation of CCOM is the oroppii^  system that siox-
imizes TDN output. Of the total TDIJ output from this rotation, 78 per 
cent represents grain. If the grain and forage wore processed through 
livestock, this may or may not be the most profitable rotation in view 
of tho considerations previously stated. 
Two crop system experiments at the Soil Conservation Experimental 
Farm, Page County, Clarinda, Iowa, are of analytical interest since annual 
yield data are available v;hich permit (as did the data from tho Agronomy 
F&rm at /imes) a study of arjiual grain-forage output relationships o-rer 
time, iis contrasted to competitive grain-forage output relationships 
of tho Agronomy Farm, ^Vnes cropping systems, the Clarinda experiments 
shop/ the establisliment of complementarity between grain and forage as 
products. The Clarinda experiments -vfore begim in 1951 and have been 
continued to date* The cropping systonB are continuous oom and com-
oats-clover. They are on MairaMll silt loan of 9 per cent slope. ISarshall 
silt loam is described^  as a deep loess with a brown to dark brovm surfboe. 
R^ieoken, F.F. and Smithy G.D. Principal upland soils of loim. lona 
Agr. £xp« Sta. and Bur. Plant Industrj^ -, U.S. Dept. of Agr., Wash., D.C. 
Agron. 49. JRev. ed. June 1949. p. 22. 
and "With a yollow-brovm heavy silt loam to light silty olay loam subsoil, 
•whioh is moderately permeable. It ranges in slope from 2 to 20 per oent 
and erosion hazards from intertilled orops range from slight to severe 
depending upon the slope# 
Table 6 shows the grain-forage output and production relationships 
for the two cropping systems.^  As will be noted, for the period as a 
O 
whole forage oonpetitive with grain in terms of output# Total grain 
output for C is 158,704 pounds as compared with 145,217 pounds for the 
COM rotation, TiYere the three-year rotation followed for the entire 
period instead of 0, 13,487 pounds of grain would have to be given up 
annually for 110,800 pounds of forage. The substitution ratio of forage 
for grain on this basis would be 8,22:1, For every pound of grain given 
up, 8,22 pounds of forage would be gained. Therefore, as long as the 
price per pound of grain is not more than 8,22 times that of forage, 
gross profits would be increased by adopting COM instead of 0, On 
the basis of the long-run grain-forage price ratio of 1,62»1, the price 
per pound of grain could be over five times higher relative to the price 
A^s in the previous table, com yields are based on the use of 
l^ brid seed com for the entire period, 
'^fere experimental data for a series of rotations with various pro­
portions of grain and forage available, a longer time period may still 
show a competitive relationship between grain and forage for the COM 
rotation aa rotations with less forage may show a greater total grain 
output. 
Table 6, Grain-forage output and production relationships for different oroppiag systems 
on Marshall silt loam of 9 per cent slope, Clarinda Experimental J^ arm, Fa.ge  ^
County, lorn, 1932-1949. Output is based on 100 acres of land per cropping system 
Cropping 
system®-
Total lbs. 
of grain 
(com plus 
oats 
Total lbs. 
of hay 
Lbs. of grain 
as a ^  of 
total lbs. 
produced 
Total TDlTs 
of grain® 
Total TDKs 
of hay® 
Total TDNs 
(grain 
plus hay) 
(Jrain TDIJs 
as a ^  of 
total TDIIB 
C 158,704 100 127,915 127,915 100 
COM 145,217 110,800 57 114,609 57,505 172,114 67 
COM (com 
corrected 
upward for 
trend209,118 110,800 65 166,113 57,505 223,618 74 
llowa State College. Annual reports of studios at the Soil Conservation Experimental Farm, 
Clarinda, lovra.. In cooperation -with Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta., lova Agr. Ext. Sorv., Soil Cons, Serv., 
Bur. of Plant Ind«, U.S. Dept. of Agr., Wash., D.C. Agron. E3, 40, 61, 88, FSR 5. 1932-1949. 
®C - oomj 0 - oats; M - red olover. 
C^om, 56 lbs. per bu.i oats, 32. 
"Computed from same source as in Table 1. Corn, »806} oats, .715; red clover, .519, 
significant upward trend TUBS found for oom yields in this rotation. According to the "V 
test, the regression ooeffioient, "b" wae found to be significantly different from zero at 
the 5 per cent probability level. The increase in grain output here indicated thus comes 
as a result of correcting oom yields upward on the basis of the computed trend. The complete 
method is explained in Appendix B. 
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per pound of forage, or forage oould te priced that muoh. lower relative 
to grain before gross profits Yfoiild be less for the COM rotation than 
for C, Net returns oomparisons at a later point indicate that COM is 
the most profitable. 
Although forage is oorapetitiTre T;ith grain in tenns of output for 
the entire period, a study of the annvial average total grain output 
(bushels of oom equivalent) shows that the oomplementary effects of 
forage on gx^ in output are definitely established after a nine-year period,^  
Data in Table 7 show that from 1941 and on, grain output frora COM is 
ooD.sistently higher than for C; for the entire period it averages lower. 
From the standpoint of adopting oonsorvation measures this has im­
portant implioations. Some famers oan't afford to mit as long as 
others for the returns from conservation measures. A farmer wi-ai limited 
capital, or with a relatively small equity in his business may not be in 
a position to sacrifice total grain output in the short run even if it 
means a larger total output at a later time. This might also be the case 
of the insecure tenant, vfaiting costs may run too high. Also, if in the 
short run, farmers in general expect the grain-forage price ratio to change 
in favor of grain, conservation measures are apt to be delayed if such 
measures result in a sacrifice of grain-outputj the same may be true if 
the immediate outlook is relatively uncertain and expectations are that 
the prices of both grain and forage will decline. Farmers under those 
I^his period might have been shorter had the experiments been initiated 
in years that were more favorable •Wian the drouth years of the eorly 1930*s. 
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oonditions -will not be anxious to mke saorifioas in shorb-itin. pro­
duction in order to obtain relatively larger outputs at a later period. 
A knov/ledge of the tiuie it takes to get returns from different oon-
seJTTation measures—rotations and meohanioal practices—on different 
Table 7, The average annual grain output (bu, of corn equiv­
alent) for cropping systoma on ISarshall silt loam of 
9 per cent slope, Clarinda Experimental Farm, Page 
County, Iowa, 1932-1949. Oitput is based on 100 
acres of land per cropping system and on com yields 
corrected to hybrid^  
Year Grain output (bu. of corn equivalent)®" 
Continuous com Corn-oats •flaeadow 
1932 3370 1027 
193S 5700 2553 
1934 940 337 
1935 43G0 2138 
1956 1380 472 
1937 3510 2268 
1938 5090 2474 
1959 4080 2477 
1940 3480 27S7 
1941 1740 3182 
1942 2040 2359 
1943 2570 3261 
1S44 1870 3548 
1945 2430 3611 
1946 2720 3150 
1947 1640 2359 
1948 1770 3893 
1949 2320 3645 
l^owa State College, op. cit,. Table 6. 
C^omputed as follows: 1 bu. of corn = Ij 1 bu. of oat^  r ,51. 
soil typos -would be an aid to the solution of problems such as financing 
conservation measures and tenure arrangements. 
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Output of grain for COM (oorreoted upward for trend) in Table 6 
gi-res some notion of vihat can lie expected froa this rotation from 194.9 
on. VJith this adjustment, total grain output exceeds that for continuous 
com, CompleTnentarity "between grain and forage in terms of output has 
been established and at this stage, COM would definitely be more profit­
able tlian C even if forage had no market value. Thus, the length of 
time that a farmer plans to farm and iriiether or not he can afford to 
v;ait for the returns from conaormtion practices nay be very important 
considerations in adopting conservation practices that will serve to 
increase long-run net income to the farmer and to increase tho social 
product. 
Estimated Grain-Forage Output, i^ roduction Helationships, 
and Net Returns per Acre for Different Soil I&nagement 
Systems on Ida»Monona and Hapier Soils in Yi'estern lotw 
Since this study vt&B set up for specific application to the farming 
systems on tho Ida-Monona soils of v;estem Iowa and since no long-run 
experimental rotation data -were available for these soils, average corn, 
oats, and hay yields "Were estimated for different soil management systems 
on these soils by specialists^  in soils and agronooiy. It must be em­
phasized that the crop yield differences for different soil management 
systems in these estimates are not ajssumed to reflect degree of aocuiraoy 
but indicate the direction and magnitude of effects resulting from differ-
S^ee Appendix E, 
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©at soil managflmont systems. As stated in the "Introduotioa" of this 
thesis, an alternative to these estinatea vfould be to vrait 15 to 20 
years for produotion data Tmsed on oxperimental results. Hoivevor, in 
view of the severity of gully formtion oa Ida-ltonona soils it is here 
"be lieved that the losses in net income to the individual farmer and to 
society would bo greater by vraiting than losses that might occur through 
miscalculation in estimating yields on the part of specialists. 
Ida silt loam has been described^  as a weak to grayish brorwn light 
silt loaia or silti it has a slopo range of 10 to 25 per centj the 
pormeability of its subsoil is rapid; and the erosion hazards from inter­
tilled crops are very severe* ifonona silt loam is describoc^ as a weak 
brown silt loam» 8 to 14 inches, with no appreciable clay aocumulation in 
the subsoilj ia elope it reuages from 2 to 20 per cent; its subsoil is 
moderate to rapid in permeability} and the erosion haaards from inter­
tilled crops range from slight to severe depending on slope* Napier silt 
loam is characterized^  as having a -meak to dark brovm silt loam, 9 to 14 
inches, v/ith appreciable clay aocumulation in tho subsoilj in slope it 
ranges from 1 to 10 per oentj its subsoil is of moderate permeability) 
and the erosion hazards from intertilled crops range from slight to severe. 
E^iecken, op. cit., p, 24. 
I^bid,, p. 24, 
®Ibid., p, 24, 
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Crop yield estimates for oom, oats, and hay wore made for 48 
different soil manaeemeut systeme for each of 5 different soil situationB. 
The 5 soil sitaations aret eroded Ida silt loasi 12 to 20 per cent slope, 
eroded Itonona silt loam 12 to 20 per cent slope, Monona silt loam 9 to 
15 per cent slope, Monona silt loam 2 to 8 per cent slope, and Napier 
silt loam. The soil management systems under each soil situation consist 
of 8 cropping systema singly, in combination v/ith contouring and terrac­
ing, iti ooitibination vdth texracing, contouring, and oonnnercial fertilizer 
application under the assumption of cash-grain farming where the crops 
are sold off the farm, and under tlie assumption of livostook farming 
iidiere the crops are fed on the farm and the manure spread mainly on the 
Ida and the eroded Monona soils. 
To facilitate the mjohanios of presentation, the analysis has been 
limited to: 
1. Production and income amlyses (using 1940-44 price level) for the 
8 cropping systems, 
a. On tliree different soil situations: (l) eroded Ida silt loam, 
(2) Monona silt loam 9 to 15 per cent slope, and (s) l^ apier 
silt loam. 
b. Under two soil management assumptions» (l) with no practices and 
(2) vdth teiraoing, contouring, and fertilizer application. 
0. For two systems of farmings (l) Cash-grain and (2) livestock. 
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2. Inoom© analysis at the 1920 and 1947 prioe lovals for only 4 
cropping systema j CCOo , COsCOMM, GOMd, COMJliIil: 
a. On tlie three soil situations as in (l) above. 
h. Under the two soil management assumptions as above. 
0, For a cash-grain system of faming. 
A summary of this data is presented in Tables 8 through 13. 
Outputs of grain and forage have been oomputed as in the tables that 
summarized experimental rotation data. Net retunis per aor©^  have been 
oomputed at the 1940-44 prioe level since the relative prioes for grain 
and forage for this period fairly violl represent the long-run prioe 
2 
relationships. As indicated, net returns per aore were also oor^ wted 
for some soil mnageraent S3rstemB at prioe levels existing in 1920 and 
in 1947, Tliese two price levels were selected because they are illustra­
tive of extreme price relationships} in 1947, com t/as over four times 
the price of baled alfalfa hay on a per pound basis, and in 1920 baled 
alfalfa hay was almost two times as high as com on a per pound basis. 
By use of those extreme price relationships, i-fe can be illustrated how 
the most profitable combination of grain and forage varies with the 
grain-forago prioe ratios. 
S^ee Appendix C for details of oor^ jutation. 
2 
"^ lowa Crop Reporting District 4 prices are used because -yxo Ida-
Monona soils are located mostly in this district as are the sample town­
ships used in this study, Hie 1917-1948 average prioes per pound of corn, 
oats, and alfall^  in District 4 are 1,371, 1,274 and ,955 cents respeot-
iveljr. The same prices for 1940-1944 are 1,343, 1,369 and ,8 cents. 
Forage wis slightly higher relative to grain for the lo33g-run period than 
for the period 1940-1944, 
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Table 8 sununariaea grain-forage output, production relationahips, 
and net returns to various soil monagemant systems on eroded Ida silt 
loam under a oash-grain ayatem of farming. The table is divided into two 
sections, "None", ifjhloh maans that the cropping systems are not supple­
mented with &ixy practices or treatment, and "T-C-F", -vdiich designates 
that the cropping systems are combined with the supplemental practices 
of terracing, contouring, and corameroial fertilizer treatment. 
Beginning with the fiwt section of the table it >7ill bo noted that 
the rotation of CDs produces the largest total grain output. The yield-
increasing effects of sweet clover in the rotation can be observed by 
comparing the output for CCO with CCOsj by the same token, the output 
of CDs must also reflect the presence of sweet clover. 
In the crop rotations where meadov/ is left down to produce hay, 
forage is competitive witlx grain in terms of output from the very be­
ginning. In all instances, as forage acreage and output is expanded, 
total grain production decreases. In this process of forage-grain sub­
stitution, forage-grain substitution ratios decrease as forage acreage 
and oirtput are expanded. In a shift from COs to CDs COM, 2.46 pounds 
of forage are obtained for evei;^ ' pound of grain given up, and in a shift 
from COM.I to COIC-M, only .SS pounds of forage are gained for every pound 
of grain sacrificed. On the basis of gross returns with the grain-forage 
price ratio of 1«68J1 for 1940-1944 and with the forage-grain substitu­
tion ratios, it would not pay to plan for more meadow in a rotation than 
that represented in the COsCOMM rotation. The data show that this is 
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Table 8. Grain-forage output, produotion relationships and net returns per acre fc 
soil managoinent systems on eroded Ida silt loam 12 to 20 per oeat slope, 
net returns are based on 100 acres of crop land per oropping systetn and c 
grain®- system of farming^  
Total lbs. Total Lbs, of Output sub­ Total TDHs Grain TDIIs Ifet 
Cropping of grain lbs. grain as a stitution (grain as a of 
system^  (com of hay /i of total mtios— plus hay)° total TDUs 1940-44 
plus oats) lbs, pro­ forage for price 
duced Krain (lbs,) level 
CCO 48,080 100 37,792 100 $-7,41 
CCOs 75,872 100 59,711 100 -4,34 
COS 88,000 100 68,016 100 -2.71 
COsCOI/ILi 71,888 39,6 00 64 2.46a 75,374 74 -3,31 
CCOMI 64,320 48,000 57 l.lUl 74,485 68 -3.73 
COMJI 53,400 60,000 47 i.loa 71,126 58 -4,27 
COMM 39,360 72,000 35 ,85 j1 66,097 46 -5,17 
COMSfiM 29,864 53,600 36 49,585 46 -7.56 
T-C-F^  
CCO 141,184 100 118,723 100 -1,35 
CCOs 151,856 100 120,186 100 1,00 
COS 140,800 100 109,845 100 -1,13 
COS COM 101,920 92,400 52 2,38tl 125,287 63 1.74 
CCOMM 98,560 112,000 47 5.83»1 133,361 58 1.60 
com 75,600 140,000 35 1.22a 128,335 46 1,39 
COMM 58,240 168,000 26 1,61:1 123,639 35 1,66 
COMMf;M 46,704 160,800 22 116,096 31 .10 
See Appendix E. 
A^ll grain and hay, except STwet clover and the last hay crop, are assvmied to be 
cutting of last year zneadow is assumed to be harvested. 
- com; 0 ; oats J OB • oats plus sweet clover j M - alfalfa-brome mixture, 
°rDNB computed on following basisi com, ,806j oats, •715} alfalfa-brome, .496• 
%0I3E means no terraces, no contour cultivation, no fertilizer application, 
®Sinoe all soil management systems inoludsd are not assumed to provide adequate e 
soil management systems falling beloiv the lines in each section of the table are 
G'BIU Browning's faotors*to reduce annual soil loss to 7 tons per acre which is h 
the level desired by society. 
T^-C-F means that terraces and contour cultivation are used on all awas whore ap 
that fertilizer is applied. See Appendix E for fertilizer applied and for rates 
"•Brovraing, G,M, Estimating soil raanagement requirements. Io;m Agr. Exp, St 
Serv., U,S, Dept, of Agr. "Sfash,, D.C, Mimeograph. 1947. 

IGl. 
Porage output, production relationships and not returns per aore for different 
inagoment systoma on eroded Ida silt loam 12 to 20 per oent slope. Output and 
:ums are based on 100 acres of orop land per cropping sjrstem and on a cash-
system of farming! 
> Total Lbs, of Output sub- Total TDNB Grain TDLJS Net returns per acre 
lbs. grain as a stitution (grain as a of at 
of hay /» of total ratios— plus hay)° total TDlTs 1940-44 1920 1947 ) lbs, pro­ forage for prioo price price 
duced grain (lbs.) level level level 
NOUB^ i 
100 37,792 100 -^7,41 $ $ 
100 59,711 100 -4,34 -10.69 9.96 
100 60,016 100 -2.71 
39,600 64 2.46il 75,374 74 -3,31 — 5.28 8.62 
48,000 57 l.llil 74,485 68 -3.73 
60,000 47 1,10«1 71,126 58 -4,27 - 4,25 3.10 
72,000 35 .85J1 66,097 46 -5.17 
53,600 36 49,585 46 -7.56 - 7.71 -6,53 0 
T-C-F^ * 
100 118,723 100 -1,35 
100 120,186 100 1,00 -12.48 35.57 
100 109,845 100 -1,13 
92,400 52 2.38j1 125,287 63 1.74 1,39 22.68 
112,000 47 5.83»1 133,361 58 1.60 
140,000 35 1,22tl 128,335 46 1,39 5.05 15,97 
168,000 26 1.61:1 128,639 35 1,66 
160,800 22 116,096 31 .10 6,28 7,62 
hay, except siwet clover and the last hay orop, are assumed to be sold and only on© 
t year meadow is assumed to be harvested* 
oatS} Os t oats plus smeet cloverj M - alfalfa-brome mixture. 
on following basis J com, .SOSi oats, .TlSi alfalfa-brome, ,496, 
terraces, no contour cultivation, no fertilizer application, 
, management systems included are not assumed to provide adequate erosion control, 
t systems falling below the lines in each section of the table are estimated using 
s faoffcor8*to reduce annual soil loss to 7 tons per acre which is her» aj^ uiMd to tw 
.red by society, 
lat terraces and ocntour cultivation are used on all areas -where applicable and 
ir is applied. See Appendix E for fertilizer applied and for rates of application, 
, Q.M. Estimating soil management requirements, Io-,m Agr. Kxp, Sta, and Soil Cons, 
S, Dept. of Agr, Wash,, D,0, Mimeograph, 1947, 

true also on a net ratum basis. Crop rotations that include more hay 
than this actually deoreaso ziet roturns (or increase losses in this oase) 
on the "basis of the 1940-44 price level. In ternis of gross profits and 
on the basis of the forage-grain substitution ratio of 2.46 j1 and the 
grain-forago price ratio of 1.68il| it should be more profitable to adopt 
the COsCOMM rotation than COs. COsCOM! actually does gross higher re-
tuiTis, 112.88 per acre as oompared to $11,90 per acre for the COs rota­
tion, but the costs for the COsCOIJM rotation are estimated as sufficiently 
higher to more than offset the difference in gross returns, IKius the 
COs rotation has lovrer losses. 
As tlie "net returns" in Table 8 indicate, none of the crop rotations 
return enoiagh to cover ooste, neither at the 1940-44 nor at the 1920 
price levels. Only at the 1947 price level, ishen the price per pound of 
com ims more tlian four tines that of forage, baled alfalfa hay, do the 
cropping systems produce positive retunas—except for CO?£EvJM and possibly 
also for CO}!SM, 
Except in years -when the price per pound of grain is extremely high 
relative to forage, it appears iSiat under a cash-grain system of faming, 
in the absence of supplemental practices and fertilizer treatment, it is 
unprofitable to farm eroded Ida silt loam 12 to 20 per cent slope. Under 
these oonditions, farmers would probably be better off in monetary terms 
by seeding the Ida do-jm to alfalfa-brome and eventually letting it revert 
to grass, and tlien putting their resources to work on more productive soils. 
If the social goal is to hold soil losses to 7 tons per acre 
anmally and if the farmer's is one of maximiaing profits, there should 
be no oonfliot between these two goals, except for years with prices 
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Bimilar to those of 1947* Xhis is the oaae sinoe setting the pemissihle 
soil loss at 7 tons eliminates all of -Uie soil management systems and 
none of them v;ill bring positive returns with the exception noted. This 
would be true even were society to set the allowable loss at 15 tonsj 
this would permit the use of the COMKMM rotation, but this is unprofit­
able at all price relationships given. 
In the second section of Table 8, the supplemental practices of 
terracing and contouring are added, together with the application of 
commercial fertilizer. Other oonditions—soil, system of faming— 
continue as before. With 13ie8e practices «lnd treatment, the rotation 
of CCOs now yields the largest total grain output, vfeereas in the first 
section wheremo practices or treatment were assumed, COs -nas the 
rotation that produced the most grain, CCOMM yields the largest TDH 
output, which was a distinction of COsCOM with no practices or treatment. 
The forage-grain substitution ratios generally are wider than was the 
case in the first section of the tablej more forage is being gained per 
pound of grain given up, except v&iero a shift from COs to COsCOMM is 
involved. On tiae basis of the grain-forage price ratio of 1.68il, gross 
returns should increase from gaining these larger quantities of forage 
from the sacrifice of given amounts of grain. This is true also on a 
net returns basis as indicated ly the data in Table 8. 
la maximizing fanner profits on the basis of the conditions given, 
the net returns per acre in Table 8 indicate no great differenoee for 
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the rotations within the range of COBCOM to COMMM, However, were 
fiitura grain prices higher relati-ro to forage prioes than for the 1940-44 
period, viiich is here taken to represent the long run, 1917-1948, those 
rotations producing the most grain would, of course, he the more profit-
al>l©. Not retums at the 1947 price level are an indication of this. 
On the other hand, if forage prices averaged higher relative to grain 
prices than for 1940-44, those rotations producing the larger amounts of 
forage would he the more profitable. The net returns at the 1920 price 
level shoi'; this,^  
Irrespective of price relationships, it would never pay to adopt 
C01E.iL!M rather than COMMIi since the former reduces the output of both 
grain and foragej such decrease in output will be observed in succeeding 
tables TjJien comparisons are made between these rotations* The smaller 
output for the COIMiM rotation is eaqplained through moisture depletion 
and perhaps through thinner stands of hay, 
TTith reference to the objectives of inducing soil losses to a given 
level and of maximizing individual faraer profits, the following con be 
said. If a farmer has a combination of Ida, Monona, and Napier soils 
(which is the realistic situation) and if he is obtaining less than op­
timum use of his resources on the Monona and Napier soils so that he can 
I^he possibility of different relative prices for forage and grain 
existing in the i\iture and the concomitant effect this has on net retums 
is indicated at this point. Such iziferences can bo drawn from succeeding 
tables and therefore will not be repeated in this section. 
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put his idle resources to work more profitably on Ida than on the other 
soils, there would definitely be a conflict betvwen the farmer in max-
Imiaing profits and society if it decides that soil losses on this soil 
should be hold to 7 tons per acre. Setting the permissible soil loss 
at this level eliminates all soil management systems except that of COMHTM, 
whidi is clearly not the most profitable. Even if society should set 
the limit of soil loss at 15 tons per acre annually, -which would make the 
alternatives of CC®5M, COMMM, or possible, tliere itfould be a con­
flict if future grain-forage price relationships reflect those of the 
past. 
Turning to Table 9, grain-forage output, production relationships, 
and net returns are shown again for eroded Ida silt loam "with no practices 
and with terracing, contouring, and fertilizer treatment, but the assump­
tion "With respect to "system of fanning" has been changed from one of 
"cash-grain" to "livestock". Ihe only significance of this change is that 
the effect of manure application to the land is reflected in crop yields. 
In the first section where the cropping systems are not supple­
mented -with practices or treatment, CCOs again produces the largest 
total grain output. 
Also, as in previous oases for Ida soil, meadow is competitive with 
grain in terms of output from the vory beginning where meadow is left 
down to produce hay. Generally, the forage-grain substitution ratios 
decrease as forage acreage and output are expanded. Ihe one exception 
i# in the choioe of CCOlffll for COsCOMM where a relatively small amount of 
\ 
Table 9« Grain-forage output, productioa relationships, and net returns per acre for 
differeztb soil managenent systems on eroded Ida silt loam 12 to 20 per cent slope. 
Output and net returns are based on 100 aores of orc^  land per cropping systrai 
and on a lives took®- system of fanning^  
Total lbs. Total lbs. Ubs. of Output sub­ Total TDNs Grain TDHs Ket returns 
Cropping of grain of hay grain as a stitution (grain as a of at 194:)-44 
system (com %  o f  total ratios-forage pliis hay) total TDNa price level 
plus oats) lbs. pro­ for grain (lbs.) 
duced 
IlOIffi 
CCO 94,048 100 74,073 100 $-1.64 
CCOs 119,728 100 94,483 100 1.16 
CDs 115,200 100 89,502 100 .70 
COsCOMU 83,520 52,800 61 1.67J1 91,104 71 -.93 
ccoiaa 77,440 64,000 55 1.84tl 92,821 60 -1,05 
COM 62,000 60,000 44 1.04»1 87,832 5S -1.80 
COl^iM 46,240 96,000 32 1.02il 83,429 45 -2.52 
corist>!M 35,648 80,400 31 67,446 41 -5,01 
T-C-F 
CCO 153,968 100 121,696 100 2.42 
CCOs 163,584 100 129,254 100 2.90 
COS 151,200 100 117,790 100 1.48 
COsCOM 107,840 105,600 50 2«44tl 136,414 62 3.87 
CGOim 108,800 128,000 46 149,434 57 4.84 
com 80,000 160,000 33 1.11:1 141,656 44 4.09 
comm. 61,760 192,000 24 1.75il 143,263 33 4.20 
com^i^ 49,632 187,600 21 131,655 29 2.72 
S^ee Appendix E» 
°-Bii8 assumes that all grain and hay are oonsvuned on the farm, that the manure is spread mainly on 
Ida and eroded l&nona, and that only one cutting of last year meado?/ is hajrrosted, With the ex­
ception of notation "a", all other notations aro applioable as in Table 8. 
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grain is givan up for a gain o f  a eiiren amount of forage; sinoe relatively-
more forage is gained per pound of grain given up than in a shift from 
COs to COsCOM, the substitution ratio of forage for grain vadens. 
It vma noted that the CCOs rotation is the one that produoea the 
largest total output of gmin. It is also the cropping system that 
produces the most TDNs and the one that produces the highest net returns. 
In faot, CCOs and COa are -the only rotations vihere gross returns are 
indicated to be above costs. But this might not be the case when the 
grain and forage is processed through livestock and the objective is one 
of maximizing profits to the farm as a whole. However., if it should be 
relatively more profitable to produce forage on the more productive soils« 
Jtonona and Uapier, associated •wltli Ida on a given farm, the largest 
farm profits might still be obtained from a CCOs rotation on the Ida 
portion of the farm under conditions of no supplemental practices or 
fertilizer treatment. If the losses indicated as being incurred for 
the rotation of COsCOIM and for those including more forage should be 
converted to positive net returns higher tiaan those shown for CCOs or COs 
by means of livestock production, the rotations of COaCOM or CGOMJI 
would appear to offer the best opportunities for highest profits, Ihe 
reason is that the net returns in Table 9 show that COsCOIJi and CCOMM 
produce the smallest losses from the production and sale of grain and 
forage directly. However, otlier considerations such as the relative 
prices of grain-produced and forage-produced livestock, etc. are necessary 
to making a conclusive s-tAtement. 
If latter profits could be obtained by following either the COsCOJJM 
or the CCOM rotations and prooessing the feed through livestook than 
by following CCOs, oonfliot could arise between the landloi^  and the 
tenant under a crop-share lease agreement. This could be the case since 
the landlord would be interested in the rotation that maximiises total 
grain output, the CCOs rotation, unless iiie cash rent he could receive 
from the 33 or 40 acres of meadow on the COsCOMM or CCOMM rotations 
v/ould more than offset the value of the grain he would have to sacrifice 
in a shift from CCOs to one or other of the two rotations with meadow* 
To illustrate, a shift from CCOs to COsCOMM would involve a sacrifice 
of 36,208 pounds of grain. One half of this, the landlord's share, valued 
at 1.3 cents per pound would bo worth §835. If cash rent is §7 per acre 
on hay ground, the 33 acres of meadow in the COsCOMT.! rotation would 
bring a return of $233 to the landlord. If the laiidlox'd pays the costs 
of the leg-ume and grass seed, the returns would be somewhat less than 
the §235. The tenant, on the other hand, would favor either COsCOIM 
or CCOMLI if these systems gave him the highest returns through livestock. 
However, if the tenant has a low equity in the resources he uses, he may 
also favor the CCOs rotation since the payment of cash rent has the 
effect of lowering his equity ratio. 
If resource use on a given farm were already optimized on the soils, 
Monona and Napier, associated with Ida, and if there then were some idle 
resources that could be devoted to production on Ida soils, individual 
fanner and social interests would diverge if society deems a 7 ton soil 
loss per acre annually as the maximum permissible. This is true since 
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it exoludos the uee of Ida soil under these oondltions for all cropping 
syeteiiifl indicated, while on the other hand, the fanner oould expeot 
some returns on his resouroes following the COOs or COs rotations and 
perhaps also "by following OOaCOMS or CCCaHi and prooeasing the feed 
through liveatoolc. If futuro price rolationahips were going to be 
similar to those of 1947, a divergence of individual farmer interests 
in maximizing profits, and that of sooiety in setting the permissible 
soil loss as indicated, would unquestionably exist* The situation would 
not seem to be altered were sooiety to set the limit on soil losses for 
Ida soil at 15 tons. This would permit the use of COIMI or C0I'S.1IM but 
since these are indicated to be the least profitable of all the crop 
combinations, the conflict would not arise here, but with the use of 
other cropping systems that include less forage. The returns to these 
cropping systems alone (not combined with any supplemental practices or 
fertilizer treatment), however, are here indicated as either negative 
or so low that the question might properly be raised whether it would 
be more profitable for farmers in this area to seed the Ida soils down 
to alfalfa-brome and let them revert to native grasses and then put 
their manure and other resources to work on the more productive soils, 
-toother alternative would be to combine cropping systems with terracing, 
contouring, and fertilizer treatment if this were indicated to be the 
most profitable. This leads to the second section of Table 9, where 
these oonditio33s are assumed. 
In this section there is no change from the previous section insoflar 
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as GCOs yields the most grain. But it is no longer the rotation that 
produces the largest TDN output, nor is it tlae one that yields the 
hif^ hest net returns, Obher differences are evident here when oonipared 
to all previous oases for Ida soils. This is the first instance -where 
all soil maaagemoat systems have positive (gross returns above oosts) 
returns. Also it is the first instance where an inorease in forage 
aoreage and output is accompanied by an increase in total grain output. 
This takes place in a shift from COsCOtlfcl to CCC8/1M. However, this is 
not to be interpreted as due to an increase in forage acreage from 33 
to 40 per cent since the average per acre yields are the same for the 
tvfo rotations. Tlio explanation lies in increasing the acreage of com 
relative to the oats acreage. 
The forage-grain substitution ratios are wider, i.e., more forage 
is obtained for every pound of grain given up, than those in the first 
section of -Uie table where no supplemental practices or treatments 
are combined with the cropping systems. Profits should increase from 
gaining these larger quantities of forage from the sacrifice of a given 
amount of grain, unless cost inoroases are proportionately greater than 
the increases in gross revenue. The net returns in the seoond section 
of Table 9 show that profits have increased for those rotations that 
combine forage mth grain when comparieons are made with the same rota­
tions in the first section of the table. This is also true for other 
rotations, but the net returns for those rotations that include both 
forage and grain have the largest increases. 
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In terms of gross profits and on the basis of the forage-grain 
substitution ratio of 2.44*1 and the 1940-44 gxrain-forage price ratio 
of 1,6811, it would alviays pay to adopt COsCOMM rather than COs, On 
a net returns basis also, COsCOlM is indicated to be the more profit­
able of the two. Gross profits would always be increased by adopting 
CCOM rather than COsCOMM even if forage had no market value sinoe CCOMd 
produces more total grain. The data indioate that the net returns are 
also higher for CCOM than for COaCOMMj this reflects both the latter 
grain and forage outputs of the CCOIffil rotation. 
Ihe net returns for COMM are not as high as those for CCOM sinoe in 
a shift from the former to the latter, a relatively small amount of 
forage is gained per unit of grain given up. More forage is obtained 
per unit of grain sacrificed in a shift from COMM to COMilJM and this is 
reflected in the relative net returns of the two rotations. 
On the basis of net returns from selling grain and forage directly, 
the profit opportunities do not appear greatly different for the rota­
tions from COsCOM to COMM, inclusive. lUhich of these would be the 
most profitable if the grain and forage inere processed through live­
stock depends upon the considerations necessary in detemining the 
optimum crop rotation for livestock production. 
A study and analysis of the data presented for Ida soils gives rise 
to this conclusion, namely, that if losses are to be minimised or profits 
maximised in farming Ida soil, the crop rotations of COsCOM to COir^ M, 
inclusive, in combination with terracing, contouring, and fertilizer 
application iinder a livestock system of farming appear to offer the best 
opporbunities * 
The deoision of fanasrs to operate mthin this range of rotations 
and praotioes would not meet the roquiromentB for reduoing soil losses 
to a level of 7 tons per acre annually if sooie1:y sots this as its 
goal, as COIMM with terracing, contouring, forfciliter treateent, and 
rmnure application is the only soil management system that would meet 
this requirement. But should society decide to sot the permissible 
loss at 15 tons per acre annually, there would bo no conflict between 
interests of farmers in maximizing profits and the social goal vdth 
respect to permissible soil losses fron Ida silt loam» 
The grain-forage output, production relationships, and net returns 
per acre are for soil management systems on ISonona silt loam 9 to 15 
per cent slope are sumniarized in Tables 10 and 11. In the first section 
of Table 10 are the data for the cropping systems with no supplemental 
practices, no fertilizer treatment, and with the assumption of a cash-
grain system of faming. 
The CCDs yields the lai^ est total grain output and were there no 
market for forage, tliis and the CDs rotation would net the highest 
returns on the basis of the 1940-44 price level. 
For those rotations whex^  meadow is loft down to produce hay, forage 
is competitive with grain in toims of output from the very beginning, 
But for these rotations in shifting toward those with increasingly lander 
acreages and outputs of forage, the substitution ratios of forage for 
grain do not decrease consistently. This influences the relative TDN 
output among rotations. The cropping system with the largest TDH output 
Table 10, Grain-forage output, production relationships, and net returns per acre for 
different soil management systems on Ibnona silt loam 9 to 15 per oent slope* 
Output and net returns per acre based on 100 acres of crop land per cropping 
systen and on a oaah-grain system of farming^  
Total lbs. Total lbs. Lbs, of Output sub­ Total TDHB Grain TDNs Het returns per 
Cropping of grain of hay grain as a stitution (grain as a ^  of acre at 
system (com % of total ratios-forage plus hay) total TDUB 1940-44 1920 1947 
plus oats) lbs. pro­ for grain price price price 
duced (lbs.) lervel level level 
NONE 
CCD 133,680 100 105,824 100 $3.31 $ $ 
CCOB 176,480 100 139,840 100 8.26 -1.81 52.69 
COS 174,000 100 135,876 100 8.08 
COsCOm 131,104 132,000 50 3,08IL 167,875 61 10.71 14.16 41.44 
CCOLM 122,240 160,000 43 3,16 IL 176,138 55 11.47 
C071i 97,200 200,000 35 i.eosi 175,068 43 11.34 20.90 34.32 
COMMM 75,520 240,000 24 1.85:1 177,929 33 11.48 
COIMiM 61,200 241,200 20 .08 «1 
T n P 
135,616 12 9.35 23.11 23.83 
COO 228,896 100 181,415 100 10.88 
CCOs 238,512 100 188,973 100 12.28 -2.18 73.77 
COS 214,400 100 167,565 100 9.80 
coscom 150,560 158,400 49 2,48»1 196,266 60 13.54 17.33 49.58 
CCOMK 154,240 192,000 44 217,336 56 15.62 
COMM 111,600 240,000 32 1.13»1 206,223 42 14.57 25.71 41.55 
COMM 87,040 288,000 23 1,95:1 210,789 32 14.89 
COMMKM 70,864 294,800 19 .42 tl 201,567 27 13.60 30.01 31.ce 
^ee Appendix E, 
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is COMMII although for CCOM and COM it is almost as large. For Ida soil, 
under the same assumptions (no supplemental praotices, eto.) COsCOMTi 
produces most TDNs. The reasons for the difference are (l) the forage-
grain substitution ratios do not decrease as oonsistently when forage 
acreage and output is expanded for the Monona rotations as for the rota­
tions on Ida and (s) the forage-grain substitution ratios do not decrease 
as rapidly for the Monona rotations as for those on Ida, This influences 
the relative net returns of the rotations so as to make those with larger 
quantities of forage show up to better advantage on the Monona soil than 
similar cropping systems on the Ida soil. A oomparison of tho net returns 
for the rotations including forage between those on Ida and Monona 
iiidioates that this is true* 
In contrast to the cropping systems on Ida under the same given 
conditions, all cropping systems on the Monona yield net returns; at each 
of the price levels used except the all-grain rotations at the 1920 price 
level when tlie price per pound of forage was high relative to that of 
graini Ida indicated losses in all instances except at the 1947 price 
level. This is indicative of the greater productivity of the Monona soil. 
In deciding on the rotation that offers the best long-run profit 
opportunities, the choice would appear to fall within the range frcm COsCOMM 
to COTlMj no specific one of these appears to stand out from the others 
in terms of net returns. Those statemeots are made on the basis of the 
1940-44 prices, which come fairly close to representing the long-run grain-
forage price relationship, and on the basis of the assumption that there 
ia a market for both grain and forage at these prices. Should there 
be no market for forage or should this maz^ et "be relatively vnaoerfcain, 
CCOs would maximize returns. 
If the soil loss limit 7/ere set at 7 tons per aore annually, it 
would not be permissible to farm the given lilonona soil under the con­
ditions assumed unless a COia.M rotation were used. Since this is not 
the rotation that appears to result in the largest net returns, social 
and individual famer interests would diverge. This might not be the 
case were the permissible soil loss set at 15 tons since this imrrants 
the use of the CQMI4 and the 0(MS£ rotations. 
In the second section of Table 10 the rotations are combined with 
supplemental praotioes and fertilizer treatment, but a cash-grain system 
of faming is still assumed. As in the absence of praotioes and treat­
ment, CCOs produces the largest total grain output but CCOMM now yields 
the largest TDN output which was trae for COSMI with no practices or 
treatment. 
Except for the COs rotation, increase in net returns from practices 
and fertilizer treatment are largest for those rotations with the larger 
proportions of grain, namely, COO, CCOs, and OCCMH, Accordingly, their 
relative positions in net returns comparisons have improved when compared 
to their positions viiere they were not combined with praotioes and treat­
ment, Net returns comparisons for the different soil mnagement systems 
are therefore more difficult to make. On the basis of 1940-44 prices, 
net Mtums per acre are not greatly different for the following rotational 
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CCOsj COsCOIMj OCOMM, COliM, COMMM^  and COBfi'BdJI, Prao'tioes and 'trea'biiion'bf 
therefor®, appear to offer more opportunities for ooiribining orops in 
different proportions in a rotation and still have fairly equal profit 
opportunities. In effeot, this inoreasea flexibility in farming with no 
apparent ooste in the way of lower net returns. 
Since a permissible soil loss of 7 tons per aore tolerates the use 
of either COM, COMMM, or COlCflM, there may be no oonfliot betneen 
individual farmer interests in njaximizing long-run profits and that of 
society if this soil loss is set as the limit—unless the prices of 
grain relative to forage averaged considerably higher than in the past. 
Should this be true, there would be a divergence of interests even were 
the permissible limit set at 15 tons for this soil since this v/ould 
exclude the CCOs rotation, 
la Table 11 are the production and not returns data for the same 
soil management systems on Monona soil as in Table 10j in Table 11 a 
livestock system of farming is assumed instead of the oash-grain system. 
In the first section of Table 11 where no practices or fertilizer treatment 
are assumed, CCOs produoos the largest total grain output and CCOMI»I the 
largest TDK output. In a shift from COsCOMM to CCQMM, a relatively small 
amount of grain is given up per unit of forage obtained uriiioh has the 
effeoft of widening the forage-grain substitution ratio as indicated in 
the table* 
In teims of sale of grain and forage at 1940-M prices, the rotations 
from COsCQMM to COMMM, yield the highest net returns per aore. l^ hidh of 
Table 11« (^ rain-forage output, productioa relationships, and net returns per aore for 
different soil raaragersent systems on Monona silt loam 9 to 15 per cant slope. 
Output and net returns per aors are based on 100 aores of crop land per 
oropping systesi and on a livestock system of feirming^  
Total lbs. Total lbs. Lbs. of Output sub- Total TCrls &rain TDlJs Uet returns por 
Cropping of grain of hay grain as a Btitutictti (grain as a of aore at 1940-44 
system (oom % of total ratios-forage plus hay) total TDlIs prioe level 
plus oats) lbs, pro­ for grain 
duced (lbs,) 
NOl® 
CCD 160,416 100 126,989 100 $ 6,67 
CCDs 198,408 100 .157,226 100 11,00 
COS 191,200 100 149,448 100 10,24 
COS COM 142,736 132,000 52 2.72»1 177,058 63 12.17 
ccom 140,480 160,000 47 12,41:1 190,607 58 15,77 
com 105,800 200,000 35 1.15a 181,854 45 12,41 
caimi 82,400 240,000 26 1.71»1 183,358 35 12,34 
com^M 66,984 241,200 22 .08 »1 171,947 SO 10.57 
T-C-F 
CCD 239,568 100 189,720 100 $ 12.78 
CCDs 249,184 100 197,237 100 14,16 
COS 223,200 100 174,366 100 11.11 
COsCOM 156,400 150,400 50 2.37il 200,845 61 14,42 
CCOMM 160,000 192,000 45 221,862 57 16,46 
COM 116,000 240,000 35 1.09il 209,624 43 15,30 
comiM 90,560 288,000 24 1.89il 213,510 33 15.71 
COmiM 73,792 294,000 20 .41 »1 203,833 28 14.16 
^See Appendix E, 
those -would be tlie most profitable if the grain and forage were aold 
through livestock would depend upon the oonaiderationa already set forth 
aa neoessar;'/- in detemining maximum profits. 
If the social goal were that of setting the permiasible soil loss 
at 7 tons per acre annually, conflict "between the social interest and 
the farmer interest of maximizing profits might result unless the COHMM 
rotations turned out to maximize long-run profits, Since CCOiai and COM 
both have a larger TDri output, and since forage substitutes for grain 
at diminishing marginal rates in liTrestook production (only 35 per cent 
of the total TDKs are grain for the COIfiM rotation), either of these 
two rotations xvould probably bring in higher net returns through live­
stock than v^ ould COMM. Meither CCOM nor COJIM reduces soil losses to 
the 7 ton limit. However, were the limit set at 15 tons, there prob­
ably would not be a divergence of interests since this would make per­
missible the use of all except the three all-grain rotations. This 
would be true unless iliture grain-forage price ratios averaged higher 
than in 1940-44 making the CCOs rotation the most profitable. 
In the second section of the table, the cropping systems arc com­
bined with practices and fertilizer treatment. Aa in the first section, 
CCOs produces most grain and GCOMM produces most TDNTs. 
In con^ jaring net returns, practices and fertilizer treatment appear 
to have benefited mostly the all-grain rotations of CCO and CCOs on the 
one hand, and the heavy forage rotations of COlfflJM and COMffiiJi on the other. 
This has an equalizing effect on the net returns for the various soil 
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ntanagenidnt systems, A ivider range of ohoioes is possible -without 
haTing very muoh effect on tlie net returns from the sale of grain and 
forage. V/ith the exoeption of CCO and COs, the differences in net 
returns at 1940»44 prioes az^  small. These differences could be expected 
to widen somevihat were the grain and forage processed through livestock 
unless, say, the 213,510 TDKs produced by CCMlil, of which two-thirds are 
forage TDNs, could be processed as econamically through livestock as the 
221,862 TDNs produced by the CCOIM rotation, of which only 43 per cent 
ar® forage TDNs, Die determining factors would be as previously indicated. 
Assuming that society sets the soil loss limit at 7 tons per acre, 
the use of all soil management systems including meadow would then bo 
tolerated. It almost appears as if the social objective regarding soil 
loss should liarmonize with that of the individual farmer in maximising 
profits unless future prices favored grain euid grain-consuming livestock 
more than past prices, in wiiich case the all-grain rotations could be 
the most profitable on this soil situation# 
The foregoing data and analysis for soil mnagement systems on 
Monona silt loam 9 to 15 per cent slope indicate that the systems that 
can be es^ jscted to bring the higher returns are the cropping systems of 
COsC(M<I to COM?M in combination with terracing, contouring, and luider a 
livestock system of farming. 
Tables 12 and 13 contain the crop production and income data for Napier 
silt loam. Insofar as grain-forage production relationships and conclusions 
with respect to net returns for soil management systems are concerned. 
Table 12, Grain-forage output, production relationships, and net returns per acre for 
different soil management systems on ilapior silt loam. Output and net returns 
are based on 100 aores of orop land per cropping system, and on a cash-grain 
system of fanning! 
Total lbs. Total lbs. Lbs, of Output sub­ Total TDlfe Grain TDITs Set returns per 
Cropping of grain of hay grain as a stitution (grain as a ^  of aore at 
system (oom Ja of total rati OS—forage plus hay) total TDlfe 1940-44 1920 1947 
plus oats) lbs, pro­ for giuin price prioe price 
duced (lbs.) level level . level 
NOIJE 
CCD 200,520 100 158,736 100 §11,69 $ 
CCDs 244,376 100 193,508 100 16,76 4.66 80.89 
COS 235,200 100 183,^ 6 100 15.77 
COsCOm 171,280 198,000 46 3.10*1 231,935 58 19,57 26.32 62,3Z 
CCOiSM 166,400 240,000 41 8.61sl 250,654 52 22,83 
COM 127,000 300,000 SO 1.52il 247,886 40 22.20 38.91 55.18 
COMaM 99,360 360,000 22 2,17tl 256,023 30 23.11 
comM 81,112 375,200 18 .83 il 249,379 25 22.01 45.13 44.20 
T-C-F 
cco 278,032 100 219,962 100 18.31 
CCOs 292,456 100 231,299 100 20.31 5.38 97.09 
CDs 267,200 100 208,374 100 17.41 
COsCOm 186,080 198,000 48 2.44il 243,384 60 20.35 27.30 66.62 
CCQM 188,800 240,000 44 268,301 56 23.88 
CQMM 138,000 300,000 31 1.18>1 256,388 42 22.77 38.79 58.24 
comi 110,400 360,000 23 2.17il 264,630 32 23.67 
com^M 92,240 375,200 20 .84 si 258,115 28 22.61 45.01 47.66 
S^ee Appendix E, 
Table 13. Qrain-forage output, production rolationships, and net returns por acre for 
different soil managemBnt systems on Kapier silt loaaa. Output and net rotums 
aro Tjaaad on 100 acres of crop land per cropping system and on a livestock 
system of farming.^  
Total lbs* Total lbs. Lbs. of Output sub­ Total TDWs Grain TDIIs Ilet returns at 
Cropping of gmin of hay grain as a stitution (grain as a ^  of 1940-44 
system (oom % of total ratios-for­ plus hay) total TDNs price level 
plus oats) lbs. pro­ age for 
duced grain (lbs.) 
NOME 
CCO 200,520 100 158,736 100 $ 11^ 69 
CC08 244,376 100 193,508 100 16.76 
CDs 235,200 100 183,456 100 15.77 
COsCOM 171,280 198,000 46 3,10»1 231,935 58 19.57 
CCOSSM 166,400 240,000 41 8.61:1 250,654 52 22.83 
com 127,000 300,000 30 1.52:1 247,886 40 22,28 
C014JK 99,360 360,000 22 2.17tl 256,023 30 23.11 H 
GOirillM 81,112 375,200 16 .83:1 249,379 25 22.01 H 
• 
T-C-F 
CCO 278,032 100 219,962 100 18.31 
CCDs 292,456 100 231,299 100 20.31 
COS 267,200 - 100 208,374 100 17.41 
COsCOMM 186,080 198,000 48 2.44tl 243,384 60 20,35 
CCO?IM 188,800 240,000 44 268,301 56 23.88 
COM 138,000 300,000 31 1.18:1 256,588 42 22,77 
110,400 360,000 23 2.17:1 264,630 32 23.67 
comuJM 92,240 375,200 20 .84:1 258,115 28 22.61 
^See Appendix E, 
these are no different from those on the Monona silt loam 9 to 15 
per cent slope, Henoe there is no need for a separate analysis. Of 
interest, hoivever, my bo these points. First, grain-forage output, 
production relationships, and net returns are identical in Tables 12 and 
13. This is true since the yield estimates are the same under both the 
oash-grain and livestock systein assumptions, Seoond, setting the per­
missible soil loss at 7 tons per aore annually tolerates the use of 
all soil management systems considered, 
A few flUTiBnaiT- remarks on tho preceding analysis for soil management 
systems on Ida, Monona, and Ifepier soils may be helpful at this point. 
In summarizing, it will be most meaningful to think of the soil resources 
of a given fla.rm as consisting of all three soils. In these terms, 
summarj' oonclusions will be made as follows i 
1, Under a oash-grain system of farming where cropping systems are not 
supplemented with any practices or fertiliser treatment, these soil 
management systems appear to present the best opportunities for 
maximizing long-run net returns on the basis of the data available, 
a. Seed the Ida soil down to alfalfa-brome and lot it revert to 
native grass since losses are incurred in fanning itj resources 
used here can be utilised more profitably on lSanon& and Napier 
soils. 
b» On the Monona and Napier soils adopt one of the following rota­
tions t COsCOM, CCOMM, COM, or COIJEoM, assuming that there is a 
market for both grain and forage. If there is no market for 
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forage, CCOs vrould be the moat profitable. 
Under a livestock system of farming* othenvise vfith the sane 
assumptions as in (l) above. 
a. If resources are not fully utilized on the Monona and Napier 
soils, some returns oould be realized on the otherwise idle 
resources on the Ida soil by follovdng either a CCOs or COs 
rotation. 
b. On Monona and Napier soils the ohoioe v/ould be among the rota­
tions of COsCOIiM, CCOM, COMM, or COIvMSJ. 
Under a cash-grain system of farming vdaere the cropping systeiM 
are oombinod with tonraoing, contouring, and fertilizer treatment, 
a. On Ida soil adopt one of the following alternatives: COsCOIM, 
CCOM, COM, or COMm, 
b» On Monona arid Napier soils the alternative of CCOs may be added 
Under a livestock system of farming, otherwise vfith the same 
assumptions as in (S) above. 
a. On Ida the choices range from COsCOMM to COIMI with some 
preference given to COsCOMM and CCOMM on the basis of the exist 
enoe of diminishing marginal rates of substitution of forage 
for grain in livestock production. 
b. For Monona and Napier, the choices lie within the same range 
as for Ida under the same given conditions. 
Q-enerally, the soil management systems that appear to offer the 
best opportunities for maximising long-run net income are the 
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rotations of COsCOlM, CCOM, COMM, and COiJM in oombination vfith 
terraoing, oontouring, and fertilizor application under a livestook 
system of farming. However, under a oashrgrain system of farming, 
if there is no market for forage, or if such market is relatively 
uncertain, CCOa with praotioes and treatment would he the optimum 
ohoioe* 
6. These summary oonolusions as to soil maiiflgement systems may or may 
not ooinoide with sooial goals as to permissible soil losses, de* 
pending upon where the limit on soil losses is set. 
liicoma Variation and Uncertainty 
In the latter part of the analytical setting it was indicated that 
decision makiaag by "tiie entrepreneur in agriculture takes place in an 
environment of uncertainty. Aocordangly, inefficiency in the use of 
the farmer's and society's resources may occur. Rirther it was suggested 
that in order to minimize error between expeotations and realizations, 
knovrledge or estimates of the parameters of frequency distributions 
(the mean, the mode, the standard deviation, the ooeffioienfc of variation) 
of product and factor prices, yields, and net incomes for various crops 
and crop combinations would be helpful* Estimates of the parameters of 
frequency distributions have been caloralated in this section for com. 
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oats, and alfalfa hay in 8 san^ le^  townships for the Ida-Monona soils 
area, for 4 oropping systems at the Agronomy Farm, Aroes, Iowa, and for 
2 cropping systems at the Clarinda Experimental Farm, ftigo County, lovra,. 
Before disoussing the data in terms of these parameters, the major 
limitations of the measures of central tendency and dispersion are 
indicated. 
The measures of central tendency used are the arithmetic mean (x), 
and the mode (Mo), Liaiitations in the use of the mean arise because 
its value is distorted by extreme -mlues within the distribution on 
ViiJiich it is based, Purtherj Tdiensver the distribution is extremely 
asymmetrical, the "X is not a typical value and oonsequently not a satis-
Tliis study is parb of a broader one for which a selected sample of 
townships was drawn from the Ida-Monona-Hamburg soil association in 
western lom. Under the direction of Prof. F.F. Riecken, Dept. of Agron., 
Iowa State College, Icn-ja, these townships vrare selected to exclude 
the river bottom lands. A list of all famers on 160 acre farms was 
obtaiMd from the office of Div. of Agr, Statistics, Iowa Dept. of Agr., 
Des Moines, Iowa. This list ivas divided into three groups, equal in 
number—high, medium, and low on the basis of proportion of farm acres 
in rougheige, A random sample of 150 farms was drawn from this list with 
equal numbers in each roughage group. General information regarding 
crop and livestock systems and practices has been obtained from this sample. 
Additional information has been obtained from a subsample of 40 farms to 
serve as a guide to the study and analysis of returns from alternative 
farming systems. Preceding the study of farming systems are two other 
studies, of which this is one, namely, (l) the economy or profitability 
of alternative soil management systems and (2) the profitability of 
different livestock systems and of different grain-forage feeding ratios 
in livestock production. 
The 8 townships referred to were chosen to obtain 1 township from 
each of the 8 counties included in the subsample. The 8 townships are: 
Perry township in Plymouth County, Morgan in Woodbury, Garfield in Ida, 
Jordan in Monona, Allen in Harrison, Willow in Crawford, Keola in 
Pottawattamie, and Washingtoji in Shelby, 
factory measure of central tendency. The mode, on the other hand, is 
not affected by extremely large or small items In a distribution. It 
is, therefore, the most typical -mlue for skewed distributions. The 
mode is limited in its usefulness because the "true mode" is difficult 
to determine; therefore, it may not be sufficiently accurate for prac­
tical value, particularly if the amount of data is limited. Also, for 
some t;<rpe8 of distributions, J-shaped, L-shaped, or U-shaped, the mode 
is not a suitable measure of central tendency. 
The measures of absolute dispersion used are the range and the 
standard deviation. Since the value of the range depends only upon the 
low and high items in an airay, it is not influenced by all the other 
observations. Consequently it gives no information on the distribution 
between the -two extreme observations. The range can be very deceiving 
if one or both of the extreme observations is an unusual occurrence. 
In comparing distributions, the range T/ill measure dispersion with 
jrelatively greater accuracy if these distributions have an equal or 
nearly equal number of items j this is true since a frequency with a rel­
atively large number of items is more apt to include some extremely 
high and some extremely low items. The standard deviation (s), on the 
other hand, is based upon all the observations in a series of data. If 
the standard deviation is measured from the mean of a symmetrical 
distribution, the mean + one standard deviation will include 68,27 per 
cent of the observations and the mean 4; two standard deviations will 
include 95,45 per cent of all the items, InQienever the distribution is 
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skewad those percentages will not "be realized proolsely, A further 
limitation of the standard de-riation. (v/hioh holds true for the range 
also) is that it oannot be used as a oornmon denominator with whioh the 
dispersion for different distributions of data—yields, costs, prices, 
and net inoomos—'Oan be compared* To make suoh comparisons a measure 
of relative dispersion is necessary. 
The coefficient of variation (CV) provides suoh a measure. By 
dividing the standard deviation by the mean and multiplying the quotient 
by 100, the dispersion is put into percentage form and thus comparisons 
oan be made between series of data that have different units of measure­
ment. One limitation of the coefficient of variation is that if it is 
not acoompaniad by the mean and the standard deviation, information em­
bodied in the original data vdll be overlooked. This is true since 
there would be no way of knowing vdiether or not an increase in the co­
efficient of variation was the result of a rise in the standard devia­
tion or a fall in the mean. "The coefficient is informative and useful 
in the presence of X and s, but abstracted from them it may be misleading" 
its utility lies mainly in the fact that in many series the mean 
and the standard deviation tend to change together." Although the 
mean and the standard deviation may change together, if they do not 
change proportionately, the coefficient of variation may bo misleading. 
n^edecor, George Vit. Statistical methods. 4th ed« Iowa State 
College Press, imss, Iowa. 1946* p* 48* 
I^bid., p. 47. 
As indicated previously, if a distribution is asyminetrioal, the 
peroerrbagoB of the observations tliat fall vfithin one or two standard 
deviations of the mean would not be realized precisely. Therefore, 
some measure of asymmetry or skewaess becomes neoessarj'- if the standard 
deviation is to be used as a gauge of dispersion. In the following 
analysis, skewness of net income,yield,end cost distributions for com, 
oats, and hay (western Iowa sample townships) has been measured by 
makiiag use of the third moment about the mean. In this ooii5)utation, 
the actual deviations from the mean are cubed and their sum is divided 
by N-l. This measures absolute skevmess, and it is put into relative 
tems by dividijjg abo"re quotient by the standard deviation cubed. 
The resultant value^  measures the degree of skewneas relative to the 
standard deviation, and it can also be used as a relative measure of 
skewness for different distributions. 
Since the point of interest in the problem of income variation is 
not that of comparing income variation among the 8 townships in the 
Ida-Ifonona soils area, but rather that of income variation for com, oats, 
and alfalfa for the area as a whole, an analysis of variance of mean 
2 
net incomes and of mean yields (com, oats, and alfalfa) was made. 
C^roxton, F.E, and Cowden, D.J. Applied general statistics. Prentice-
Hall, Inc. New 1940. p» 256. According to these authors, in measur­
ing relative skewness based on the third moment about the mean, values 
as great as indicate marked skevmess. This criterion will be used 
hereafter. 
analysis of variance was made on costs since the cost data indicated 
less variability than net incomes and yields. It was assumed, therefore, 
if the F teat gave evidence of sigxiificairbly greater variation for net 
incomes and yields within townships than among, the same would hold true 
for costs. 
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By using the analysia of variaaoe eind the F test, evidence •was obtained 
that indicated significantly greater variation v/ithin townships than 
among tovraships,^  The mean net incomes, mean yields, and mean costs 
ivere therefore assumed homogeneous between tovmships, and aooordingly« 
the means were calculated on urtiich the parameters of the frequency 
distributions in Tables 14 -ttirough 17 for vfestem Iowa are based. 
Relatively exbreme income variation in crop production makes 
difficult the problems of formulating plans of produorbion and plans for 
living on the parb of famers. If plana are formulated on the basis 
of a relatively small variation in iuoome and the opposite occurs, the 
error in planning, particularlj'- if credit commitments are involved, 
can be costly. The farm entrepreneur vfhose equity position is low or 
whose capital is limited may not be able to tolerate relatively large 
variations in income if such variations give rise to negative incomes 
or losses. To the extent that income variation hinders the most 
efficient use of resources, a knowledge of -Uie causes and of the 
relative importance of the factors that give rise to income variation 
is necessary to obtaining optimtm resource use. Accordingly, in an 
analysis of income variation in crop production it becomes essential 
to know the relative influence of product and factor prices and orop 
yields. It is important tc know not only how greatly incomes are apt 
to vary but also in Tdiat manner they may vary, i.e., are there apt to be 
mostly small incomes with some losses or mostly larger incomes with no 
losses, 
S^ee Appendix F, 
Table 14. Rarameters of frequency distributions for net inoonjos®^  per acre of corn, oats^  
and hay^  for sample torwnships in Ida-Monona soils area of -nestem Iowa, 1917-1948 
Crop 
_o 
X Hange V 8 CV® Sk 
Com 14.89 7.38 67.86 214.02 14.63 1.061 Frequency 7 9 7 4 3 0 1 
Class mrk -2.31 7.38 17.09 26,76 36,4S 46,14 55,83 
Oats -.247 13.43 19,21 4.38 .452 Jtequency 10 6 4 3 1 3 4 
Class mark -4.36 -2.44 -.52 1.40 3.32 5,24 7.16 
Hay, 
alfalfa. 
baled 32.36 74.85 379.24 19.47 ,623 Frequency 5 7 5 7 4 2 2 
Class mark 7.36 18.05 28.74 39.43 50,12 60.81 71.50 
e^e Appendixes A, C, and D. 
B^ased on 100 acres of crop land for each crop, 
D^ata for hay are based on county yields since township yield data -was not available. 
O"** 
X m ari-Unnetic mean; Mo s modej V s variancei s s standard deviation} CV ^  coefficient of variation; 
Sk « skevmess measured by third moment about the ma an. 
'^ The mcdss are not computed for oats and baled alfalfa liay because of the natures of the frequency 
distributions. 
C^oefficients of variation are omi-tbed for vflien comparisons are made the means change proportionately 
more than standard deviation, and therefore the CV may be misleading as a measure of relative 
variation^  
I I I J I 
I I I I 1 
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to 
»-» 
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Figure 49, Frequency distributions of net returns per aore of oom^  oats and alfalfa hay 
for sample townships in Ida-Monona soils area in frestem Iowa, 1917-1948• 
Source: Table 15, 
Table 15« Barameters of frequency distributions for per acre yields of oom, oats, and hay for 
sample townships in Ida-Monona soils area of vrestem loiva, 1917-1948 
Crop X lk> Bange V s CJV Sk 
Com 40.99 4-5«02 47,03 85.77 9.26 22.59 -1,356 Frequency 1 1 1 4 11 12 1 
Class mrk 14.22 20,94 27.66 34.38 41.10 47.82 54.54 
Oats 25.88 26.71 27,88 46.52 6.82 26,36 -1.45 Frequency 3 0 0 4 8 12 4 
Class mazt 9.49 15.47 17.45 21.43 25,41 29,39 33.37 
Hay, 
alfalfa 2.59 3,00 2,12 .279 .529 20.43 - ,938 Frequency 1 2 4 2 6 8 8 
Class narlc 1.35 1.65 1.95 2.25 2.55 2.85 3.IS 
Appendix A, 
Table 16» Parameters of fx^ quency distributions for prices r«oei-ved per bushel of cora% of oats^ , 
and per ton of hay® by feinaers in Crop Reporting DistrictB 1, 4, and 7, 1917-1948^  
Crqp X !&} Sange CV 
Districrb 1 
Cora .75 ,65 2.38 .19 ,44 58,32 Frequency 7 13 8 3 0 0 1 
Class mrk ,284 ,634 .984 1.334 1,684 2,034 2,384 
Oats .40 d ,82 ,038 .196 48,48 Frequency 8 8 6 2 7 0 1 
Class mark ,179 ,299 .419 ,539 ,659 ,779 -899 
Hay, 
alfalfa. 
baled 19.20 20,49 26.07 35.62 5.97 31,13 Frequency 6 6 5 9 12 3 
Class nark 8,93 13,66 17.39 21,12 24,85 28,58 32.31 
District 4 
Corn ,77 ,66 2,42 ,20 .45 58,04 Frequency 6 14 8 3 0 0 1 
Class mark •284 ,634 ,984 1,534 1.684 2,034 2.384 
Oats •41 d ,83 ,038 ,195 47,78 Fjrequenoy 4 10 8 1 R 0 1 
Class mark ,169 ,289 •409 ,539 ,649 ,769 ,839 
Hay, 
al^ lfa, j 
baled 19.41 d 21,94 43,99 6,65 33,96 Frequency 7 6 6 5 4 13 
Class loark 12.37 15,51 18,65 21.79 24.93 28,07 31,21 
District 7 
Com ,78 .67 2,43 .20 ,45 57,44 Frequency 7 13 8 3 0 0 1 
Class mark .304 ,654 1,004 1,354 1,704 2.054 2.404 
Oats .415 .318 .78 .037 ,193 46.59 Frequency 4 12 6 1 8 0 1 
Class nark ,179 ,299 .419 ,539 .659 .779 .899 
Hay, 
alfalfa. » 
baled 19,15 17.10 24,20 40,81 6,39 34,13 Rrequency 5 5 8 5 4 2 3 
Class mark 10.08 13,54 17.00 20,46 23.92 27,38 30,84 
^^ Deoembor prioes. 
A^ugust prioes. 
ojanuary prioes, 
diodes not cotriputed because of nature of distributions. 
Table 17. Parameters of frequency distributions for total costs®' per aero of oom, oats, and hay 
for sample tomishipa in Ida-Monona soils area of western Iowa, 1917-19481 
Crop X Ho Eange V s CV Sk 
Com 14.85  ^ 9.42 5,13 2.27 15.25 .518 Prsquenoy 4 7 7 7 3 2 1 
Class nark 11,68 13,03 14,38 15,73 17,08 18.43 19.78 
Oats 10,70 10,61 9,23 4,00 2,00 18.70 1.013 Prequoncy 5 7 11 4 2 1 1 
Class mark 8.15 9.47 10.79 12.11 13.43 14.75 16,07 
Hay, 
alfalfa, 
baled 18,21 16.21 17.81 16.48 4.06 22.29 1,136 Frequency 6 14 4 3 3 1 1 
Class mrk 13,82 16.36 18.90 21,44 23.98 26.52 29.06 
S^ee Appendix D, 
°Based on 100 acres of crop land. 
M^ode Vias not oonputed for oorn because of the nature of the frequency distribution. 
Tables 14 through 17 and Fi^ re 49 furnish the data for the 
analysis of inoome variation in crop production. This analysis is set 
forth in terns of the measures of central tendency and dispersion 
already discussed. Since the means and standard deviations of prices 
received, costs, and yields change together and in approximately the 
same proportions and since the frequency distributions do not indicate 
a marked degree of slce-wness (aooording to the criterion sot up), the 
coefficient of variation my be a fairly accurate measure of -tixe rel­
ative variation of prices, costs, and crop yields, and therefore of their 
relative importance in contributing to income variation. Prom the data 
in Tables 15, 16, and 17 it appears that the relative variation in prices 
received is greatest, folloared in order by crop yields and costs. 
Table 14 and Figure 49 present parameters of frequency distributions 
and the frequency distribution for mean not incomes from the individual 
orops of com, oats, and alfalfa hay. The standard deviation in this 
instance appears to be a more desirable measure of inoome variation than 
the coefficient of variation. This is true since the proportional 
differences in the mean net inccinos is considerably greater than in the 
standard deviations, which makes variation as measured by the coefficient 
of variation misleading.^  
F^or example, the coefficient of variation in income from oats 
indicates that oats has a relatively greater variation about its mean than 
has com or hay. The reason for this is the very small mean for oats 
relative to its standard deviation. However, the range over which incomes 
vary for oats is not nearly as great as that for com or hay and the 
frequency distributions indicate that it would be relatively more difficult 
to formulate inoome expectations for com or hay than for oats. 
Al8o» it C5an be used in this instance sino© the unit of measurement, 
dollars, is the same throughout. Under the oaaditions indicated, there 
appeal^  to be considerably more variation in the incomes from, com and 
alfalfa hay^  than from oats* l^irther evidence of this statement is 
graphically represented in Figure 49, But in addition to the extent of 
income variation that may be eT^ eoted to be associated with each crop, 
it is also important to know what the chances might be of getting rel­
atively large incomes, small incomes, or losses. Figure 49 indicates 
that if a period similar to that of 1917-1947 were projected into the 
future, losses of about 50 cents per acre to §4 per acre on oats would 
be expected in 20 yeia-rs out of 31, and the chances of getting very high 
positive returns on oats would be relatively small. Hie chances of getting 
positive returns of §6 to §7 per acre on oats would have to oome as a 
result of relatively high price periods similar to those immediately 
after World Yfar I and during and alMier World vrar II, Thus, were the 
past distribution of incomes for oats projected into the future, losses 
(omitting the value of oats as a nurse crop to legumes) would be expected 
in most of the years, and relatively small positive returns would be 
expected in other years, A more efficient use of resources might be 
obtained either by reducing oats acreage to the minimum necessary as a 
Q^a the basis of the standard deviation alone, theM would seem to bo 
greater income variation from alfalfa hay than from com. An examination 
of the coefficients of variation for prices, yields, and costs for com 
and alfalfa hay leaves this statement open to questionj the variations in 
costs for hay appear greater then -Uie variationa in costs for com, but 
the variation in prices for corn is indicated to be relatively greater 
than the variation in prices for hay. The variation in yields for the 
two crops is essentially the same. 
oompanion orop to legume seedings or liy shifting to a nurse crop that 
vrill bring higher returns than oats. But inefficiency in resource use 
grovfing out of oats produotion does not appear to stem from the income 
variation associated with it Ijut from losses incurred in producing it. 
If the distribution of income in the past for com were to be used 
as an estimate of the future, returns ranging from losses around $2 per 
acre to gains around $7 per acre could be expected in 16 years out of 31« 
Furthermore, in 7 years out of 31, returns around §17 per acre could be 
expected, but ths chances of getting returns of either $27 or 557 vjould 
be relatively small. A retura of §56 per acre v/ould most liloely be 
regarded as quite impossible. Since the ohances of getting returns around 
$17 are as great as those of getting losses around $2, iJiere is a rel­
atively large degree of uncertainty in the production of com, particular­
ly if production plans and plans for living are based on expectations of 
a $17 per acre return and then a loss is realized instead, As most of the 
income variation from com produotion appears to result from price var-
iaticsn, private and public storage programs and public pricing programs 
are possible measures for reducing iacoTne variation and thereby obtain­
ing a laore efficient use of resources. 
If the historical frequency distribution of mean net incomes from 
alfalfa hay -were used on which to formulate future expectations, there 
would appear to be no chances of negative returns occurring.^  If this 
T^he absence of losses in the historical frequency distribution may 
veiy well bo duo to the fact that the yield data underlying those returns 
arepresent average county yields izuBtead of tovmship yields since the 
latter are not available. County averages would be expected to reduce 
to some extent the yield variability existijig in townships. But perhaps 
even more Important is the difficulty of obtaining as accurate yield 
estimates for hay as for grains. 
were the case, from the standpoint of unoortainty there would t>e rel­
atively less, in one sense, in alfalfa production than in oorn prod-iotion 
although the -variation in inoonies from hay my be as large or larger 
than tliat for oom. As long as gross returns are higher than oosts, even 
though the ohanoos are relatively great that incomes will vary oonsider-
ably, there v/ould be relatively less uncertainty than in a situation vdiere 
not only ohances of losses but also relatively great ohances of a vdd© 
variation in positive returns exists. On the other liandj because of the 
bimodal distribution of net inooines, uncertainty arising from alfalfa hay 
production may be greater than from oorn production. If the past 
distribution of inoomea for alfalfa v/ere to be used as an estimate of 
the future, returns around $17 par acre could be expected in 7 years 
out of 52; in 7 years out of 32, $39 could be expected. About 08 par 
acre coiild be expected in 5 years out of 32, and in 5 years out of 32, 
about v23 per acre oould be expected. The task of formlating income 
expectations from alfalfa hay v/ould be a difficult one. On the basis 
of tlie data, a farmer might logically base his inoorae expectations from 
alfalfla hay within a range of to $19 and then have relatively good 
chances of ineilcing more. This would craate less risk than if production 
plans ard living plans were based on income expectations of $39 per 
acre and only §5 to $19 were actually realized. 
If oom, oats, and hay were combined in a crop rctation, the data 
suggest that the relatively greatest income variation maybe expected 
froa those crop rotations that have the largest proportions of com and 
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hay. Parameters of freguenoy distributions for n»an net inocmes per acre 
from different cropping systems at the Agronomy Farm, Amos, Iowa, appear 
to substantiate this statement; these data are summarized in Table 18 
and Figure 50, Using the standard deviation^  as a measure of dispersion, 
the cropping systems of oontinucus corn, CCOM, and COM are indicated 
to have relatively greater inoome variation than the rotation of CO, The 
2 rotations that include meadow, CCOM and COM, are indicated to have 
relatively greater income variatiKi than the all-grain rotations. The 
data in Tables 19 through 23 suggest that this occurs since hay has the 
relatively greatest variation in both costs and yields. The relatively 
large variation in hay yields represents the reverse of that indicated 
for hay yields in the 8 -western Iowa counties where the variation in hay 
yields appeared to be relatively low in coraparison to that for com and 
oats. The relatively greater variation in hay yields at ttie Agronany 
Parm, Ames, lovja, than in the 8 counties in western lovra may be indicative 
of a relatively higher degree of aoouraoy in obtaining hay yield data 
in the first instance than in the latteri it may also reflaot relatively 
less yield stability for clover than for alfalfa hay or some of both. 
Also in western Iowa yields are the averages of a larger area, the county, 
as compared to "plot" averages at the Agronomy Farm. 
Projecting the frequency distributions of mean net incomes. Figure 50, 
for the Agronomy Faim crop rotations into the future for continuous com, 
I^t appears -ttiat the standard deviation should be a fairly accurate 
measure of dispersion here since Idie frequency distributions, according to 
the criterion set up are not markedly skewed, and furbher, they are all 
skewed In the same direction* 
Table 18, Plarametera of frequency distributions for net incomes per aore®^  for various 
cropping systems. Agronomy Farm, Amos, Iowa, and Clarinda E:xperimontal Farm, 
Page County, Iowa, 1917-1948^  
Cropping 
svstem 
X ?jo Range V 9 5k 
Afironouw Parm, 1917~1948 
C 11.51 8.57 52.47 142.30 11.93 ,755 Froquenoy 3 6 12 4 4 2 1 
Class mark «^ ,89 1.61 9.11 16.61 24.11 31.61 39.11 
CO 8.17 3.05 44,85 106,50 10.32 .738 Frequency 4 10 8 4 4 1 1 
Class mark -4.96 1.45 7.85 14.26 20,67 27,08 33.48 
CCOM 16.37 14.41 52.86 171,46 13,09 ,559 Frequency 6 6 8 5 4 2 1 
Class mark .06 7.61 15.16 22.71 30.26 37.82 45.37 
COM 11.58 2,5 50.85 174.16 13,20 .666 Frequency 8 9 4 4 4 2 1 
Class mark -2.33 4.94 12,20 19.47 26,73 33.99 41.26 
Clarinda, 1933-1948 
0 2,41 c 29.70 51,89 7,20 Frequency 4 6 5 1 
COM (ooj>- Class mark -6,41 1.01 8.43 15.85 
reoted up-
ivard for 
trend) 18,22 
COM (not 
oorreoted 
upward 
for trend) 11,01 
44.04 181.58 13,48 
43.91 220,21 14,84 
Froquenoy 6 4 4 2 
Class mark 6,11 17.12 28.13 39.14 
Frequency 7 3 3 3 
Class mark -y87 10,7S 21,73 32,73 
e^e Appendixes B, C, and B. 
sBased on 100 acres of crop land, 
• ineani Mo s modej V m Tariancej s a standard deviation? Sk a skevmess nwM-ured 
by third moment about the mean. 
"BTot computed because of nature of distributions. 
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Figure 50. JVequency distributions of net incomes per acre for various 
cropping systems. Agronomy farm, Ames, lona, and Clarinda 
experimental farm. Page County, Iowa. 1917-1948 (1933-1948 
for Clarinda), 
Source> Table 18, 
Table 19, Parameters of frequonoy distributions for oom yields per aore for various oropping 
systems, Agronow Jlarm, Ames, Iowa, and Clarinda Experimental Farm, Page County, 
lova, 1915-1948^  
Cropping 
system 
X Mo Hange V s CV 
Agronomy Harm, 1915-1948 
G 40,01 41.96 47.25 92.30 9.61 24.01 Frequency 3 1 7 10 9 3 1 
Class mark 20.03 26.78 33.53 40.28 47.03 53. 78 60,53 
CO 45,13 47.63 59.30 137.00 11.70 25,94 Frequency 2 0 3 8 13 6 2 
Class mar^  14.3 22.8 31.6 39.8 48.3 56. 8 65.3 
CCOM 59,87 65.54 63.00 182.86 13.52 22.58 Frequency 1 2 1 6 8 10 6 
Class mark 22.8 31.8 40.8 49.8 58.8 67. 8 76,8 
COM 59.50 65.69 83.7 341.00 18.47 31,04 Frequency 2 1 7 8 10 4 2 
Class mark 20.7 32.7 44,7 56.7 66,7 80. 7 92.7 
Clarinda, 1933-1949 
C 13.26 22.02 45.8 175,72 15.26 46,77 Fx^ quenoy 2 10 3 2 
Class mark 8.69 21.69 34.69 47.69 
COM (oorreoted 
upvra.rd for 
trend) 95,77 103.30 34.9 340.76 18.46 19,27 Frequency 3 5 8 1 
Class mark 68.94 89.94 110.94 131.94 
COM (not 
oorreoted 
upward for 
trend) G4,27 75.21 03.3 734,27 27.10 43.56 Frequency 2 2 7 6 
Class mark 18.99 42,39 65.79 89.19 
to 
o 
w 
'"Iowa State College* Unpublished data. Dept. of Agron. lovra State College. Ames, Iowa. 1915-1948. 
Also, Iowa State College Annual reports of studies at the Soil Consei^ tion Experimental Farm, 
Clarinda, Iowa. In cooperation vfith lovrei Agr. Exp, Sta., lovia Agr. Ext, Serv., Soil Cons. Serv., 
Bur. of Plant Ind., U.S, Dept. of Agr., Wash., D.C. Agron. 23, 40, 61, 88, FSR 5. 1932-1949. 
Table 20» Parameters of frequency distributions for oat yields per aore for various 
oroppiag systenis, Agrononiy farm, Ames, Iov»a, and Clarinda Experiiaental Farm, 
Page County, Iowa, 1915-19'18^  
Cx'opping 
system 
X Mo Eange V 3 CV 
AKronomv fam. 1915-1948 
CO 36.06 37.36 65,35 125,77 11.21 31,10 Frequency 1 1 4 12 12 3 1 
Class mark 4,67 14,01 23,25 32.69 42.03 51^ 37 60,71 
CCOM 56,49 62.14 79,00 208.18 14,43 25,54 Frequency 1 0 0 5 6 16 6 
Class mark 5,6 16,9 28,2 39,5 50,8 62,1 73^ .4 
COM 50.10 40.26 79,4 309.20 17,58 35,10 Frequency 1 0 5 10 6 4 8 
Class mrk 5,67 17,01 28,35 39.69 51^ 03 62.37 73,71 
Clarinda, 1933-1949 
COM 25.33 23.75 64,0 241.07 15,53 61,29 Frequency 5 7 4 1 
Class nark 8,44 25,44 42.44 59.44 
I^bid., unpaged data. 
Table 21. ftirameters of frequonoy distributions for hay yields per aore for various 
cropping systems. Agronomy Farm, Amos, Iwrn, and Clarinda Experimental Farm, 
Page County, loma, 1915-1948^  
Cropping 
ayatem 
X }So Range V s CV 
Agronomy farm, 1915-1948 
CCOM 1.79 1.71 3.28 .68 .94 52.44 Frequency 5 0 3 10 6 6 4 
Class mark .24 ,71 1.18 1.65 2.12 2.59 3.06 
COM 1.46 1.57 3.52 .91 .95 65.33 Frequonoy 5 6 7 8 2 4 2 
Class mark .25 .75 1.25 1.75 2.25 2.75 3.25 
Clarinda, 1933-1949 
COM 1.68 2.2 3.8 1.23 1.11 66.08 Frequency 4 5 7 1 
Class mark .44 1,44 2.44 3.44 
I^bid., unpaged data* 
Table 22, Parameters of froquenoy diatributions for prices reooivod per bushel of oorn,^  
of oat8,° and per ton of hay° by farmers in Crop fioDorting Districts 5 and 7, 
1917-19481 
Crop X Ito Range V 5 CV 
District 5 
Com .77 ,64 2.45 .21 .45 59,00 Frequency 8 12 8 3 0 0 1 
Class mark .279 ,639 .999 1.359 1,719 2.079 2.439 
Cats .408 ,291 ,84 .041 .202 49.48 Froquenoy 7 9 6 4 5 0 1 
Class mark .174 .304 .434 .564 .694 .824 .954 
Clove r-
timothjr 
hay 
(baled) 15.94 13.44 20.33 28.21 5.31 33.31 Frequency 2 4 9 5 7 1 4 
Class mark 7,47 10.38 13.29 16.20 19,11 22.02 24.93 to 
District 7 o ai 
Com .78 .67 2.43 .20 ,45 57.44 Frequency 7 13 8 3 0 0 1 
Class mark .304 ,654 1.004 1,354 1.704 2.054 2.404 
Oats ,415 ,318 .78 .037 ,193 46,59 Frequency 4 12 6 1 8 0 1 
Class mark .179 .299 .419 ,539 .659 .779 .899 
Clover-
timothy 
hay 
(baled) 13,05 11,79 15.58 20.94 4.53 35.08 Frequency 
Class nark 
5 
8,87 
6 
12.77 
3 
16.67 
2 
20,57 
S^ee Appendix C. 
•^Deoember prioea, 
A^ugust prices • 
ojanuary prices for District 5 and March prices for District 7, 
F^or the period 1933-1948, 
Table 23, I^ rameters of frequency distributions for total costs per aore^ ' for "rorious cropping 
systems, Agronory Fann, Amesj lam, and Clariada Exporiraontal Farm, Page County,' 
lovja, 1917-19481 
Croppine 
system 
X I.1b^  Range V 8 CV 
Agronomy Farm, 1917-: 1948 
C 17,18 16.07 15.12 9.16 3,03 17.62 Fi'equenoy 8 14 6 1 2 0 1 
Glass mark 14.07 16.23 18.39 20.55 22.71 24.87 27.03 
CO 15.55 15.35 12.18 7.64 2.76 17.78 Frequency 4 9 12 2 3 0 2 
Class mark 12.35 14.09 15.83 17.57 19.31 21.05 22.79 
CCOM 18,21 18.35 18.12 13.58 3.69 20.24 Frequencj'' 7 9 10 3 O w 0 1 
Claso mark 14.15 16.73 19.32 21,91 24.50 27,09 29.67 
COM 17,85 16.38 19.52 16,15 4.02 22.51 Frequency G 14 4 4 1 0 1 
Class mark 13.93 16.72 19.51 22.30 25.09 27.88 30.66 
Clarinda. 1933-1948 
C 16,48 13.89 13.65 3.70 22.42 Frequency 10 3 2 1 
Glass mark 13.90 17.37 20.85 24.32 
COM 
(corrected 
upmrd for 
trend) 18.53 17.93 28.56 5.34 28.84 Frequency 9 4 2 1 
Glass mark 16.91 20.39 24.87 29.35 
COM (not 
oorreoted 
upward for 
trend) 17.96 18,79 31,42 5.61 31.20 Frequoncj'' 9 4 2 1 
Class mark 15.07 19.77 24.47 29.17 
S^ae Appendix D, 
B^ased on 100 aores of crop land, 
I^Jot oomputed for the Clarinda cropping systems "because of the nature of the frequency distributions. 
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losaes around §5 per aore to gains aroimd $9 per aore could be expeoted 
in 21 years out of 32, with relatively small ahanoes of obtaining gains 
larger than 59, 
For the rotation of CO, losses around per aore to gains of approx­
imately $2 per aore oould be expected in 14 years out of 32. In 12 years 
out of 32, inoomes per aore oould be expeoted to range between $7 and $14. 
Although the CO rotation appears to have relatively less inoome variation 
than oontinuous oorn, it is nevertheless less desirable from the stand­
point of inoorae-produoing ability. Ihis is true sinoe the ohanoes of 
acquiring gains larger than $7 per aore are fewer than for oontinuous 
oorn, and the ohanoes of obtaining smaller gains are greater, and the 
ohanoes of obtaining losses are almost the some. 
In comparison to oontinuous com and the CO rotation, CCOM in one 
sense indicates relatively less risk despite its having the greater inoome 
variation. This is true sinoe in none of the years would negative returns 
be expeoted, but gains up to ii^ l5 per aore oould be expeoted in 20 years 
out of 32, and gains ranging from $22 to ^ 30 oould be expeoted in 9 years 
out of 32* another sense, if inoome expectations were fonaulated on 
the basis of §20 to $30 per aore and only $2 to $8 were obtained, results 
could be disastrous if production plans, plans for living, and credit 
commitments had been made on the basis of the higher expectations. 
For the COM rotation, losses of approximately $2 per aore to gains 
around $5 would be expected to ooour in 17 years out of 32. Expectations 
for gains larger than this are quite comparable to those indicated for 
oontinuous com. 
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On the baois of the historical frequency distribution of mean net 
incomes for the J^ ronomy Farm cropping systems, the rotations of CO and 
COM appear to be relatively more risky since the range of highly possible 
outcomes falls between losses and relatively email gains, thus making the 
chances of obtaining the larger gains relatively less. 
The data for the cropping systems of continuous com and of COM frcm 
the Clarinda Expariraental Farm are presented here with the idea of getting 
some indication of the relative degrees of risk that might be attached to 
adopting a cropping plan which over time will result in a higher level 
of productivity. Some indication of the relative risks of shifting frcm 
continuous com to COM may be obtained by oon^ jaring the parameters of 
the frequency distributions for mean net incomes from continuous com 
COM not corrected uprnard for trend in Table 18 and Figure 50. According 
to the standard deviation, considerably more income variation is indicated 
for the COM rotation than for continuous com. This may be one of the 
conditions to plan for in obtaining a higher level of productivity by 
means of a rotation that combines forage production with that of grain. 
Hoivever, the extent to which incomes may be expected to vary is not an 
entirely adequate measure of risk. The manner in which these incomes are 
apt to be distributed enters in also. If the frequency distributions of 
mean net incomes in Figure SO were to be used as an estimate of the 
future, for COM not corrected upward for trend, losses of about 27 cents 
per acre could be ej^ eoted in 7 years out of 16, whereas for continuous 
com, losses of $6 per acre could be expected in 4 years out of 16. 
Aooordingly, losses for continuous corn •would not "be as frequent but 
v/hen they did occur, gains of from ?jl per aore to $8 could be expected 
in 11 years out of 16, "but gains of $20 or more per aore would not be 
expected. But for the COM rotation in 8 out of 16 years, expeotations 
would be for §20 or moi^ . Thus, although incomes might be expected to 
vary more widely by adopting the COM rotation than by following con­
tinuous corn, the three-year rotation still may be less risky since the 
chances of relatively large losses are small •vrfiile seme chances for 
relatively largo gains do exist. 
On the basis of the data for COM, corrected upward for trend, at 
the end of a 16-year period, although incomes might be expected to vary 
more vddely than by following continuous com, losses -would not be 
expected to occur with prices and costs at the level of 1933-1948, but 
cliances appoar to exist for considerably largor gains than for continuous 
com or COM, not corrected upward for trend. Thus, on the basis of the 
limited time period of these data, one of the effects of obtaining a 
higher level of productivity by combining forages with grain in a rota­
tion might be that of a relatively greater variation in income, but if 
production and living plans can be adjusted to this, incomes might be 
expected to average higher over time than with continuous com on this 
particular soil type and under these prioe, yield, and cost conditions. 
The foregoing parameters of frequency distributions are not to be 
regarded as those that will exist for the future because in a dynamic 
environment vAiere change is the order of things, the same circumstances 
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that prevailed in the past oajinot be expected to bo repeated in the 
fixture. liathor, they are to be viev/ed as data that oan b© nsod to help 
close the gap betrreen expectations and realizations, and thereby reduce 
individxial famer and social losses. A knowledge of what yields, what 
prices, uAiat costs, and xliat incomes occurred in most years, in some 
years, eind in very few years historically should be of sane help in re­
ducing errora in expectation formulation. Also, a knov^ ledge of the 
ertent of income variation and the relative importance of prices, yields, 
and costs in contributing to that variation offers some guidance in 
emphasizing various possible measures for reducing inoorae variation. 
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SUmiAiCf Airo CONCLUSlOlffi 
The speoifio prohlem in this study vras to detemine for the erosive 
Ida-Iilonona soils of western Icnm» 
1. ITie profitability of alternative soil raanagement systems as a neans 
of attaining different levels of soil conseiTration or soil productivity, 
2. The extent to v^ ioh maximization of profits by the individual farmer 
are compatible with the maxiraieation of social vwlfare. 
3. The relative stability of net returns over time from various crops 
and cropping systems. 
Experimental crop rotation data from the Morrow Plots, Urbeuia, 
Illinois, the Fry Farm, Wooster, Ohio, the Agronomy Farm, Ames, lom, 
and the Clarinda Experimental Farm, Clarinda, Iowa, indicated that in 
some instances grain and forage were con^ jlemsntary in tems of output. 
In other instances grain and forage were found to be competitive as 
product outputs. The lHorrovt Plot experiments indicated that treatraent 
may be more effective in increasing total grain output than in combining 
forages with grain in a rotation. In measuring the yield-increasing 
effects of legvunes on grain yields, a oomparison of continuous com and 
COM at the Clarinda Experimental Fam showed that a period of nine years 
ms required before the annual total grain output from the COM rotation 
surpassed •tJiat of continuous com. This -was the length of tame required 
for complementarity betiraen grain and forage in tems of output to be 
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ostabliahod. Sacrificing gr&in output in the short run in order to 
obtain a larger total output of grain at a later date has important im-
plioationa from the standpoint of adopting soil oonsenration neaaures 
because isaiting costs may be too high for some fanners. 
The existence of compleraentar^ v'- and oon^ jetitiTTe ranges betiveen grain 
and forage as product outputs has ampoirtant implications in maxiinizing 
lojag-run not income to ftirmers and in maximizing the social product, Neither 
can be maximized -within the complementary range. Within the oompetitl-v® 
range the optimum combination of grain and forage is determined by the 
point -whercr the xoarginal rate of grain-forage substitution is imrersely 
proportional to their price ratio. 
On the basis of yield estimates outpiit nms computed for the following 
soil management systems for the Ida, ifonoma, and llapier soils in western 
lowaj CCO, CCOs, COs, COsCOffl, CCOIIH, COLM, COIMM, and COMMM alone 
in combination v/ith terracing, contouring, and commercial fertiliuer 
troaianent. Both oash-'grain and livestock systems of farming iirore assiimed. 
The yield-increasing effects of syreet clover ware reflected in relatively 
higher total grain outputs for CCOs and COs than for CCO -when rotations 
were considered alone, '.'hen the rotations TsiBre combined with practices 
and treatment, CCO indicated a relatively larger total grain output than 
COs* In the rotations vihere meado\7 was left down to produce hay, forage 
•was competitive with grain in terms of output in all instsmces, Vihen crop 
rotations vrere combined with contouring, teirracing, and ooramercial fertil­
izer treatment, the amount of forage gained for a given sacrifice in grain 
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output -was iaoreaaed. Not returns were computed for the various soil 
managercant sj'bterns at three different prio© levels, 1920, 1940-44, and 
1947. Tihen 1920 prices were used, the orop rotations with tho largest 
proportions of forage relative to grain had the hishest not returns. 
1'?hon 1947 prices were used the all-grain rotations netted tli® hishest 
returns. 1'ihon the 1940-44 prices, which reflect the 1917 to 1948 grain-
fbrage price relationship were used, the following soil rnanageraent systems 
appeared to "be the most profitable on a given farm whose soil resources 
consist of a combination of Ida, Monona, and I^ apier soils: 
1. Under a cash-grain systein of farming, ^Yhero the practices of 
contouring, terracing, and treatment with comeroial fertilizer are not 
conbined with cropping systems, (a) seed tho Ida soil to alfalfa-brome 
and lot it revert to native grass because gross returns from faiming it 
are less than costs. Resources used heire oould bo used nore profitably 
on Monona and Napier soils, and (b) on the Monona and llapier soils, 
assuming that there is a market for both grain and forage, adopt one of 
the folloiidng rotations—COsCOIffl, CCC®I!.I, COtM or CQfU-M. If there is no 
market for forage, CCOs would be the moBt profitable. 
Z, Under a livestock sj-Btom of farning (meaning that the livestock 
msjiure is returned to the soil) but again vri-th cropping systems alone, 
(a) if resources are not fully utilized on the Monona and Napier soils, 
some returns on othexnvise idle rosouroes oould be obtained on the Ida 
soil by adopting either a CCOs or COs rotation and (b) on Honona and Jlsiplor 
soils, the choice would be among the rotations of COsCOMM, CCOM.I, CQMM or 
COHUM, 
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3, Under a oash-graln system of farming, v/here the cropping systems 
are oonibiaed with the practices of contouiring, tei^ raoijig, and fertiliser 
treatment, (a) COsCOIM, CCOHM, COMM or C0ML5M offer the best altomatiTes 
on tho Ida soils and (b) on Ifonona and Kapier soils, the alternative of 
CCOs may be added* 
4. Under the assumption of a livestock system of farming, again 
where the cropping systems are combined with practices and treatment, 
(a) the choices on Ida range from COsCOLfM to COMJM with seme preference 
given to COsCOIEvI and CCOMM on the basis of the existence of ditainishing 
marginal rates of substitution of forage for grain in livestock produc­
tion and (b) for Monona and Napier soils the choices are the same as for Ida. 
Generally, the soil management systems that appear to offer the best 
long-run profit opportunities are COsCOUM, CCOMM, COMM, and COIfflM in 
combination with contouring, terracing, and fertilizer treatment under a 
livestock system of farming. However, under a cash-grain system of 
fanning in the absence of a maricet for forage or if such market is 
relatively imcejrtain, CCOs with practices and treatment would be the most 
profitable choice. 
The soil management systems that appear to offer the best opportunities 
for maximizing long-run net income on Ida, Monona, and Napier soils may 
or may not reduce soil losses to the level regarded as desirable by 
society. 
An analysis of income variation from crop production from 1917 to 
1947 showed that prices receivBd by farmers appeared to contribute most to 
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total inoom® variation, orop yields appeared to rank aeoond in importano®, 
and ooBts appeared to contribute least to total inoome variation, 
Analj'^ ia of income variation from oom, oats, and hay produotion 
on the Ida-Monona soila in vrestem Iowa indicated that a relative!^  
greater inoome variation v/ould appear to be associated with com and hay-
production than with oats produotion. In tems of risk and unoertain'ty 
arising from crop produotion, the manner in vAiich lov/, average, and high 
incomes are apt to he distributed over tine may be as important as the 
variation in income itself. Tl^ e analysis indicated that if tho distri­
bution of incomes in the past for oats wore to be used as an estimate of 
tho future, losses of about 50 cents per acre to per acre v/ould be 
expected in 20 years out of 31. Gains of about ,?1.40 to about S7 per acre 
•crould be expected in only 11 years out of 31» Thus losses would be expected 
in most years and relatively small rot^ Tins would be expected in others, A 
more efficient use of resources might be obtained either by reducing oats 
acreage to the minimum necessary as a nursecrop to legume seedings or by 
shifting to a nurse orop that will bring higher returns than oate. 
If the distribution of incomes in the past for corn were to be used 
as an estimate of the future, returns ranging from losses of about §2 
per aore to gains of about ."J? per acre viould be expected in 16 years 
out of 31. In 7 years out of 31, returns of about $17 per aore would 
be expected, but the cliances of getting returaa of either §27 or §37 
would be relatively slight. Since gains of $17 per acre would be expected 
to occur as frequently as losses of about §2, a relatively large degree 
of unoertain'ty appears to exist in oom production, particularly if pro-
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duotion plans and plans for living are based on expeotations of a $17 
per aore return and losses are realized instead. 
If the past distribution of incomes from alfalfa "were used as an 
estimate of the future, returns of about $17 per acre vrould be expected 
in 7 years out of 52; in 7 years out of 32, ^ ?S9 would be expected. About 
$8 per aore would be expected in 5 years out of 32, and in 5 years out of 
32, about 028 •would be expected. On this basis, the formulation of income 
e3q>eotatioa.s and production plans for alfalfa would be difficult. 
If cora, oats, and hay are combined in a crop rotation, iaae data 
from western lona suggest that the relatively greatest income variation 
might be expected from those crop rotations that have the largest pro­
portions of com and hay. Parameters of frequency distributions for 
mean net incomes per acre from different cropping systems at the Agronoi^  
Farm, Ames, lom, appear to substantiate this further. Of the four 
cropping systems C, CO, CCOM and COM, the latter two appear to have the 
greater income variation. However, on the basis of the past frequency 
distribution of mean not incorass, the rotations of CO and COM appear to 
be more risky tlian C or CCOM since losses or small gains would be expected 
in most of the years and relatively large gains would be expected in­
frequently. 
A ooirgpariaon of the two cropping systems, C and COM, on. the Clarinda 
ISxperimental Farm, 1933 to 1948, suggest that one of the effects of ob­
taining a higher level of productivity by combining forage crops vriidx 
grain crops in a rotation might be that of a relatively greater income 
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variation, but if production and living plaixs can be adjusted to this, 
incomes may be eapeoted to average higher for COM than for C in this 
given situation. 
Parameters of historical frequency distributions are not to be 
regarded as those that v/ill exist for the fixture because in a dynamic 
environment, where change is the order of things, ciroumstanoes that 
prevailed in the past camot be expected to be repeated in the future. 
But a knofwledge of what yields, prices, costs, and incomes occurred in 
most years, in some years, and in very few years historically may be of 
soma help in closing the gap between expectation and realization and 
thereby reducing individual farmer and social losses. 
LIHTTATIOIS OF TLFFI 3TODY 
This study has baen limited by a laok of experimental data from 
vjhich crop yields can accurately be determined for different cropping 
systems alone and in combination with the practices of contouring and 
terracing. I&iny of the paet experiments have confounded the individual 
effects of cropping systems, treatment, and practices so that the iso­
lated effect of any one of these cannot be determined. In some instances, 
soil typo and slope is not homogeneous for a given set of experiments 
and in other situations, experimental plots have not bean replicated. 
The experimental data included in this study represent the attempt to 
obtain as much useful data as possible from the principal com belt states. 
The number of experiments included is not large, and therefore the 
establishing and interpreting of quantitative output relationships be­
tween different crops, particularly between grain and forage, should 
be regarded as exploratory in this field of investigation. 
In making recommendations for soil management systems for Ida-
Llonona soils in -westorii luwa, crop yield estimates for different sj/stems 
had to be relied upon. Since these yield estimates wore furnished by 
specialists in soils and soils management, these data for the given soil 
situations can be regarded as the best available data at the present time; 
neveirtheless, experimental data, if it were available, might show differ-
yield outcomes from these same soil management systems so that the 
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oonolusions made on the basis of the yield estimates would have to be 
altered. 
The study of inoome variation over time from different orops and 
orop combinations necessitated the use of time aeries data on crop 
yields, orop costs, eind prices. Over time there are numerous gaps in 
these data, eapeoially for those of costs. Vfliere gaps existed* estimates 
Ywre made to complete the time series. Although great care ms used in 
making the estimates, they are, nevertheless, only substitutes for 
actual data] accordingly, some discretion is necessary -when interpreting 
and dravring conclusions fi'om these data. 
Tlio study of incwie variation over time was limited to a period of 
30 to 32 years because data Treis not available for a longer period. This 
relatively short time span places some restriction on the interpretations 
that can be made from the parameters of the frequency distributions 
that -were calculated. If time series data were available for 50 years 
or more, it •would seem that more oonfidenoe could be a'ttached to the 
outcome of tlie analysis. In an analysis of inoome variation, models 
are needed that •will more accurately measure the relative importance of 
prices, costs, and yields as -these contribute to the total income vax^  
iation in crop production. 
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Appendix A 
Method of computing orop production for oaixple tovmships 
in the Ida-Monona Soils Areas of Western j^ owa 
Stop It Since township yield data ms not available from 1919 to 1924, 
inolusi-re, for com and oats, correlation coefficients were 
oonqjuted between county yields and to%vnship yields for the 
period 1917wl918 to 1947. All correlation coefficients ^ vere 
found to be significantly different from zero at the 5 per 
cent probability level. 
Step 2J Simple regression coefficients were then computed using county 
yields as the independent variable and township yields as the 
dependent variable. Township yield data for the years missing 
on com and oats were thon estimated vrith the use of the re­
gression coefficients. 
Step 3j Production effects of present day techniques viere projected 
into the future by the folloiving procedure! 
1. Average annual toivnship com yields 1917 to 1947, 
inclusive, were adjusted to hybrid by: 
a. Computing correlation coefficients between open-
pollinated and hybrid by using the Iowa Corn Yield 
Tests for 1926-1940 in the Test Dietricts within Crop 
Reporting Districts 4 and 7--the districts from 
which the sample T«IS drawn#^  In both Districts 4 and 
7 the correlation coefficients were significantly 
different from zero at the 5 per cent probability 
level. 
b. Applying "t" tests to see if tlie yield variances 
between open-pollinated and hybrid differed signif­
icantly from zero by using Iowa Com Yield Tests for 
1926-1940 for Crop Reporting Districts 4 and 7. First, 
the startdard error of the ratio of the two variances 
was computed. Secondly, the significant of the var­
iance ratio was determined by comparing the logarithm 
of the ratio with the standard error of the logarithm 
of the ratio. The null hypothesis was set up, and "t" 
was oaiculated. The "t" values were found to be not 
significantly different from zero at the 6 per cent 
probabilii^  level# 
O^ne township was drawn from District 1, 
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o» Conreoting tiie open-pollinated township yields to 
hybrid on the basis of the mean yield differences 
between open-pollinated and hybrid of lovm Com 
Yield Tests 1926-1940 for Distriots 4 and 7. This 
procedure ma assiuaed to cause little distortion 
in view of the correlation coefficients between open-
pollinated yields and hybrid and on the basis of the 
"t" test on yield Tmriances between open-pollinated 
and hybrid -varieties. C^ en-pollinated township yields 
for Crop Reporting District 1 were corrected to hybrid 
in a similar manner. 
(l) During the transition period, 1936-1940, v^ ien ^ owa 
farmers were dlianging from open-pollinated to 
hybrid, the mean yield difference correction figure 
ivois adjusted according to the percentage of the 
total corn acreage planted to hybrid in Iowa for 
each of the years in the transition period. The 
percentages of the total com acreage planted to 
hybrid in Iowa have been estimated at 15 per cent 
in 1936, 30 per cent in 1937, SO per cent in 1938, 
75 per cent in 1939, and 90 per cent in 1940. 
Accordingly, if the mean yield difference "vreis 8 
bushels, the correction for 1936 would be 15 per 
cent of 8 bushels, or 1,2 bushels. After 1940, 
all com production was assumed to be hybrid, 
d. Testing for trend in crop yields for 1917-1947. 
After toi'mship oom yields were corrected to hybrid, 
regression coefficients were computed, using time in 
years as the independent variable and yields in bushels 
as the dependent variable. The regression coefficients 
were tested using the "t" test, and the trends wore not 
significantly different from zero at the 5 per cent 
probability level. 
2. Township oat yields were also tested for trend in the same 
manner as for com, and since the trends were not signif­
icantly different from eero at the 5 per cent probabili-ty 
level, no adjustments for trend were made, 
3. County (township yield data were not available) alfalfa hay 
yield data were also tested for trend. Since none were 
found to be significantly different from sero at the 5 per 
cent probabili-ty level, no adjustments for trend were made. 
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Step 4t In order to oomput© produotion costs per acre of oom, oats, and 
alfalfa hay, respeoti-vely, and in order to deteraine output re­
lationships between different crops, 100 acres of crop IPTri -were 
assumed for each orop» The total produotion of oom, oats, and 
alfalfa hay was then oo!!5>uted by multiplying the annual acre 
yields for eaoh orop by 100 for 1917 to 1947» 
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Appendix B 
Method of Conqputing orop produotior- for experimantal orop rotation data 
at the Agronomy Farm, Ajjiea, Iowa, and at the Clarinda Experimantal Famij 
Page County, Iowa 
Step li Annual open-pollinated oom yields vrere first corrected to hybrid 
in the same toanner aa in Appendix A» The mean yield differences 
"between open-pollinated and hybrid varieties of the Io\m Corn 
Yield Testa, 1926-1940, were used as a basis, Ihe mean yield 
differences for the Test Areas within Crop Reporting Districts 5 
and 7 were used for adjusting oorn yields at the Agronoity Farm 
and the Clarinda Experimental Farm, respectiwly. 
1, Since the oliange-over from open-pollinated to hybrid took 
plaoe in a single year, no adjustments in the mean yield 
difference figures aooording to the rate of adoption were 
necessary as they were in Appendix A, 
Step 2: Com, oats, and hay yields vrere tested for trend. Aa in Append­
ix A, jregression coefficients were coir^ mted using time in years 
as the independent ^ mriable and yields in bushels or tons as 
the dependent Trariable, The regression coefficients were tested 
using the "t" test, and no trends were significantly different 
from zero except oom yields in the rotation of COM on the 
Clarinda Experimental Farmj these yields were adjusted upward 
by multiplying the regression coefficient by the values of the 
independent variable for the respective years, the most recent 
year being given a value of zero. 
Step 3: One hundred aores of crop land were assumed for each cropping 
system, and the total production for each orop in each system 
was computed by multiplying the average annual yields for each 
orop, as adjusted, by the number of aores devoted to that orop. 
For example, in a CCOM rotation, 50 aores out of the 100 would 
be devoted to ccra. 
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Appendix C 
Ifethod of Computing gross income resulting from crop production for 
aample toymahips in the Ida-Monona Soils Area in 'Viestem Imva, and for 
the experimental orop rotation data at th® Agroncray fkrmi Ames, Iowa, and 
at the Clarinda Experimental Farm, Page County, Imm 
Step li Crop Reporting District prices obtained from the Division of Agri­
cultural StatistiOSi loirva Depairianent of Agriculture, Des Moines, 
Iowa, were used in all oases. Tlis crop production from sample 
tov/nships and experimental rotations within a given Crop Hepojrbing 
District had the orop prices of that district applied to it in 
determining the gross value of the product. For sample township 
yield data, this involved the use of prices from Crop Reporting 
Districts 1, 4, and 7. For expcrimontal rotation data, prices 
from Crop Reporting Districts 5 and 7 wore used for those of the 
Asrononiy rkrra and Clarinda Bxperumental Farm, respectively. 
Step 2J Since a;i analysis of income variation over time was part of the 
study, average monthly prices were used instead of average annual 
prices. The monthly price used for each orop was selected on the 
"basis of the month of heaviest annual marketings for tliat orop, 
according to tho Division of Agricultural Statistics, Iowa Depart­
ment of Agriculture, Des Moines, Iowa, Accordingly, the price 
month used for corn was Decemberj for oats, August; for hay, 
either January or I'.'iaroh, Sinco January appeared to he the month 
of heaviest marketings of hay for 1917 to 1948, the January 
monthly prioe was used for hay yield data from the sample town­
ships and from the Agronomy Farm, Since March appeared to he 
the month of heaviest hay marketings in tho more recant years, 
the March monthly price vreis used for hay yield data from the 
Clarinda Experimental Farm, as the yield data in this instance 
is for the more recent period of 1933 to date. 
Step 3i inasmuch as monthly prices for corn, oats, and hay were not 
available for the entire period from 1917-1948 by Crop Reporting 
Districts, these prices had to be estimated for the period in 
tiAiich these prices were not available. This was done in the 
following manner for each of cora, oats, and hayj 
1. December prices received for com. 
Prices by Crop Reporting Districts were not available for the 
years 1917 to 1925, inclusive. Tlius correlation coefficients 
were oompuced between the State of Iowa December price and 
each of the December prices for Crop Reporting Districts 1, 
4, 5, and 7, All correlation coefficients were signifiosuitly 
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different from zero at 5 per oent probability level, Ee-
gression ooeffioients were then ooraputod using the State 
of lorsm Deoeiaber price as the independent variable aiid Crop 
Reporting District Deoenber prices as the dependent variable. 
Using these regress ion coefficients. Crop Reporting District 
prices v/ere estimated for the years in which the monthly 
price v/as not available, 
2, JVuguat prices received for oata. 
Prices by Crop Reporting Districts were not available for 
the years 1917 to 1925, inclusive. Therefore, for these 
years, prices were estimated by the same method as for com, 
3, January prices received for baled alfalfa hay. 
-rices for baled hay vie re used since it ma assumed tViat 
most of the hay sold in lev®, in the future will be in baled 
rather than in loose fonn. As baled alfalfa hay prices are 
not available by Crop Hoporting Districts except for the 
years 1940-1949, inclusive, such prices had to be estimated 
for the years 1917 to 1939. This -was done by computing 
correlation coefficients betiveen the state price for loose 
alfalfa hay and Crop Reporting District prices for loose 
alfalfa hay for 1926 to 1943. As all correlation coefficients 
viQTQ significantly different from zero at the 5 per oent 
probability level, regression coefficients were computed 
using the state price as the independent variable and the 
Crop Reporting District prices as the dependent} these 
regression coefficients were then used to estimate the 
prices for loose alfalfa hay for the years 1917-1925 in 
the Crop Reporting Districts. TTith the loose alfalfa hay 
prices by Crop Reporting Districts now available, the next 
step was to obtain such prices on a baled basis. This was 
done by first calculating correlation ooeffioients between 
loose alfalfa hay prices by Crop Reporting Districts and 
baled alfalfa hay prices by districts for 1940-1949, These 
were all significantly different from zero at the 5 per oent 
probability level. Since this ugae true, regression co­
efficients "were calculated using district prices of loose 
alfalfa hay as the independent variable and district price# 
of baled alfalfa hay as the dependent variable. Baled 
alfalfa hay prices for 1917-1939 were then estimated using 
these regression coeffioieats, 
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4. Januairj' and %roh prioos reoeiwd for baled olover and 
timothy hay. 
Inasmuch as no prices for baled clover and timothy were 
available« these had to be estimated to comptrbe the gross 
returns from the clover hay produced from the rotations 
at the Agronomy Farm and the Clariada Experimental Farm, 
Llaking the estimates involved four atepsj 
a. Correlation coefficients were calculated between state 
all-hay (loose) prices and district mixed clover and 
timothy (loose) prices. These -were significantly 
different from zero at the 5 per cent probability level. 
b. Regression coefficients were then calculated using the 
state all-hay (loose) prices as the independent variable 
and district mixed clover and timothy (loose) prices 
as the dependant. These regression coefficients urore 
then used to estimate monthly district prices from 1917-
1926, 
0, Having thus the monthly district prices for mixed clover 
and timothy hay (looseJ for botli Crop Reporting Districts 
5 and 7, the follo\ving step was to estimate these prices 
on a baled basis. This was done by calculating the cost 
of baling in the following manner: on the basis of data 
available, the 1948 custom cost of baling vias set at 
0^.14 per bale, IVith 33.33 sixty-pound bales in a ton 
of hay, the 1948 cost per ton of custom baling hay yraa 
calculated to be ;H»67. By using a composite cost index 
(made up from the Iowa Plarm I4ichineJty Other than Motor 
Vehicles Index, the lom Motor Vehicles Index, the Iowa 
Auto Supplies Index, and the lom. Daily Wage without 
Board Index)» the 1948 cost per ton of custom baling was 
adjusted to represent the annual costs per ton of custom 
baling for each year from 1917 to 1948j the procedure -was 
to divide the 1948 cost per ton of custom baiiiig, $4*67, 
by the value of the composite index for 1948, and then 
multiplying the quotient by the annual value of the 
composite index, to find the cost per ton of custom baling 
for each particular year. 
d, She estimated annual custom cost per ton of beliu<: for 
each year frcai 1917-1943 was added to the annual monthly 
price per ton of mixed clover and timotlqr loose hay for 
the same period to obtain prices per ton of baled clover-
timothy. 
Step 4. To find the gross value of the products, the total annual produc­
tion of com, oats, and hay from each cropping system on 100 acres 
of crop land was multiplied by the prices explained above. 
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Appendix D 
Itfethod of computing orop production ooats 
I, Introduotion 
In computing orop produotion costs, the total costs Tirare divided into 
two olasaes—those t};at do not vary v/ith variations in output and those 
that vary because of variations in yield, Imnediately below, the method 
used in oomputing production costs for 100 acres of com for sample town­
ships in the Ida-Monona soils area in western Iowa will first be presented# 
Following this, the computation of crop production costs for other crops 
and orop combinations will be presented insofar as these may differ from 
those presented in the method for 100 acres of com. The over-all method 
is the same in all cases, but the details will vary because of different 
crops and different soil managemont systems, 
Method of Computing Production Costs for 100 Acres of Com for 
Sample Townships in the Ida-lSonona Soils Area of Yfestem lovm. 
A, The constant costs involved are overhead and operating tractor 
costs, fixed machinery' costs, seed costs, building costs, real 
estate taxes, and operator labor costs, 
1. iiethod of computing overhead and operating tractor costs 
and fixed machinerj,'- costs: (See Tables A and B) 
2. Ifethod of oos5)uting seed costs s 
Prices paid by Iowa farmers for hybrid seed com for 1937-
1948 v:ere obtained by primte oomraunication from the Division 
of Statistical and Historical Research, Bureau of Agricul­
tural Economics, U.S, Dopartinent of Agriculture, '%sh«, I1,C, 
Since hybrid seed com prices were not available from 1917-
1936, these prices were estimated by calculating the 
correlation coefficient between the Index of Prices ^  aid 
for Produotiati Commodities by Iowa Fanners and prices paid 
by Iowa Famers for hybrid seed com for 1937-1948, As 
the correlation coefficient was significantly different 
from zero at the 5 per cent probability level, a regression 
coefficient was computed using the Index of Prices Paid for 
Production Commodities by lovva famers as the independent 
variable and prices paid by Iowa farmers for hybrid seed 
com as the dependent, Vv^ ith the use of the regression 
coefficient, hybrid seed corn prices per bushel were estimated 
for 1917-1936, 
Total seed costs per acre per year were than calculated by 
dividing the price per bushel by 6, as 6 bushela per acre 
ms the planting rate used,  ^
Table A., Overhead and operating tractor oosts based oa 1949 prioes, Farmall H, and in relation to 
hoars of use per year on 100 aorea of land in com production 
Av« time AT. speed Width, Acres per Hours 
Operation Speed®' loss®-
% 
MFH mach. in 
ft. 
10-hour 
day 
per 
acre 
Total 
acres 
Total 
hours 
Disking 4.0 16 3.4 11.5 47.4 .211 200 42.2 
Harrov/ing 4.5 27 3.3 20.4 81,6 J .122 200 24.4 
Plowing 3.75 18 3.1 2.33 8.7 1.15 100 115.0 
Planting 3.5 41 2.1 7.0 17.8 .562 100 56,2 
Cultivating 4.0 20 3.2 7.0 27.1 .369 300 110.7 
Com picking 3.25 35 2.1 7.0 17.8 .562 100 56.2 
Hauling grain 
from field to 
orib^  100.0 
Total 504.7 
Overhead oosts (depreoiation, interest, housing, taxes, insurance) per hour 
with annual use of 505 hours .469*' 
Operating costs (flxel, oil, grease, repairs, service) per hour with annual 
use of 505 hours .536° 
Total overhead costs: (.469) (505 hours) 5 237 
Total operating oosts »(.536) (505 hours) 271 
®'Barger, E.L, Information on average tractor speeds for farm operations. (Private oomiminication) 
Dept» of Agr. Eng. lova. State College. Ames, lovnx. 1950. 
B^arger, E.L. and Collins, E.Y. Based on one drawbar hp hr. per acre as calculated in reprint 
frcm report on agricultural research for the year ending June 30, 1947, lom Agr. Exp» Sta. 
Ames, lona. p. 2« 
°Hu8ain, S,ii, Aijas# Coat relationships in farm machinery use. Unpublished M.S, thesis, Iowa 
, State College Library, Araos, Io\'ja. 1949. p. 68. 
Table B, iv5achine oosts (depreoiation, interestj insurance, housing, taxes) based on acres of 
usa per year and on 1949 prioaa for 100 acres of land in com production 
Aores of rianber Oost of us© 
Operation eaoh of Total per acre Total 
crop operations acres per year^  costs 
Disking, 11^ ' single 100 2 200 .16 32.00 
Harrowing, 4-Bect,, 
20'5" 100 2 200 .064 12. GO 
Plowing, 2-bottom, 14" 100 1 100 .467 46.70 
Planting, Z-rcm 100 1 100 C
O CO 
•
 3^ .00 
Culti-mating, 2-row 100 3 300 .15 45.00 
Com picking, Z-row 
mounted 100 1 100 2.60 
Total 
260.00 
$ 435.00 
Elevator, electric motor. 2 %mgons and gear 140.00 
Total c? 575.00 
For 1917 J 
Overhead tractor costsi 1949 oosts 1917 la. Motor  ^
la. Motor Vehiclea. Vehicles Index -  ^ 3^ 25 - $93,00 
Index for 1949 518 
The same method vnas used for operating tractor oosts using la. Auto Supplies Index. $250.00 
Tlie same method ms used for fixed machinery costs using la. Fam ''adiinery Other than 
Motor Vehicles Index, §260.00 
I^bid,, p. 60. 
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3. r&thod of oomputing building oosts: 
The annual building ooats included depreoiation, repair. 
Interest on investment, and insurance. These oosts were 
based on the capital required for a 2,050 "bushel corn 
crib and a 2,000 bushel grain bin, Tlie capital required 
to construct these buildings •was ostiiiiated from building 
plans and building materials requirement lists and with 
the use of 1949 prices for lumber as quoted by lumber 
dealers in iunes, Iowa. I^ bor oosts of constmacting build­
ings V9re estimated at 40 per cent of cost of materials. 
The building construction oosts (materials and labor) were 
estimated for each year, 1917-1948, by adjusting the 1949 
costs with the use of the Iowa Service Buildings iSaterials 
Index, For exar^ jle: 
For 1917 building construction costs would bes 
1949 costs  ^ 1917 la. Sex*v. - $3443 ^  5^0 - $1 493 
la. Serv, Bldgs. * Bldgs, I4iterials " 345 * ~ ' 
Materials Index Index 
Annual depreciation and repair costs vfore figured at 3 
per cent of the constniotion oosts, and annual interest oosts 
were ooii^ juted vrith the use of Iowa interest rates on fam 
mortgage debts obtained from the Division of Agricultural 
Statistics, Iowa Department of Agriculture, Des Iloines, Iowa, 
The insurance costs were computed by multiplying the total 
capital investment by insurance costs per $1000.^  Thus the 
animal building coste for 1917 would be: 
annual depreciation and repair, of §1,493 or § 44.79 
interest on investeent, ,055 of ,fl,493 or 82,11 
insurance oosts at '^ 2,18 per $1,000 or 3,25 
Total §130,15 
4. J.fethod of computing real estate taxes: 
The annual 1947 tax per acre for the counties involved in the 
study vfas ooir5)uted from the Annual Report of the Iowa State 
Tax Commission from July 1, 1947 to June 30, 1948 published 
by The State of Iowa, Des Moines, Iowa, The tax per acre 
(including land and buildings) for each year in 1917-1948 
i^ese, H, Statistical tables Iowa County mutvials. Dept. of Agr, Eng. 
Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, 1940, 
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•was estimted by adjusting the 1947 tax per acre by the 
Index of Iowa Real Estate Taxes per Aore# To 
illustrate, the 1917 tax ms oomputed as follows» 
1949 tax per A. , 1917 Index of la.Fara _ 1.76 
Index, of la. Farm Real Estate Taxes per A," ggg ' " 
Real Estate Taxes 
per A, 
5, Ifethod of oomputing operator labor costs» 
Operator labor costs -were estimated by multiplying the hours 
of labor required per acre by the imge rate per hour. On 
the basis of unpublished data, Department of Eoonomios and 
Sociology, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, seven hours per 
acre were used for oorn. The "wage rate per hour vms oal-
oiilated by dividing the wage rate per day -without board,^  
by 10 hours per day. 
B. The costs that vary with yield and output included shelling costs, 
hired labor costs of hauling corn from field to orib, elevating 
com into crib, and hauling com to torn. 
1. The 1947 costs per bushel (including all these oosts) •was 
first estimated as follows« 
a. Shelling costs included man ivith power and machine at 
2 cents per bushel and .01 man hours (based on 10 mn 
hours per 800 bushel)^  hired labor per bushel times 
63 cents per hour or .63 cents. 
b. Hired labor oosts of hauling oom from field to^ crib 
estimated on the basis of ,5 man hours per acre^  or 40 
bushels, v;hich would be .0125 man hours per bushel. 
I&iltiplying this by 63 oents per hour gives.79 cents. 
B^ur, Agr. Boon. Farm wage rates, farm employment, and related data. 
Jan. 1948. Crops and Iferkets, 1942-1948. U.S. Dept. of Agri. Wash,, D.C. 
o 
Bargor, E,L, Private oomraunioation. Dept. of Agr, Eng. Iowa State 
College. Ajues, Iowa. 1950. 
B^arger, E.L, and Collins, E.V, Eeprint from report on agricultural 
research for the year ending Juno 30, 1947. la. Agr, Exp. Sta. Ames, Iowa, 
p. 2. 
0* The oosts of elevating oorn into the crib were the 
coats of the electricity estimated at one cent per 100 
•bushels,^  or *01 cents per bushel. 
d. The cost of hauling com to tovra by hired truclc v/as 
estimated at 2,5 cents per bushel. 
e» The total 1947 costs per bushel then amount to 6.9 cants, 
2. The yearly oosts per bushel for 1917-1948 were then eatiraated 
by adjusting the 1947 cost of 5.9 cents by a composite index 
made up of Iowa Ilotor Vghioles Indois, Iowa Farm r>JsLohinery 
Other than Motor Vehicles Index, loirn Auto Supplies Index» 
and Iowa wage rate index of fiarin labor per day v^ ithout board. 
Ill, Differences in ocmputation of production oosts for 100 acres of oats 
for sample townships in the Ida-LIonona soils area of western Iowa. 
A, As indicated previously, the method of computing costs is 
essentially the same for all soil management systems. Only the 
details vary because of different crops and different soil man­
agement systems * Only the details as they differ v/ill be indicated 
from hereon. The differences in the production oosts for oats as 
compared to com are seed costs, building oosts, operator labor 
oosts and coats that varj.' with output, 
1. Seed oosts were based on rate of seeding at 3 bushels per 
acre^  multiplied by the pxdoes jiaid by farmers for seed oats 
as obtained from tlio Division of i\grioultural Statistics, 
Iowa Department of Agriculture, Des Moines, lorm. 
2. The only building costs included woro the annual oosts on a 
5,000 bushel grain bin. 
3. Operator labor costs were based on 5 hours per acre multi­
plied by the wage rate per hour without board. 
4« The only variable oosts included v/ere the labor oosts of hauling 
oats from field to bin, -tiie electricity oosts of elevating the 
oats into the bin, and the cost of hauling the oats to town by 
means of custoni hire. 
%eaty, H. and Johnson, E, Putting eleotrioity to workj corn elevation. 
Iowa fTarm Science. Vol, 4. October 1949. pp. lS-61. 
B^arger, E.L, Private ccanmunication. Dept. of Agr. Eng. Iowa State 
College. Anes, Iowa. 1950* 
B^urnett, L.C, Private oommunication. Dept. of Agron. Iowa State 
College. Ames, Iowa. I960. 
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IV4 Dlfferenoes in Produotion Costs for IQQ Aores of Alfalfa for 
Sample Tmvnahips in the Ida-Monona Soils Area of Viestern Iowa 
A. The rate of seeding used was 10 lbs» per aoro.^  The seed 
prices used were the prices paid by lona fanners for alfalfa 
seed, spring season, as obtained "ty private oommunioationt 
Division of Agricultural Statistics, Iowa Department of 
Agriculture, Des Moines, Io^ '^ a, for 1923-1948. Seed prices 
for 1917-1922 were estimated as follows« 
1. The correlation coefficient was calculated between the 
prices paid per bushel by lovrti fiarmors for red clover 
seed and prices paid per bushel by Io\m farmers for 
alfalfa seed for 1923-1948. Since the correlation oo-
efficients v/ere significantly different from zero at the 
5 per cent probability level, a regression coefficient 
vxas computed using the prices paid per bushel for red 
clover seed by Iowa farmers as the independent variable 
and Iowa prices paid per bushel of alfalfa as the de­
pendent variable. The regression coefficient uras then 
used to estimate the prices for 1917 to 1923. 
B. Building costs include only the annual costs on a hay shed, 
C, Operator labor costs -were based on 9 hours per acre multiplied 
by the'Tjage rate per hour without board. 
D, The costs that vary iTith output consist of the hired labor 
costs for loading, hauling, and unloading hay. This Tuas 
estimated using ,04 man hours per ton times the imfees per 
hour -without board,^  The total m&n hours required per ton 
\Tere estimated to bet 
Loading in field by hand .60 
Hauling, i-mi. and return ,38 
Unloading, grapple fork ,32 
Hitching and unhitching trailer ,10 
Total 1,40 
Sixty per cent (,84) of this total -was assumed to be hired on the 
basis of a boy to drive the traotor and the value of the operator* 
labor off the farm to help his neighbor. 
%il8ie, C,P, Private oommtmication. Dept. of Agron, Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa, 1950. 
B^ai^ er, E,L, Field to bale to barn, Iowa Farm Science, Vol, 1, No, 12, 
June 1947, pp. 6-9» 
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V. Differences in Produotion Coata for Ag;ronopTy Farra Rotations 
A, Building costs include the annual coats of a com crib, grtiin 
bin, and of the portion of a general bam used for crops— 
tho hay mow and a grain bin. 
B, Custom baling ivas assumed instead of the o\'mer8hip of a baler. 
The cost of custom baling was figured by letting 14 oents per 
bale represent the oost per bale for 1948. The custom cost 
per bale for eaoh year from 1917 to 1947 -was then estimated 
by adjusting the 1948 ocst of 14 oents by a composite index of 
Iowa Motor Vehicles Index, Iowa Farm ilaohinery Other than Motor 
Vehioles Index, the Iowa Auto Supplies Index, and the Iowa 
Daily V/ago vrithout Board Index. 
C, Red clover seed costs, xvhere applicable, were oomputed by 
using a seeding rate of 9 pounds per aoro,^  and rod clover 
seed prices paid by Iowa farmers, 1917-1948, as obtained from 
the Division of Agricultural Statistics, Iowa Department of 
Agriculture, Des Sioines, loma. 
D« Joint omxerahip of oompioker and combine wao assumed for all 
rotations except continuous com. 
VI, Differences in Production Costs for Soil ManaKement Systems. Ida-
Monona-Hamburg Soils Area. V^ festern loyre. ^ basio yield data estimated 
by soils and agronomy speoialists) 
A, In the machine cost computation, joint ovraejrship of cornpicker 
and coniiine ma assumed in all oases. Pull ownership of a baler 
Vfas assumed for all soil management systems that included hay, 
Hie annual oost of owning the baler was based on tons of hay 
put up annually.^  
B. Alfalfa-brome seed costs were based on a seeding rate of 7 
pounds per acre eaoh of brome and alfalfa seed and the price 
per pound of seed as calculated in the following manner: tlie 
price of alfalfa seed as previously indicated and the price of 
brome seed, 51 per cent below that of alfalfa seed, since from 
1944 to 1949, the likrch 15 prices paid by Iowa farmers for brome 
seed averaged 51 per cent below that paid for alfalfa seed 
according to data obtainsd from the office of Division of Agri­
cultural Statistics, Iowa Depaj^ ent of Agriculture, Dog Moines, 
Iowa. Sweet clover seed costs were based on a seeding rate of 
%ilsie, C,P, Private communication. Dept. of Agron. Iowa State College, 
j^ es, Iowa* 1950* 
%u8ain, S,M, Aijat. Unpublished data. Dept. of Eocn. and Soo. Iowa 
State College* -Ames, Iowa. 1949, 
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9 pcwads per aoro and on the prices paid per bushel for sweet 
clover seed "by Iowa farmers. Since these prices were not 
available from 1917 to 1926 they were estimated as followsi 
(l) the correlation coefficient irns calculated between Iowa 
red clover seed prices and Iowa sweet clover seed prices for 
1927 to 1940, (2) since tfie correlation coefficient v/as sig­
nificantly different from eero at the 5 per cent probability 
level, the regression ooefficient was computed with Iowa red 
olover seed prices as the independent variable and Iowa sweet 
olover seed prices as the dependent variable, (3) the regression 
coefficient was then used to estimate svreet clover prices for the 
years in \vhioh they were missing. 
C, Building costs included tiae annual costs on a 2,050 bushel com 
orib, a 2,000 bushel grain bin, and hay mow and grain-bin portion 
of a general barn. 
Baled v/ire costs were based on tlie June 1948 price of $4.50 per 
45 pound roll and on the use rate of 1 roll per 4,5 tons.^  The 
June 1948 price ivas then adjusted to the 1920, 1940-44 and 1947 
price levels by use of the IOT®. Index of irices i^ aid for Pro­
duction Commodities, 
E, The costs of fertilizer (H and PgOg) were based on retail fertil­
izer prices, Sopt. 16, 1949, received from Iowa Pleint Pbod 
Company, Des Koines, Icjwa; these prices were adjusted to the 
price levels of 1920, 1940-44, and 1947 by means of The Fertilizer 
Index, ir.S, Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Agricultural 
Economics, Farm Cost Situation, October, 1949. The estimated 
prices for 1920, 1940-44, and 1947 were then multiplied by the 
rate of application as recomended in Appendix E, 
F, Annual terrace costs were calculated by estimating the capital 
outlay and depreciating this out by the straight line method 
over a period of 25 years. The method^  follows» 
P^orterfield, J.G, Private communication. Dept. of Agr. Eng. Iowa 
State College. Ames, Iowa. 1950. 
2 Fomulas, 1949 costs per foot, and suggestions were obtained from 
Lee F, Hermsmeier, tirfio is currently conducting a study on terrace constmc-
tion and costs in western Iowa. 
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1» Feet of terrace requirements on 100 acres of ilonona soil of 12 
per cent slope were eatimted by (l) calculating the vertical 
interval ty use of the formula. 
or = 7.5', (2) calculating the distance 
w A 
between terraces by the formula of 
vertical interval , or Iti . 100 - 63' , 
slope 12 
(3) using 1320' as the mdth of the 100 acre farm, divide 1320' by 
63', subtract 1 from the quotient to obtain the number of terraces| 
1320' * S3' s 21 - 1 or 20 terraces, and 
(4) usiag 3300' as the length of the 100 acre farm, multiply this 
figure by 20 terraces to obtain the feet in terraces required} 
3300' • 20 r 66,000' of terraces. 
2* The coat of constructing 66,000' of terraces ims estimated by using 
3 cents per foot for a iNhirlvrilnd terracer (costs per foot -with a 
tshirlwind terracer ranged from 2 I/3 to 3 cents in -western Iowa 
counties in 1949). Ilie cost of S cents per foot vras then adjusted 
to the three different price levels of 1920, 1940-44, and 1947 bjr 
use of a composite index made up of lor/a indexes--Motor Vehicles, 
P^ arm Machinery Other than Motor Vehicles, Auto Supplies, and Daily 
Wages -without Board. At the 1940-44 price level, on the basis of 
the index, the cost per foot -was 1.6 cents. The total cost for 66,000' 
of terraces at the 1940-44 price of 1,6 cents tras then §1,056. 
3. The annual cost based on depreciating the investment out in 25 years 
•was $42, This amount is -fchen considered -fche average annual cost of 
loaintenance. 
1 
S - slope. 
Appondix E, 
Estimated Average Yields of Com, Oats and Alfalfa-'brom© Hay for idie 
Five Principal Soil Type and Phases in the Monona-Ida-IIamburg Soil Asso­
ciation Area of Io\to^  
Com (bushels per acre) 
Eroded Ida silt loam Eroded Monona silt IJbnom silt loam JJonona silt loam Napier silt loan 
Soils 12-2(y^  mainly slope loam 12-20^  slope 9-155$ lower slopes 2-^  broad not subject to crop 
shoulders and noses shoulders and noses and co-ros ridges damage over flow 
_ not majjped Ida. 
Soil L%t. 
assurap-
tion^  ?Ione I-C T~C~F Hone T-C T-C~F IJone T-C T-C-F ITone T-CT-C-F Hone T-C T-C-F 
Rotations Cash Grain 
Assiimption: All grain and hay sold except siTeat clover and last hay crop, Qaly 
one outting of last yoar meadow 
cco 10 12 32(100-40) 15 17 38(100-30) 30 32 52(80-20) 35 38 56(80-20) 45 48 62(60-20) 
CffOg 16 17 34( 60-40) 24 26 40( 60-30) 40 43 54(50-20) 45 48 58(50-20) 55 58 65(30-20) 
COs 20 23 36(10-40) 30 34 42( 20-30) 45 50 56(10-20) 50 54 60(20-20) 60 64 68(10-20) 
COsCOLli 25 28 38( 10-40) 35 38 44(10-50) 50 54 58(10-20) 55 58 62(10-20) 65 68 70(10-20) 
CCOMM 23 25 36( 50-40) 32 35 44( 45-30) 46 50 58(40-20) 51 54 62(40-20) 62 65 70(40-20) 
COM 25 28 38( 5-40) 35 38 44( 5-30) 50 54 58( 5-20) 55 58 62( 5-20) 65 68 70( 0-20) 
COMMM 22 25 36( 10-40) 32 35 41( 5-30) 48 52 56(10-20) 53 56 60( 5-20) 63 66 70( 5-20) 
C0KM5M 19 22 34( 10-40) 29 32 38( 5-30) 46 50 54(10-20) 51 54 58( 5-20) 61 64 70^ 0-20) 
- Livestock 
AssumptionI All grain and hay consumed on farm. Manure spread mainly on Ida and 
eroded Monona« none on ITapier. Only one cutting of last year meadow. 
CCO 20 23 34(40-40) 25 28 40(60-30) 36 40 54(60-20) 40 43 58(60-20) 45 48 62(60-20) 
CCOs 26 29 36(35-40) 32 35 42(40-30) 45 49 56(30-20) 50 52 60(30-20) 55 58 65(30-20) 
COs 28 32 38( 0-40) 35 38 44(10-30) 50 55 58(10-20) 55 58 62(10-20) 60 64 68(10-20) 
COsCOM 30 34 40( 0-40) 40 42 46(10-30) 55 58 60(10-20) 60 62 64( 5-20) 65 68 70(10-20) 
CCOM 28 32 40(35-40) 38 40 46(30-30) 53 56 60(40-20) 57 59 64(20-20) 62 65 70(40-20) 
COM 30 34 40( 0-40) 40 42 46 ( 5-30) 55 58 60( 0-20) 60 62 64( 5-20) 65 68 70( 0-20) 
OOIMS. 27 31 38( 0-40) 37 39 44( 5-30) 53 56 58( 0-20) 58 60 62( 5-20) 33 66 70( 5-20) 
comsm 24 28 36( 0-40) 34 36 42( 5-30) 51 54 56(10-20) 56 58 60( 5-20) 61 64 70(10-20) 
Appendix E, (continued) 
Oats (bushels par aore) 
Eroded Ida silt loam 
Soils 12-20^  mainly elope 
shoulders and noses 
Eroded Monona silt 
loam 12-20/? slope 
shoulders and noses 
not mapped Ida 
Monona silt loam Itonona silt losun l^ pier silt loajn 
9-15/$ lower slopes E-8^  broad not subject to orop 
and coves ridges damage by over flow 
Soil 15^ , 
asstimp-
tion^  None T-C T-C-F None T-C T-C-P Mono T-C T-C-F None T-C T-C-F Kone T-C T-C-F 
Rotations Cash Grain 
Assumption; All grain and liajf sold except svreet clo-ror and last hay orop, 
one cutting of last year meadov/. 
Qnlj"-
CCO 10 12 20(30-30) 12 14 26(30-20) 20 22 32(30-20) 22 25 38(25-20) 30 32 43(20-10) 
CCOa 15 17 23(30-60) 18 20 28(30-50) 25 28 34(30-30) 28 30 40(25-30) 36 38 46(20-20) 
COS 20 22 25(20-50) 23 25 30(20-50) 30 32 36(20-30) 34 36 41(15-30) 42 44 48(10-20) 
coscoiai S3 25 28(30-90) 26 29 33(30-90) 34 36 38(20-60) 38 40 43(20-60) 45 47 50(20-20) 
CCOM 20 22 23(30-90) 23 26 33(30-60) 30 32 38(20-40) 54 36 43(20-40) 43 45 50(20-20) 
com 23 25 28(10-90) 26 29 33(10-60) 34 36 36( 5-40) 58 40 43( 5-40) 45 47 50( 0-20) 
Gomm 23 25 28(10-90) 26 29 33(10-80) 34 36 38( 5-40) 38 40 43( 5-40) 45 47 50( 0-20) 
comsm 23 25 28(10-90) 26 29 33(10-90) 34 36 38( 5-40) 38 40 43( 5-40) 45 47 50( 0-20) 
Livestock 
As sumption» All grain and hay oonstonsd on farm, f.5anure spread mainly on Ida and 
eroded ifonona, none on IJapier, Only one cutting of last year rmeAatu 
35(30-20) 
37(30-30) 
38(15-30) 
40(20-30) 
40(20-30) 
40( 0-30) 
40( 0-30) 
40( 0-20) 
CCO 18 20 25(20-20) 20 22 30(20-20) 24 26 
CCO« 21 23 27(20-40) 23 26 31(20-40) 20 30 
COS 23 25 28(15-40) 26 29 33(15-40) 32 34 
C0sC0I4il 25 27 30(20-80) 28 31 35(20-50) 36 38 
CCOMM 23 25 30(20-60) 26 29 35(20-50) 34 36 
CO£AI 25 27 30( 5-60) 28 31 35 ( 5-50) 36 30 
COJSflJ 25 27 30( 5-80) 28 31 35 ( 5-60) 36 38 
GOmiS 25 27 30( 5-80) 28 31 35 ( 5-70) 36 38 
28 30 40(25-20) 30 32 43(20-10) 
32 34 42(25-30) 36 38 46 (20-20) 
36 38 43(15-30) 42 44 48(10-20) 
40 42 45(20-30) 45 47 50(20-20) 
38 40 45ho-30) 43 45 50(20-20) 
40 42 45 ( 0-30) 45 47 50( 0-20) 
40 42 45 ( 0-30) 45 47 50( 0-20) 
40 42 45 ( 0-30) 45 47 50( 0-20) 
ra il^  P3 
Appendix E, (ocntinued) 
Alfalfa^ broTne hay (-boas per aore) 
Eroded Ida silt loam Eroded Monona silt Itonma silt loan lioaoaa silt loam llapier silt loam 
Soils 12-20% mainly slops loam 12-20/t slope 9-15?5 lower slopes Z-^ /o broad not subject to orop 
ahoalders and noses shoulders and noses and coves ridges damage "fay over flow 
not naianed Ida 
Soil %t» 
aasTanp-
tionZ None I~C T-C-F Hone I-O T..C.F None T~C T-C^ F iTone I-G T-C-F ITone T-C 
Hotations Cash Grain 
Assumption» All grain and Imy sold exocpt srrcet olover and last hay orop. Only one 
cutting of last year meadow 
COO - - - - — M — - — - _ 
CCOs - — - — - — _ — _ •• •• 
COS - - - - - - - - — - a* •r 
COsCOM .6 .8 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.6 3.0 3.0 3.0 
CCOM <6 .8 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.6 3.0 3.0 3.0 
COM .6 .8 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.6 3.0 3.0 3.0 
cotmi .6 .8 1.4 1.2 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.6 3.0 3.0 3.0 
C02£S1M .4 .6 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.6 1.8 2.0 2,2 2.2 2.2 2.4 2.3 2.8 2.8 
Lives took 
Assumption J All grain and hay consumed on farm, l^ anure spread mainly on Ida and eiroded 
Monona, none on llapier. Only one cutting of last year meadow 
CCO - - - MM - - - - - MM - - -
CCOs - — - - - - - - - - - - - - -
COS MM — MM - - - - - - - - - - -
COsCOM .8 1.0 1.6 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.6 3.0 3.0 3.0 
CCOLIS .8 1.0 1.6 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.6 3.0 3.0 5.0 
COMM ,8 1.0 1.6 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.6 3.0 3.0 3.0 
oovm .8 1.0 1.6 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.6 3.0 3.0 3.0 
comtm .6 .8 1.4 1.2 1.5 1.8 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.4 2.8 2.8 2.8 
Appendix E, (oonoluded) 
1» The small differences shcn-ci are not indicative of the degiree of acouraoy» "but to estimate direction 
and mgnitudo of effeots insulting from different soil inanagenent practices they are necessary, 
Fsany of the soil mnagement systeaa included wn-ll not provide adequate erosion control, and such 
control is not assuned. 
Time assximptlonj All soil ranagenent systems have been followed long enough to express major 
effeobs but not any long-time effects (30-C0 years). 
2. Soil Management Assuinptions. 
a. "Kone" roeana no contour cultivation, terraces nor fertilizer applioations. 
b. '•t-C* means that contour cultivation and terraces are used on all ar^ as of the farm -Khere 
applicable. 
c. "T-C-P" means the seme as "b" plus the fertilizer assumptions. The assumed fertilizer appli-
oa-bions are indicated in parenthesis after the crop yield estimates for com and oata. The  ^
Applications include N and first figure in the parenthesis is pounds of 
IT and the second is pounds of P2O5, The sum of the amounts in parenthesis after com and oats * 
is the total fertilizer application per rotation. Vfliere the N application on the corn exceeds 
10 pounds per coi*n crop, it is assumed the rest is applied as a side-dressing, 
d. The abbreviation for the crops in the rotation are as follows 1 
C ~ Com 
0 - Oats 
Og- Oats plus sweet clover 
M - Alfalfa-brorao mixture 
Prepared by» 
Aandahl, Allaway, and Rioo>on with 
assistance from other members of the 
Soil Sub,, lofja Agric. Escpt. Sta. and 
Div. of Soil Survey, U.S. Dept. of Agr» 
I4iy 1950, 
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Appendix F. 
Analyaia of Variance of llean Net inoomea from Com, Oats, and Alfalfa Hay 
Corn 
Degreefi 
Soi'.roe of variation of 
freedom 
Sum of squares Llean squares 
Total 247 
Among tovmships 7 
Tfithin townships 240 
65,952.822 
304.325 
55,140.497 
114.9036 
229.7854 
 ^- o'oQ*va'^  - flignifioajitly different from zero at the 5 
229./854 pgp probability level 
Oats 
Degrees 
Source of variation of 
freedom 
Sum of squares ?>iean squares 
Total 247 
Among tovnaships 7 
Yfithin toivnships 240 
5,378,867 
179.553 
5,199.314 
25.5504 
21.6638 
p » jj 1.184 or not significantly different from zero at the 5 
21,6638 per cent probability level. 
Alfalfa hay 
Degrees 
Souroe of variation of 
freedom 
Sum of squares Lfean squares 
Total 255 
Among townships 7 
' ithin townships 248 
108,427.401 
779.992 
107,647.409 
111.427 
434.062 
F ~ . ,257 or not signifioaxitly different frora zero at the 5 
434.062 pgr Qgnt probability level. 
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Appendix F. (continued) 
Amlyaia of Varianoe of Mean Yields of Corn, Oats, and Alfalfa Hay 
Com 
o^uroe of variation 
Degrees 
of 
freedom 
Siam of squares llaeca squaras 
Total 
Among townshipo 
Yiithin tovmships 
247 
7 
240 
26,876,850 
1,703,935 
25,172.915 
243.4193 
104,887 
p ^  243.419S _ 2,321 or not significantly different from zero at the 
104,887 5 per cent probability level. 
Oats 
Source of variation 
Degrees 
of 
freedom 
£>um of squares ilean squares 
Total 
Among tovrtiships 
VJithin townships 
247 
7 
240 
14,913,010 
1,170,934 
13,742.076 
167,276 
57.2586 
p - ^ §7.*^ 7^  - 2,921 or not significantly different from zero at the 
57,2586 5 cent probability level. 
Alfalfa hav 
Source of variation 
Degrees 
of 
freedom 
Sum of squares r^ an squares 
Total 
Among townships 
Within townships 
247 
7 
240 
91.243 
2,476 
88,767 
,354 
.3699 
F 2 8 •957 or not significantly different from zero at the 5 
,3699 pgj. probability level. 
